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I&reface.

In preparing this work my objeft has been twofold : (i) To state

concisely the main principles of organ-building
; (2) to assist organ

students, organists, and candidates for diplomas and certificates, by

providing answers to the questions upon Organ Construction which

have been set by the Royal College of Organists during the years

1888-1898.

Anyone mastering the contents of these pages would, I think,

not only be amply furnished with general information upon the

subje6l of Organ Construftion, but would also possess a sort of

" key," facilitating the study of more elaborate and technical

works.

The author's thanks are cordially tendered to all who have

assisted him in collecting information. He specially desires to

express his gratitude to Dr. J. Warriner and to the Rev. J. B.

Croft, M.A., for valuable suggestions received.

J. W. HINTON.

9, Strathblaine Road,

Clapham Junction, S.W.

February 10th, 1900.
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Organ Construction.

3introt)uctorj».

Organ-building was gradually developed in various parts of Europe,

but more especially in Germany, England, and France. So late even as

the commencement of this century, these countries possessed distinct

schools of organ-building, which had naturally grown from the tastes

of the people and from the purposes for which they used organs.

Of these the German school claims our most careful attention, on

account of its great importance
; Germany—Saxony in particular

—

being the birthplace of the organ as we now understand it.

Over two hundred organ-builders can be counted as having flourished

in Saxony alone, between 1359 and 1780, including the Silbermanns,

Hildebrand, Gabler, Sommer, and Herbst. It will, therefore, be

highly interesting to note the circumstances and surroundings which

determined the evolution of the German school of organ-building.

To accompany divine service of a congregational character—the

worshippers being of a race both devotional and, almost to a man,

possessed of strong musical voices—it is at once evident that organs

of considerable magnitude were required. Unfortunately all early

attempts to build large organs were doomed to result in failure, either

in the quality or quantity of tone ; as the then known mechanisms

could only bring a limited number of stops under the control of the

player. The touch grew proportionately deep and heavy as stops

were added, until a point was reached at which playing became im-

possible, on account of the physical difficulty of pressing down the keys.
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The only palliatives then known for this most unsatisfactory state

of things were :

—

(1). To retain the wind of sufficient pressure but to make the

pallets small, only supplying a few of the stops at one time, in effect

rendering every stop good, but virtually reducing a large organ to a

small one. For instance, in an organ say of forty stops, not more than

twenty could be drawn at once ; these chosen in successive batches,

varied according to the taste of the organist, but not exceeding the

number the pallets would supply.

(2). To lighten the pressure of wind—thus impairing the reed

stops, and the treble portion of all the other stops.

When constructing large organs the French chose the former, the

Germans the latter, of these alternatives.

The methods of "registering" entailed by the French system just

mentioned will be first considered.

Roret's reprint of Dom Bedos' Facteur iV Orgues (Paris 1849)*

a valuable and exhaustive book, contains a long chapter in which the

writer describes what he considers " usual and desirable " stop-

combinations. Vol. II, p. 356.

The following are some of the principal ones :

—

Pedal Combinations. " No pedal flue work is ever to be used

with the pedal reeds." (On ne m^le jamais aucune pedale de flute

avec celles de trompettes).

Manual Combinations. " Plein jeu" combination. All the flue

stops, together with the Mixtures and Furniture, using Trumpets and

Clarions on the pedals as a bass.

To this there is a corollary. A reed (bombarde) added upon the

manual would enhance this combination, but this is only possible when
there are separate grooves and pallets for the reed, otherwise it would
be out of tune, being robbed of its wind by the foundation stops.

In describing Combination 3, headed Pour le duo (how to play two

• This splendid work (Dom Bedos' original book) containing 137 plates, was published at Paris,

17C6-1768.—Hopkins and Kimbault, The Organ : London, 1855 : page 9.
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independent parts on two separate manuals), Dom Bedos writes as

follows :

—

Left hand ; Great Organ. "All flue stops, the two Twelfths, and

the Quarte de Nazard, without the Fifteenth {sic)^ also the two Tierces."

This combination is called " Grand jeu de Tierce."

Right hand ; Choir Organ, " All flute stops 8ft. the Principal,

the two Twelfths, and the Quarte de Nazard." This combination is

called "Jeu de Tierce au positif."

Combination 7, Pour le Cromorne en taille. How to play a

" Cromorne " (Clarinet) solo, is also peculiar ; and here, as in the

previous combination, the Great Organ is used for the accompaniment,

e.g. :—
Left hand ; Great Organ. All the 8ft. flue stops.

Right hand ; Choir Organ. The Cromorne with the Principal.

Pedals. All the flue stops (if there is a Tierce on the pedals it will

be an improvement). (" Cela fera un plus bel eff"et.")

Enough has, I think, been given to show that all these strange

selections of stops were outcomes of the fact that the whole, or " full,"

organ could never be used at the same time.

Further : as the organ in France had seldom to sustain large masses

of voices, it came to be treated merely as a kind of orchestra, intended

to embellish the functions of the Roman Catholic Church.* This

statement is well within the facts of the case. In all the large Roman
Catholic churches of Paris, and of most other French towns, there are

two organs : a small one in the choir, upon which a church musician

accompanies the choir, and a huge instrument ("Grandes Orgues ")

at the western end of the edifice. This latter seldom or never takes

* " Jusqu'au XVI. Siecle . . . . on ne se servait pas de cet instrument /"ou*- Vaccoinpagnemcnt

des voix . . . . Ce furent Luther et les autres reformateurs qui introduisirent les premiers I'usage

d'accompagner les psaumes ....
Les Catholiques, obliges d'employer dans la lutte les memes armes que leurs adversaires, adopter-

ent dans les memes pays (Allemagne, Angleterre, et Pays Bas), I'usage d'accompagner avec I'orgue le

Plain Chant et les Cantiques en langue vulgaire .... En France, ou les anciens rites se sont

conserves intacts, I'orgue a continue d'alterner avec le chant du choetir." M. Danjou, Revue de

Musique Religieuse : Paris, 1847.
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any part in worship music, but at intervals an instrumental display is

given upon it by the most brilliant executant the church is able to

secure as organist.

The German system being unfavourable to the production of good

reeds, the organ-builders of that country neglected this important

class of stops, but naturally strove to devise some substitute possible

on light wind. They invented that exquisite family of stops known as

Gambas, and brought the small wooden pipe work to great perfection.

The early English builders followed the German school in all its

principal characteristics. As, however, they rarely built organs of a

very large size, they were able to combine a slightly higher wind-

pressure with many improvements of their own.

Especially important was the discovery of a method for equalising

the wind-pressure, by the use of inverted ribs in the upper reservoir

of organ bellows. This improvement gave steady wind at a constant

pressure, a result previously unattainable.

The difficulty which, in France and Germany, brought about the

adoption of the different expedients mentioned, was finally overcome

by C. S. Barker (b. 1806, d. 1879). Barker's attention was directed

to the fact that in the enormous organ at York Minster, by Messrs.

Hill, a pressure of several pounds' weight was necessary to bring down

each single key. After many fruitless experiments, the principle of the

hydraulic press suggested itself to him. Following this up, he devised

a mechanism in which the " action " was set in motion by the expansive

power of compressed air, the key having only to admit or cut off an

exceedingly small quantity of air to effect this result. In a word,

the key, instead of remaining a mere crowbar for shifting a cumber-

some train of backfalls, rollers, and springs, became, as it were, a

valve lever, which a child can work, though the engine thus set in

motion exerts a power immensely greater than that required to move
the lever.

This glorious discovery, by which was removed the dilemma which

had so long baffled the builders of every nation, was offered to Messrs.
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Hill, when they were erecting the large organ in Birmingham Town
Hall. In spite, however, of practical demonstration, they declined to

&arkers oruJtnjaL

r itcc /e /846

GENERAL EXPLANATION

i

A pallet admitting wind to the Motor C.

B pallet closing when A opens, and opening when A closes, to

allow the Motor to collapse.

W small chest always full of wind from the bellows.

adopt it. Barker subsequently approached M, Aristide Cavaille-Coll,

the eminent Parisian builder, who applied it to the large organ of

St. Denis (1846).

By three English inventions, viz. :

—

Jordan's Swell, rendering the organ capable of expression
;

Flight's Bellows, affording steady wind ;* and

Barker's Pneumatic Lever, admitting of organs being built to any size^

the art of the modern builder became broadly eclectic, these dis-

coveries enabling him to combine every effect hitherto only attained

in different countries, and under conditions special to each.

* The introduction of Inverted Ribs is generally ascribed to one Cummins, or Commins, a

clockmaker, but Flight was the first to work out the idea, and to produce it in a practical form.
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General Notions upon Organ Stops.

By the term " stop " is meant a number of pipes follo\^4ng each other

chromatically, and extending over the full compass of the keyboard,

or some portion thereof only. Each set, or series, of pipes thus

situated is composed of tubes of the same construction producing the

same quality of tone throughout ; and—as there is a pipe (or sound-

producer) to every key—the series aforesaid constitutes a complete

instrument or stop. When two stop-handles are drawn there are two

instruments simultaneously controllable from the keys, just as would

be the case if it were possible to unite two pianos in such a manner

that they could be simultaneously played by one performer, on one

keyboard.

The German term Sthmne (or voice) for Stop is an excellent one,

as the organist must consider that he is virtually directing a chorus,

each stop being a unit. If he draw one^ it is as though he told an

individual to sing alone ; if he draw tivo or three^ it is the same as

though he told two or three persons to sing in unison.

I certainly think that all separate series of pipes should be termed

"voices," according to the German precedent. To call each voice or

instrument a Stop is as unphilosophical as to call it a wind-tap, or

stop-cock : it only describes a portion of the mechanism necessary to

secure the independent action of the " voice " in question.

From an etymological point of view it is, however, quite easy to

account for the word "stop." Until about the middle of the fifteenth

century each key in an organ controlled a certain pre-arranged
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number of pipes—in fact the organ was simply a huge " mixture,"

sometimes having forty or fifty ranks. When means were devised by

which the player could stop certain ranks from sounding, thus isolating

others he wished to use alone, a new era dawned in the annals of

organ-building. The term "stop" recalls the fact that sliders were

first used rather to silence ranks of pipes than to bring them on, and,

in itself, constitutes a record of the causes which led to its invention.

Similarly the term " barrel " applied to the body of a gun, reminds us

that gun barrels used to be made of wooden staves hooped together

like a cask.

Stops (to use the accepted term) are thus classified :

I. Complete stops.

II. Incomplete stops.

III. Short stops.

IV. Divided stops.

V. Compound stops.

Complete stops, are those which extend throughout the entire com-

pass of the manual keyboard, or pedal clavier.

Incomplete stops are stops which—while usually made of complete

compass—may, in particular cases, be found commencing at some

point above the usual one, thus lacking some low notes.

Short stops, are virtually the same ; but such must not be termed

incomplete seeing that they cannot be legitimately completed.

Nearly all orchestral or imitative stops, which are called by the

name of an instrument, are incomplete ;
as no orchestral instrument

has five octaves of compass, as the organ clavier has : e.g.^ the Flute

has no bass, nor yet the Oboe, when treated orchestrally. But Oboe

treble and Bassoon bass are often conventionally grouped into one,

under the name of Oboe, just as Violin and Violoncello are combined

under the name of Gamba.

Divided stops are stops drawn in two portions by two stop-handles,

one producing the acute, and the other the grave portion of the same

series of pipes.
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This form of divided stop is not common in modern organs
;
but

where there are incomplete stops, the costly lower notes which they

lack are usually supplied by an independent set of closed wooden

pipes, which can be drawn to complete any one of the incomplete

stops, and is termed Stopped Bass.

Compound stops are those which have two or more pipes to each

note, i.c.^ two or more complete series of pipes are brought on simul-

taneously. Their nature and use will be found fully described under

the head of " Mixtures."

The pipes of which stops are composed, are thus classified :

I. Flue pipes.

II. Reed pipes.

Flue pipes—virtually whistles, of various shapes—are subdivided into

Open pipes, i.e.^ those having their upper end open
;

Stopped pipes, i.e.^ those in which that end is closed.

Reed pipes—provided with vibrating tongues—are subdivided into

Beating reeds, and Free reeds. In beating reeds, the tongue beats

against the reed ; in free reeds, it beats between the sides of a

slot or groove in the reed, and does not touch anything.

The nature and distinctive qualities of each stop will now be des-

cribed.

The Principal Stops used in Organs.

Acoustic Bass ; 16ft., a term used to designate the undertone sup-

posed to be audibly produced from two notes sounding a perfect fifth

;

its pitch being one octave below that of the lower note. A 16ft.

acoustic resultant is derived from two sets of pipes, respectively of

8ft. and 6ft.* pitch, sounding simultaneously. Acoustics serve to

corroborate and strengthen the bond fide stops already drawn'.

Bourdon (Plate I.) ; 16ft. tone,t a stop composed of large covered

• See page 126.

t By " tone " it is meant to convey that the pitch of the sound emitted on CC is such as would
proceed from an open pipe of the length given. Stopped pipes are only about half as long as open
pipes, giving the same notes. It is, however, inaccurate to assume that the speaking column of air in
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wood pipes, which is found both on the manuals and pedals.* When
two or more exist in the same instrument, they should not be of the

same scale. These stops possess the peculiar property of strengthening

the tone of stops speaking a7i octave higher^ while they only thicken—
but scarcely increase the power of—stops which are of the same

pitch as themselves.

Bassoon ; 8ft. tone. The bass of the Clarinet or Oboe was formerly

thus named, being drawn separately. In modern organs the Bassoon

is generally carried through as one stop, and the pipes are made of

the same shape throughout.

Bombarde ; 16ft. (French), a large reed stop; it is of metal on

manuals, and (generally) of wood on the pedals.

Baar-Pyp Baer-Pfeife (Plate II.) ; see Obsolete Stops^ page 33.

Cornopean ; 8ft., a soft, round-toned trumpet—usually placed in

the Swell.

Clarion ; 4ft., an octave trumpet. It is best to have the top octave-

and-half in flue pipes, the reeds stopping at C\ Small reed pipes are

a nuisance, they are always

—

apparently, or really—breaking away

from the general pitch
; and, moreover, their tone has no special value.

Clarinet (Plate II) ; Klarinette (German), Clarinette (French),

Clarinetto (Italian), 8ft. tone—sometimes spelled Clarionet—a reed

stop voiced to give the 8ft. tone quality from a pipe of half-length.

This is effected by means of an increased length of reed.

Cremona; 8ft. tone, "Cromorn," " Krumhorn," and " Cremorne
"

are varieties of the preceding stop. Very often they are only different

a stopped pipe is half the length of that in an open pipe sounding the same note, as it is slightly longer.

If a leathered board be applied to the top of an open pipe of any length, and the pitch be noted, it will

be found, on removing the board, that the open note is a flat octave to the first note, consequently the

open pipe would have to be lengthened before it could give a true octave below by being stopped. In

the treble notes—as the scale of the pipe is greater in proportion to the length—the note produced by

covering an open pipe may be as much as a semitone sharp, e.g., C^ will give about D6 below.

* French organ builders apply the term bourdon to all stopped pipes, whether of i6, 8, or even of

4ft. pitch. English builders usually follow the German nomenclature, which limits the application of

that term to Stopped Diapasons of i6ft. pitch, and of a somewhat burly tone. " Untersatz,"

and "Sub-bass," are the names applied to covered stops of 32ft. pitch in German and English

respectively, while all covered work of a higher pitch than 8ft. is treated as fiute-work.
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names, given to the Clarinet according to the fashion of the time, or

whim of the builder. The bodies of the pipes composing the above

stops are cylindrical, and without bells.

Clarabclla ; 8ft., may be described as a small Open Diapason in

wood, voiced "fluty." It is only a treble stop, rarely extending

below middle C, the bass being supplied in stopped pipes. A good

Clarabella is a great addition to an organ, especially as a solo-stop, but

it does not blend well with the other stops, and when used in com-

bination may become a fruitful cause of " sympathy."

Comet ; see page 88.

Cor Anglais (Plate II) ;
16ft. and 8ft. Free or beating reeds are

used according to the fancy of the builder. It is a very beautiful stop,

when properly made and regulated. If a free reed, it is generally

imported from France.

Corno-di-Bassdto ; 8ft., may be described as yet another species of

Clarinet. Its tones are made as full and round as possible.

Contra ; this prefix applied to any stop, e.g.^ Co ;z^rcz-Fagotto,

Co«/r^-Gamba, etc., means that the pitch is an octave lower than that

which the stop would have were not this prefix added. It is, therefore,

synonymous with " double," the pipes being of double length.

Diapason ; a word seemingly used without any clear or defined

meaning, though its Greek original iMiracwv " through all " is plain

enough if it could only in some way be connected with what we call

the Diapasons in an organ.

The French appropriation of diapason to signify "pitch" would

seem more conformable to the Greek original, as uniformity of pitch

must exist " through all " the stops.

Taking it, however, in its received English acceptation, it means the

large 8ft. stops forming the groundwork of the organ.

I think it more logical to call the 8ft. stops (when large, both open

and stopped) the Principal, and the Fifteenth, respectively, 8ft., 4ft.,

and 2ft. diapasons, as they collectively constitute the organ proper
;

the other stops being only added to "colour" the tone, or for solo
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purposes. Fonds^ or foundation-stops, is the name given in France

to the whole class of stops I have grouped as Diapasons. The other

stops are classified as " Mutation-stops," or 2i'$,Jeux de detail^ i.e.^ solo

stops.

Diapasons (as the term is commonly accepted at present) are :

—

(1). Open Diapason (Plate II) ; 8ft., and Double Open Diapason^

16ft.,* are composed of large-scaled, open metal pipes. CC 8ft. 6in.

diameter. Tenor C 3Jin., and Middle C 2^in., may be taken as an

average scale for Great Organ ;
5jin., 3in., Ifin. (on each C) for that

of the Swell, or for the second Open Diapason, where two are placed

on the Great Organ soundboard. It is best in the latter case that one

of these stops should have longer feet than the other, t as was the in-

variable practice of the older English builders. The width of the

mouth in Open Diapason, and other cylindrical pipes, is usually equal

to one-fourth of their circumference. (See page 56.)

The Large Open Diapason on the Great Organ should always be of

" metal " throughout.^ Zinc, while possessing some special advan-

tages for fronts—in being less susceptible to injuries, and cheaper§

—

never gives a really round and musical tone.

* The i6ft. Open Diapason on the pedals, is usually called Open Diapason i6ft., and is of wood,

unless otherwise described.

+ This is done to avoid sympathy. It is also well that the two Opens should be separated by

several stops placed between them. Harris in his Doncaster organ put the second Open between the

two Trumpets, preferring even this (the most undesirable location possible) to risking the production

of sympathy between the Opens. Father Smith did the same thing in his organ at Ripon

Cathedral.

X "Metal," in organ-building phraseology, means a compound of tin and lead, the proportions

being indeed variable, but it is never supposed to mean zinc, iron, copper, or anything other than a

compound of the ingredients named. " Spotted metal " is in itself a guarantee of excellence which

can be recognized by anyone, as a considerable amount of tin must be present in the alloy before

the spots will appear.

§ As some indication of the absolute cost of producing metal pipes—and, especially, to show how
paltry is the saving effected by using pipes of common metal—the following memorandum may be of

interest. A Tenor C Open Diapason or a CC Principal takes about 75lbs. of metal. If in tin, 4olbs.

will be sufficient, as the pipes do not require to be so thick. The time of making is the same in either

case—five days for a " metal hand." These statements and proportions of course only apply down to

the 4ft. pipe, which, however, is practically the largest pipe now made in "metal." Fronts come

under a totally different category, and if of good substance and of fair quality, are very costly.
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(2). Stopped Diapason; 8ft. tone.

Double Diapason; 16ft. tone. The

former is composed of stopped wood

pipes of large scale : CC = 4in. x 3jin.

(inside measure) is a fair scale. For

the latter it is better that the dimen-

sions be reduced considerably. The

mouths of Stopped Diapason pipes are

usually one-third of their width in height.

In the case of Doubles, however, it is

sometimes advisable to exceed this

measurement. (See page 56.)

Generally speaking, nothing is so

vulgar,* or renders organ tone so

"muddy," as a large, or coarsely-

voiced Stopped Double
; t conse-

quently all doubles must be kept very

soft. Metal stopped pipes have a tendency to " chirp " before they

settle down on the sound intended, an effect not unpleasant in solo

passages meant to imitate the flute, but most undesirable in Diapasons.

Nevertheless, when skilfully treated, a metal Stopped Double blends

better with the rest of the stops than a wooden one.

Diaphone ; see Hope-Jones^ P'lge 31.

Dolcan (Plate II) ; 8ft., a stop of delicate intonation, composed of

open pipes which are of larger diameter at the top than at the mouth.

Dom Bedos, in speaking of this stop, says that it possesses a beautiful

* The harmonics of stopped tubes are C G C Bs D F. Thus as soon as the third one is

passed, all those subsequent are discordant. In open pipes these objectionable harmonics do not

appear until after the sixth, c.e., i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 lo n
^^ ^ CCGC K G Bb CD EF

t It was formerly the universal practice of Enj^lish organ builders to increase the diameter of all

large stopped pipes at their centres, e.g., if GG were 5in. x 4|in at the top, it would be s^in. x sin.

in the centre. By this means great richness and a peculiar ring were imparted. Now, however, the

heavy pressures in ordinary use, and the increased power of stops generally require that the stopped

wood work be " cut up" to such an extent that the "quality-giving" portion of these pipes is simply

cut clean out of them. It is, therefore, no longer essential that the pipes shall be bellied, as no refine-

ment of tone is aimed at—or, indeed, is possible under such conditions—body and thickening power
alone being desired.
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quality of sound (belle qualite de son) but is only rarely found. In

some German organs, Dulciana is the name given to stops composed

of pipes of this description.

Dulciana ; 8ft., a very small Open Diapason, voiced soft and

"horny" in quality. Medium scale Tenor C = 2fin. The metal

should be thick, planed a little thinner towards the top of the pipes.

Below Tenor C, the bass is frequently grooved into the Stopped

Diapason. Open zinc pipes make an excellent bass, from the thin,

hard tone which that metal gives.

Doiiblette ; lit. (1) French for Fifteenth. (2) The name of

Doublette is sometimes given by English builders to a two-rank

Mixture made up of fifteenth and twenty-second.

Eiiphone (Plate II.) ; 8ft. tone, a free reed. On plate II will be

found a diagram of the pipes composing this stop. It was first intro-

duced by Sebastian Erard, in the organ built at the Tuileries Palace

in 1834. M. Hamel—to whose industry we owe the completion of

that gigantic and unique book (LArt dii Facteur lV Orgiies) so often

quoted in these pages—was mainly instrumental in perfecting and

popularising free reeds.

Flute ; 8ft. and 4ft. tone. Harmonic Flutes, invented by Cavaille-

Coll (Plate II), while somewhat " muddy " in tone quality, are the

Flutes par excellence^ and where only one Flute is admissible, it

should always be one of this kind. They are preferably made of tin,

without long ears, as these latter afford too ready a means of tuning at

the cost of quality of tone, a facility too tempting to be placed in the

hands of careless, or hurried tuners.

The harmonic quality in pipes is produced by piercing them nearly

in the middle and "winding " them copiously. This causes the column

of air contained in the pipe to break up into two equal parts—as a

string, when made to give the octave above its fundamental or whole-

length note. Consequently all harmonic stops are of double length

;

e.g.^ the pipes of the Harmonic Flute, 4ft., are of the same length

as those of the Open Diapason, 8ft.
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Wald Flutes and Claribel Flutes are stops of open wood pipes.

Those having mouths of the description known as "inverted,"* and

tuned with a metal flap or shade, are the best. They are also often

termed Suabe Flutes.

Clarionet Flute ; 8ft. tone, a name given to the Stopped Diapason,

when a small hole is burned down through the wooden tompion, or

stopper, thus brightening the tone by making the pipes semi-stopped

in place of entirely stopped.

Gedact Flutes, 8ft. and 4ft., are, as their name implies, composed of

stopped pipes. The variety known as "Flute a cheminee " is the

most pleasing, as it partakes more of the tone of open pipes.

Doppel Flote (Plate I) ;
Doiflote or Duifluit, 4ft. or 8ft. This stop

is composed of wooden pipes having two mouths, placed, respectively,

front and back. The tones are peculiarly charming, both in the case

of stopped, as well as of open, pipes. The Doppel Flote is, however,

rarely found. Great delicacy of treatment, and much patience and

skill on the part of the voicer, are needed to produce even a moder-

ately good stop of this description ; moreover, as the pipes have two

mouths, they cannot stand back to back, clear speaking-room all round

them being absolutely essential. This last condition apparently puts

them out of court with the English builders, who never seem able to

get sufficient room allowed them for their instruments.

Flauto Traverso, Flute Traversiere, Oiierflote, Queerpfeifey Ptffaro,

8ft. and 4ft. The terms " Traverso " and " Quer," meaning transverse

or cross, were originally used to distinguish flutes into which the

player blows crossways, from like instruments provided with a beak

or "embouchure." " Piffaro" is probably an onomatopoeia,—from the

" piff " or slight chiffiness inseparable from all cross-blown instru-

ments ; and it is the " piflSng " sound whicli the builders have tried to

reproduce in the above stops. Widely different shapes of pipes have

been used with equally excellent results.

• See Plate I.
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Flutes have also been made with rounded bar lips as here |

Ishewn. A stop of this kind was introduced by Mr. A. Gern,

a few years since, and its tones were particularly full and |

pleasing.

The classical models to be found in Germany, which have

been admired and copied by so many generations, are usually

of pear or maple wood, sometimes open^ sometimes stopped^

and in shape either cylindrical (bored out of solid wood),

triangular, tapering, or straight as ordinary wooden pipes.

Most of them are really harmonic flutes, being made to
"-'•"-'''^

overblow, and thus sound at half-length pitch. In some cases this was

done by merely keeping the mouths very low, all accessories being

suitably adjusted. In others, an inverted mouth was cut half-way up

the pipe, the wind (brought up by a long cap, or otherwise), being

thrown into the middle of the pipe. This form was invented by

Miiller of Breslau, and was subsequently used by Maelzel in his Pan-

harmonicon.

The basses of these stops were usually composed of pipes of the

Portunal shape.

While tones of exceptional purity and beauty have been obtained

from Querflotes, several drawbacks have tended to limit their intro-

duction ; firstly, their great expense—being practically works of art

;

secondly, the weakness of their tones, which renders them unfit for

large edifices ; thirdly, the objections common to all small wooden

pipes (see page 99).

Cavaille's rough-and-ready method of obtaining harmonics, of any

desired degree of power, from metal pipes has therefore become

universally adopted, and the Querflote, except as a fancy stop, and

under exceptional circumstances, may be considered to be practically

obsolete.

Vienna Flute (Plate I). The tones of this stop also closely imi-

tate those produced by a flute player. The cap of each pipe is cut

through diagonally, and a small windway is excavated in the outer
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part. Then this part is re-applied and glued on. The wind is thus

sent into the little hole which constitutes the mouth of the pipe at an

angle, just as a flute player blows into his flute.

Wooden flute pipes, which are made triangular in section, or V-

shaped, take but little room, as they can stand in otie single line,

thus-AVAVA
When there are several stops of the same kind placed upon diflferent

manuals, it is much to be desired that they should not produce mere

repetitions of the same tone, but should possess some slight individu-

ality or distinction. To have every Flute stop in an organ of the

harmonic description, is, I think, a mistake, as the tones of these stops

can only differ in power, not in absolute quality. It would seem a

pity that some of the above German Flutes are so seldom introduced

into English organs. Of course I speak of Flutes which are really

such as the drawstop knob professes them to be.

The practice of giving outlandish names to stops of the most simple,

homely kind, has done no little harm, and has led organists to imagine

that they were acquainted with stops which in reality they never had

heard, and which the builders of the organs possessing these mis-

leading stop-knobs, may have been absolutely unable to construct.

Fifteenth; 2ft. metal, a Diapason tuned two octaves above the

" great " diapason of 8ft.

Fagot ; Fagotto, see Bassoon.

Fugara ; 8ft., a stop frequently found in foreign organs, sometimes

made in wood, but oftener in metal. When of wood, the pipes are

triangular or prismatic in shape. The tone of this stop resembles that

of the Gamba, but is of a sweeter and "quieter" quality. The Fugara,

while soft, has much of the assertive and decided character which is

so marked in all stops of the Gemshorn family.

Gedact ; 8ft. tone. German. Gedact (gedect) in German means

"covered," and is therefore synonymous with the terms Stopped in

English, and bouche in French, applied to stops. Many builders call

their Stopped Diapasons " Gedacts :
" the true Gedact, however, is
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of very small scale, having its mouth cut up nearly semicircularly, and is

copiously winded. When nicely voiced, the hollow tone of this stop

is useful for special effects. Stopped pipes, below Tenor C, should

always be of wood.

Gamba (Plate II) ; 16ft., 8ft., and 4ft. German. These stops fur-

nish a distinct and valuable tone-colour, which should exist in every

organ, however small. They are voiced to imitate various stringed

instruments. The abnormity called a German Gamba, composed of

pipes without ears and slow of speech, is happily now rarely met with.

Gambas are best made in spotted metal or tin. Gambas of large

scale, rendered more pungent and pervading in tone by the addition of

a bell (similar to an ordinary funnel) inserted at the top of the pipes

commonly receive the name oi Bell Ganihas (Plate I).

Gemshorn (Plate II) ; 8ft. and 4ft. The pipes of this stop are

much smaller at the top than at the mouth, and produce a bright,

clear tone, of incisive quality. The Flageolet (2ft.) is sometimes thus

made, and, indeed, the Gemshorn shape of pipe can be freely used for

various stops, when the object in view is to secure a bright tone, com-

bined with the minimum of power. Moreover, the Gemshorn family

of stops is intended to supply a tone par-

taking of the characteristics respectively

peculiar to both open and stopped pipes,

thus helping to unite these two classes. This

is effected by making the pipes taper to-

wards the top, thus causing them to be vir-

tually half-stopped, the diameter of the upper

end being only one-third or one-quarter of

that at the mouth.

When a cone is added to the Gemshorn it

is immediately changed into a Gamba of

great power and beauty of tone. This shape

was much in vogue for the Viol-di-Gamba a

few years since, but is now seldom used
;

\-3cn

^ -Vhod^

Orduiiarif

ears -far'
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probably because it is a very troublesome one to make, and to voice.

Moreover, it is almost impossible to "scale" these tubes to such a

nicety, that the bells shall be all perfectly proportionate to the bodies,

and that the ears shall all stand in the same position when the stop

is put into tune. Now, even if this is successfully accomplished on

the voicing machine^ some notes will need further regulating when

the stop is put on its own wind in the organ, and—as must be the

case with any stop—some notes will eventually go out of tune. It

then is difficult to restore these notes to their proper pitch and

power, as any alteration of the ears changes the quality of tone and

the absolute power of a note, long before any perceptible difference

of pitch is efifected.

Hence it will be seen that to tune this, or any other stop which is

provided with no other tuning facility than long ears, the tuner must

in some cases re-voice, as well as tune—two perfectly distinct opera-

tions, which cannot well be conducted at the same time. (See page

41, concerning "handling" pipes; also remarks re Harmonic Flute,

page 13).

Horn ; see Trumpet. The Horn closely resembles the Trumpet,

but is generally much larger in scale, and fuller in tone. It was

first introduced by Bridge, in his organ at St. Ann's, Limehouse.

Keraulophon (Plate II)
; 8ft., a species of soft, full-toned Gamba.

For the purpose of tuning, the pipes are provided with slides moving
after the manner of a telescope.

Larigot ; Octave 12th, see Mixture (19th), corroborates and

strengthens the 4ft. tones.

Liehlich ; a prefix meaning lovely or sweet. Lieblich-Gedact,

Lieblich-Flute, etc.

Montre ; 16ft. or 8ft. The term Montre* is used in France to

* From "Montre" a shop front (Fr.). Similarly Chamade (Trompette-a-Chamade)—from the

Italian word chiamatn, a call or flourish on the trumpet— is a term which refers to the position of

certain pipes, and not to their quality of tone. " Trompette-a-Chamade," means a Trumpet or Tuba
placed horizontally , so as to blare out directly at the audience. The English equivalent is " Fan
Trumpet."
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designate the show front of speaking pipes. As these are usually de-

rived from the Open Diapason, Montre came to mean an Open Dia-

pason, part of which is in the speaking front : otherwise the ordinary

Open Diapason is called Flute de huit by French builders.

Mutation Stops ; every stop speaking a note other than the one

implied by the key struck (or some octave of it), is a Mutation Stop :

e.g-.^ the Twelfth, speaking G on the C key, is a Mutation Stop. This

is the old and the only true meaning of the term.

Mixtures ; stops having two or more ranks of pipes (tuned to the

intervals of the common chord) on each note, are called by the

generic term of Mixture. The most usual varieties are, Mixture

II Ranks, and Sesquialtera, V, IV, or III Ranks.

A five-rank Mixture would commence thus on the CC note : 17th,

19th, 22nd, 26th, 29th ; but from the fact that it would be impossible

to continue such small pipes up to a scale of five octaves they would

be repeated in various places ; i.e.^ the pipes used upon C^ would

in some cases be of the same length as those on Middle C. This

will be made clearer by the following plan of a four-rank Sesqui-

altera :

—

First break, CC to fiddle G . . 19th, 22nd, 26th, 29th.

Second break, thence to Middle C 15th, 19th, 22nd, 26th.

Third break, to C above . . . 12th, 15th, 19th, 22nd.

Thence to top 1st, 8th, 12th, 15th.

A three-rank would be :

—

First break . . 17th, 19th, 22nd, or 12th, 19th, 22nd.

Second break . 17th, 12th, 22nd, or 15th, 19th, 22nd.

Third break . . 17th, 12th, 15th, or 19th, 12th, 15th.

Thence to top . 8th, 12th, 15th, or 12th, 8th, 15th.

A two-rank :

—

CC to middle C . . . 26th, 29th.

Thence to next C . . 19th, 22nd.

Thence to top ... 12th, 15th.
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A very useful Two-rank Mixture may be made up as follows :

—

CC to Fiddle G . . . 19th, 22nd.

To 1ft. C .... 12th, 22nd.

To top 12th, 15th.

From these schemes for various Mixtures it will be seen that it is

customary in England to break small ranks into larger ones as the

scale ascends ; also that the Twelfth is invariably the largest rank used

in the first break ; c.g.^ between CC and Fiddle G.

It would seem rational, if such intervals as the 17th, 19th, and

22nd are to be admitted, that they should exist in the lower octaves,

where they produce harmonious and intelligible harmonic combina-

tions.

M. Cavaille-Coll, the eminent Parisian builder, has, however, pro-

ceeded upon a totally different system, as the following diagram of the

Mixtures in his large organ erected at Notre Dame, Paris, in 1868,

will show.

Grand Cornet.

I. Open 8ft. .

II. Prin. 4ft. .

III. Twelfth .

IV. Fifteenth .

V. Seventeenth

I.

CC C4ft. C 2ft. C c- c^
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Cymbale.
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"The first time the subject was introduced to the writer was by an

intelligent workman in the employ of Messrs, Robson, the organ

builders, who stated that he had observed that on sounding the inter-

val of a minor seventh, on a tempered instrument, there was what he

called a "Wolf," but that on further flattening the seventh the wolf

ceased. This proved to be Tartini's "ZA," an interval in which

there are no beats, any more than in a perfect fifth, or other perfect

interval."

In another place Perronet Thompson disposes of Tartini's claim

—

that "ZA" should be included as a separate note, increasing the

number of sounds into which the octave is divided—in words to the

following effect. " It (ZA) is a wheel, but not a wheel which will fit

in with the previously constructed parts of the machine, and therefore

it must be left on one side."

The introduction of the 14th as a rank in Mixtures is probably due

to Dr. Gauntlett, and was first tried by him in the organ at St. Olave's,

Southwark. It will be elsewhere recorded that the application of

electricity to the organ was also discovered by the learned doctor,

being only one of a great many other inventions of which he furnished

the embryo.*

Mixtures are best made in spotted metal, with low mouths, to avoid

a "fluty" tone. The Twelfth, however, as a separate stop is perhaps

more useful in ordinary metal, as it then has more weight and less

obtrusiveness.

Musette ; 8ft., a free reed, closely akin to the Cor Anglais in quality

and general structure.

Nazard ; 3ft,, French for Twelfth.

Nason (English)
; a 4ft. Stopped Diapason. Obsolete. There is

* Dr. Gauntlett, who did more than any man to raise, both the craft of the organ builders, and the
skill of the organ players of his generation, does not seem to have been a personally popular man, and
many who improved on his ideas omitted to acknowledge the source they derived them from. If it

were possible, after so many years, to tabulate and classify his researches and inventions a most
interesting and valuable book would result.
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an Octave Nason, called Lieblich Gedact, 2ft., in the fine organ at

Ripon Cathedral, and it is stated that it is " stopped up to the top

note."

Oboe ; 8ft., a delicate reed stop voiced in imitation of the haut-

boy. If only one reed is placed in an organ, this is the most usual

one. The Orchestral Oboe has a slot under the bell which thins the

tone down, and renders it more imitative.

Principal ; a 4ft. Diapason. It should be of metal throughout^

not of wood or zinc in the bass. On its quality greatly depends the

character of tone of the whole full-organ.

Pausanne^ Posaune, see Trumpet.

Piccolo ; 2ft., an octave flute of wood or metal, generally of the

former material when not harmonic. The Harmonic Piccolo (per-

haps the most useful variety), is usually harmonic as far as Tenor C,

breaking into a Fifteenth Bass.

Portunal ; 8ft., a Clarabella, the pipes of which are a little larger

at the top than at the mouth. It is rarely used, perhaps for the same

reason as the Doppel Flute—which see.

Quint ; 6ft.,* or twelfth to the 16ft. diapasons, is generally a pedal

stop. The combination of this stop with the 8ft. stops produces a

confused noise, in which the "Acoustic " 16ft. undertone is suggested.

The Quint would be worse than useless if there were no pedal stops

speaking 16ft. drawn in addition. The Quint should (as its " relatives
"

the twelfth and nineteenth) be voiced much softer than the diapasons,

and must be tuned a perfect fifth to them. Hence the quint effect,

resulting from couplers acting upon foundation stops, (which, of

course, are tuned in equal temperament,) can never be wholly satis-

factory.

Quintaton (Plate I), Quintadena, etc.; 16ft. and 8ft. are stops of

slightly over-blown pipes, so adjusted that the fifth or twelfth shall be

prominent in their speech.

Rohr Flute ; 8ft. A kind of metal Stopped Diapason of delicate

* See page 8.
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and reedy tone. The pipe stoppers in the treble portion of this stop

are always perforated, or provided with chimneys.

Salicional. (Latin, Salicetum—Salicis fistula. Anglic^, Willow-

flute). 8ft. A small Open Diapason of pleasing quality, voiced to

speak somewhat as the Qiiintaton. It is a very useful addition to

the choir organ, and should not be unduly soft, as it is then impossible

to retain the Quintaton quality. Plain metal of good substance is

better than tin or spotted metal for this stop. Salicionals are not

common in English organs, but the name "Salicional" is applied by

some English builders to a kind of Echo Dulciana.

Sesquialtera. See Mixture. The names of compound stops are

very loosely used by modern builders. Their exact description is as

follows :—Sesquialtera (sixth), G, E ;
" Mixture," G° C^ G' C^ G* C^.

Other kinds of Mixtures are Tertian (third), E' G'
;

Quarte

(fourth), G° O (this is the usual English 2-rank mixture) ; Scharf

(Mixture, with Seventeenth added), e.g., G' C' E' G' C^ the three

upper ranks of which correspond with the English Sesquialtera. This

tablature gives the real notes on CC in each stop.

Trumpet (Plate II)
; an 8ft. reed stop of powerful and penetrating

tone, usually placed only upon the Great Organ, a rounder-toned reed

(Horn or Cornopean) answering better when placed inside a swell

box.

Harmonic trumpets are of double length, and are made harmonic

in the same way as the Harmonic Flute—which see.

Twelfth ; 3ft.,* a mutation stop, speaking a twelfth above the Open
Diapason. This really valuable stop is too often omitted in modern

organs. It affords a connecting link, binding the various octave tones

closer together, and imparting a peculiar grip or firmness to the

whole. Being tuned a perfect fifth to the Principal, its union with

that stop suggests an 8ft. undertone. Thus the 8ft. stops are obvi-

ously strengthened and corroborated.

Trombone, Tromba ; 16ft. and 8ft. See Bombarde and Trumpet.

* See page 19.
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Tuba ; 8ft., the most powerful reed stop in the organ. It is usually

harmonic and on a specially heavy pressure of wind—nine to twelve

inches, or even more—according to the size of the edifice it is required

to fill.

Tierce. Obsolete. See Seventeenth in Mixture. Formerly there

were two Tierces used, Grosse Tierce, or Tenth, being the third of

the Principal, and Petite Tierce, or Seventeenth, being the third of

the Fifteenth.

Unda Maris. A Stopped Diapason tuned sharp to the general

pitch of the organ, as the Voix Celestes. Dom Bedos describes an

ancient variety of Unda Maris called Biffara^ consisting of wooden
pipes with two mouths. The top of the block was usually cut so as to

describe an angle of about forty-five degrees on the side^ thus placing

one of the mouths higher than the other by nearly half the diameter

of the pipe.* An undulation similar to that obtained from the Unda
Maris, when joined with another stop, was thus produced from one

pipe only.

Viol^ Viola. These are prefixes used before the name of a stop to

denote that it is voiced in imitation of a stringed instrument. The
principal varieties are the following :—Viol-di-Gamba, Viol-d'Amour,

Violon, Violone.

Violoncello, See Gamba.

Violin Diapason^ Geigen-Principal ; 8ft. A diapason voiced in

imitation of the Gamba. The Horn Diapason used by some builders

is a similar stop, but usually of larger scale : its tone being very full

and pervading.

Vox Humana (Plate II) / 8ft. A stop for many years banished

from England, owing to the fact that it was impossible to obtain its

* Notwithstanding the extreme accuracy which characterises the learned Benedictine's state-

ments generally, I give this under reserve. I have never succeeded in constructing any single pipe

which would produce the result described, although I have follov/ed the direction most carefully. At
the same time, considering that ordinary pipes sometimes " throb," it is not impossible that a method
was discovered for systematically producing a result known to us as a fortuitous occurrence ; only

removable by empirically trying a variety of expedients, e.g., by "bearding," "barring," "shading,"

or by putting a piece of tracker into the windway.

E
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true character upon the light wind-pressures which were formerly

usual. When used as an accompaniment, its tones are invaluable as a

sort of neutral background for showing off various other stops in solo

effects.

The scale to which the Vox Humana pipes are made appears to be

purely arbitrary, hardly any two builders agreeing upon this point. CC
may be of any length, from five-and-half inches to twelve or fourteen

inches. I once made a very successful Vox Humana to the scale

here given, which I obtained from the late J. B. Stoltz, the Parisian

organ builder.

The Stopped Diapason 8ft. is always drawn with this stop, and the

Tremulant is indispensable.

-ft^tp^th. of- the. Ccm^^i. „
Ajca/e c/ the.

Vox, rjumana..

IE

~
nil I I I

/6.6.6.6.6. S. S.

CC

4 ^ Of^ c^\ \^

fi>/>^. c C- ^. Te/wcf c.
&t 501

CC.

ft^.o^ \2̂
Cone

TO REDRAW AS A WORKING
DRAWING

Make CC body 6 inches long.

And all other measures proportionate.

Voix Celestes ; A very beautiful stop* gradually finding its way into

English organs. The pipes (Gamba or Salicional in scale and voic-

ing) are tuned a few beats sharper than the general pitch of the

instrument. It is necessary that there be another stop of the same

scale which is always drawn with the Voix C^l^stes. A common

* The Voix Celestes were first introduced into this country by Hill in the Panopticon Organ,

Leicester Square (1853). It was sometimes called " Voix Lumineuse" in France.
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mistake is that of making these stops beat too slowly. Perhaps the

nicest Voix Celestes efifect is that produced by a Dulciana beating

sharp against a soft Gamba—not the combination of t\Yo Gambas, or

of two Dulcianas.

Tenor C is the downward limit of the sharp rank. Below this the

beats get too slow. It is for a similar reason that the lowest tone of

the organ is fixed at CCCC 32ft., lower sounds than this lacking con-

tinuity, and only coming on by throbs.

Ventils. Ventil is the name given to the system of Composition

Pedals used by French and Belgian organ-builders. They act by

cutting off or admitting wind to sound-boards, or portions of sound-

boards governing certain groups of stops ; c.g.^ if three stops Trum-
pet, Clarion, and Oboe, were on a separate chest, they would not

speak (even if drawn) unless the Ventil were opened. If this

were done, all the three, or only as many as had been previously

drawn^ would speak. By these means combinations less stereotyped

than those of the Composition Pedals are possible. Walker's "Selec-

tive Pistons,"* Lewis's "Key-touches," as well as other thumb pistons,

and studs used by many leading builders, together with Mr. Casson's

system of pedal "helps" have, however, now revolutionised this

department of organ construction. Ventils—as combination pro-

ducers—are completely out of date ;
still, a comparatively modern in-

stance of them occurs in Mitchell and Thynne's large organ erected

at Tewkesbury Abbey in 1887.

Composition and Ventil movements have never found much favour

in Germany.

Stop Combinations.

The organ has pre-eminently its own legitimate effects, which must

of course be those mainly drawn upon. But further than this it has

some claim to be considered an orchestral instrument. Again, while

* Messrs. J. W. Walker and Sons' patent, 1895, Introduced into their noble instrument at St.

Matthew's, Northampton, and other large organs.
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most of these orchestral effects are, so to speak, peculiar to itself, a

few others are purely imitative.

For sustaining voices nothing is better than the diapasons with, or

without, the Principal, The Stopped Diapason alone is hardly ever

to be used for this purpose, as it invariably causes singers to flatten in

pitch. Much the same occurs with the Clarabella and the Harmonic

stops in general ; in a word, of every stop speaking as it were in a

" falsetto " register : moreover, all manual doubles have the same

tendency.

The effect of the diapasons, far from being enhanced, is marred by

the addition of gambas, as the smoothness of the diapasons is destroyed.

Similarly the tone of the reeds, if intended to be " orchestral,"

is marred by the addition of mixtures. In fact, reeds tell best when

added to the organ Full to Principal only.

In the case of a large organ, the imitative combinations obtainable

are fairly numerous, a few of which may be given as typical.

Oboe ; stop of that name alotie, if sufficiently well voiced and regu-

lated, or with Double Stopped Diapason. Accompany on Choir

Dulciana.

Bassoon ; stop of that name, or Clarinet (if to CC), with, or with-

out Stopped Diapason. In some cases Bass Clarinet and Gamba pro-

duce an excellent effect.

Flute ; Flutes 4ft. and 8ft. Accompany on any soft 8ft. stop, pre-

ferably of reedy tone, or with the Vox Humana in Swell. The ac-

companiment, in this case, is best made to surround the Flute as it

were, e.g.^ play bass on Pedals coupled to Swell, and take chords

high, so that the Flute passage goes over and under the upper accom-

paniment. This is the proper treatment of Vox Humana accompani-

ment generally. In slow passages the Tremulant can be used with

Flute stops.

Piccolo ; Piccolo, or Piccolo and Double, or Fifteenth and Double.

Trumpet ; Trumpet and Stopped Diapason.

Violin ; Both hands on Gamba, Pedal Open Diapason.
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Pan Pipes ; Clarinet and Fifteenth.

Bell Effects (Iterated single note) ; Double Diapason 16ft., Stopped

Diapason 8ft., and Twelfth. Scale Passages ; Mixture (or Twelfth)

and Double Diapason.

The following table will show at a glance the order in which the

various classes of stops must be drawn.

{a) 1. 8ft. stops.

2. 4ft. stops.

3. 2ft. stops.

4. 3ft. (the Twelfth) gives brilliancy to the 2ft. stops. It

must never be drawn without the 2ft. stops to cover

it.

Now may be added groups h or c.

{h) Double Diapason 16ft.

Reeds, with or without the Double Diapason.

(c) Mixture work with or without Double Diapason.

Unless there be a great number of 8ft. stops, the addition of the

Double Diapason or Double Open (Manual 16ft.) to the 8ft. alone is

usually unsatisfactory.

The Double Dulciana (16ft)—introduced by Holdich—is a most

delicious stop in soft combinations. Unhappily, as it adds nothing to

the full organ, and costs as much as doubles which do, it is an expen-

sive luxury rarely found. Much the same may be said of the Contra-

Hautboy, or 16ft Oboe. There is a fine specimen of this stop in the

organ at Holy Trinity Church, Tulse Hill, voiced by Mr. Herbert

Norman, whose artistic treatment of both reed and flue work is largely

admired.

I cannot better close this very brief summary of stop combinations,

than by quoting the following passage from an excellent work dealing

with organs and organ playing, by ]Mr.
J.

Matthews, of Guernsey.*

" Besides the orthodox combinations applicable to every organ, the

advanced student will frequently find on individual instruments cer-

* Handbook of the Organ, by J. Matthews, p. 8i. Augener and Co.
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tain combinations available for occasional use, which are apparently

outside the prescribed rules.

" The acoustic properties of a building, or the voicing of particular

stops and their relative power, will account for certain combinations

blending well on one organ, whereas in another they would be quite

inadmissible.

" By a quick comprehension of every resource afforded by each

particular instrument, experienced players wall often get more variety

of a two-manual organ, than others equally skilful, it may be, as

regards technique .... from three manuals." From another point

of view, the same thought must have struck many persons in hearing

Mr. G. M. Holdich, and other organ builders who play, ' showing off

their organs.'

Organ students may depend that it will pay them to fully under-

stand the anatomy of the organ, and to endeavour to treat each organ

with intelligent appreciation of its capabilities, not according to

routine or conventional rules.

An Explanation of Mr. R. Hope-Jones's Special Stops.

In Mr. Hope-Jones' organs a new method of producing tone, known

as the Diaphone, is largely introduced. The Diaphone may be defined

as consisting of three parts.

1. A Valve^ moved by

2. A Motor ^ and governed by

3. A Resonator.

Diaphones speak well on any wind pressure from one inch upwards.

They are capable of producing enormous volume of sound, and various

qualities of tone may be arranged for. It is intended here to point

out three or four of the leading types.

Figure 2 represents a Diaphonic Violone. The Box (a) is supplied

with wind under pressure. This pressure acts upon the Motor (b),

causing it close and thereby open the Valve (c) against the tension of
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the Spring (d). A puflF of the compressed air from the box (a) now
rushes through the valve (c) into the Resonator or pipe. Here it en-

counters the inertia of the column of air contained in the resonator,

and the pressure at its base (e) in consequence rises. This pressure

F.c^.E.

Fia-.l

FrQ,m.

acts upon the inner surface of the motor (b) and therefore allows the

spring (d) to close the valve (c). By this time the pulse of air has

shot up the resonator, or pipe, in the form of a sound-wave, and a

rarefaction at e results. The compressed air in the chamber (a) again

acts upon the outer surface of the motor (b), and the cycle of opera-

tions is then repeated.

As there is a direct connection between the base of the resonator

(e) and the inside of the motor (b), the period of vibration in the

resonator, or pipe, determines the speed of vibration of the motor and

of the attached valve (c). If the pipe be lengthened the speed of

vibration will be reduced, and a lower note will be the result.

Figure 3 represents a Diaphone of a more powerful form. Wind
under pressure is supplied to the box (a, a) : it acts upon the outer
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surface of the motor (b) and causes this motor to collapse. In col-

lapsing, the motor opens the Compound Spring Valves (c, c) and

allows a great volume of air suddenly to pass into the foot of the

resonator. The pressure then rises within the motor (b), and the

spring (d) closes the compound spring valves (c, c). The cycle of

operations is then repeated. The tones produced from this form of

Diaphone are of very great power, though full and round in quality.

Figure 1 is a simple form of Diaphone which can also be called a

valvular reed. It partakes both of the nature of the Diaphone and

of that of the reed. With careful voicing, many varieties of tones

may be obtained from it, some resembling the quality of flue pipes

more than that of reeds. In this case, also, the length of the reso-

nator has a great deal to do with determining the pitch of the note.

The box (a) is supplied with compressed air. It acts upon the back

of the valve (b). The centre portion of this valve in reality takes the

place of the motor in the Diaphones previously described, the edges

of the disc only act in the capacity of a valve.

The compressed air upon the back of the valve or motor (b) drives

it against its seat, and so prevents the air which had escaped round

the edges of this valve from continuing to flow into the resonator.

When the sound-wave or pulse in the resonator is changed in phase

it acts upon the inner surface of the motor or valve (b), and so allows

of the spring (d) returning the valve or motor to its normal position.

There is nothing to prevent Diaphones being voiced on very high

pressures of wind, as Mr. Hope-Jones states that it is easy to produce

diapason tone from Diaphones at any pressure of wind. They should

therefore allow of the balance betw^een the flue and reed qualities of

tone being maintained in the largest instruments of this kind. More-

over, the.pitch of the Diaphone is not altered by any change of wind

pressure, an attribute which it has in common with harmoniums and

other free-reed organs.

Mr. Hope-Jones developes the tone of his organs on somewhat

novel lines. He bases the structure upon the family of stops he
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terms "Tibias." These stops are intended to produce almost pure

foundation tone, devoid of upper partials ; which, indeed, is the aim

of every good voicer in producing diapasons in the ordinary way.

Tone of this kind is of great weight and imparts massiveness to the

other foundation work. He seldom uses Mixtures, and almost invari-

ably employs, instead, solo stops of curious qualities of tone which

are chiefly remarkable in that some one or other of the upper partial

tones is averred to be developed. The most frequently used of

these stops are the Quintadena and Tiercina and their relatives the

Quintaton and Tiercaton. His String Stops are unusually rich in

upper partial tones—the Viol d'Orchestre pipes measuring only Irs" in

diameter for the 8ft. note. The Double English Horn, which is a

16ft. reed stop, is constructed with bells at the top. The Muted
Viol, Phoneuma, and Hediaphone are other specialties.

These specimens have been selected from several which have been

kindly placed at the author's disposal by Mr. Hope-Jones, and may
be considered typical

; some other patterns, however, are in use,

which diflfer slightly in their details.

Particulars concerning various Obsolete Stops seldom found

IN Modern Organs.

Apfel Regal (see Plate H) ; sometimes called Knop-Regal or

Knoch-Regal, a 4ft. or 8ft. reed, the tones of which were very subdued

and distant in effect.

Aviciniiim (Aviary) consisted in an arrangement by which a few

small pipes were bent down so that their ends were immersed in a

little trough full of water, thus giving an effect similar to the warbling

of birds.

Bdr-Pyp ; Baer-pfeife, Behr-pipe, a reed stop of soft intonation,

made to 16, 8, and 4ft. pitches (see Plate H). The representation there

given is designed from Praetorius' work on Organs. Instances

—
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Lubeck, Churches of St. Mary, St. Peter, Notre Dame ; Limebourg,

Church of St. Lambert, and others.

Block-Flute ; 2ft., a large-scaled Fifteenth (obsolete).

Chahimeau ; Schalmei, Chalmey, or Shalomo (see plate II). An 8ft.

or 4ft. reed stop. Instances—Cathedral of Merseburg, Christchurch,

Herschbourg, St. Michael's, Hamburg, etc.

Doeff; this name is sometimes used by German builders to express

Principal.

Flaiit-Hcmiol ; 8ft. A species of stop, which, commencing at CC
as a stringy Gamba, gradually lost this reediness as it continued up-

wards, eventually becoming fluty in the upper octaves.

A similar gradation is observable in Hope-Jones' Diaphonic reeds,

and, to some extent, in all orchestral reed instruments.

Gedact Bommer ;* 4ft. stopped pipes, producing the eff"ect of a

soft Twelfth. Instance—St. Peter's, Goerlitz.

Hellpfeife ; Hellpipe, Hellpyp, a very bright-toned flute ("hell"

—German for clear)—common in German organs.

Vox Angelica; Stiimme, the celebrated builder of organs at

Frankfort, Maintz, Boehenheim, and other places, introduced a 4ft.

* Also spelt Pommer or Brummer, Pommer being the ancient German name for the Oboe, and
Bass Pommer that for the Bassoon. It would seem doubtful whether Bommer is a corruption of

Bombard, and, again, whether Pommer is a further corruption of Bommer—as has been suggested by
some distinguished authorities upon the subject.

The term Bombard(e)—now confined to powerful 32ft. or i6ft. Pedal Organ reeds—appears to have
been for centuries applied to the sounding medium (either instrument or organ stop) which for the

time being was capable of producing the most imposing and thrilling tones.

According to M. Littre (Dictionnairc de la langue Frnngaise) Bombarde is derived from " Bombarda"
(middle-age Latin), a machine to hurl huge stones in times of siege, or, from the same word, which,

long after the invention of gunpowder, was applied to cannons charged with stones, in lieu of bullets

or shells. Of the value of this derivation we have further confirmation in the verb to bombard which
is common to most European languages. We may also recall Figaro's song in " Le nozze di Figaro"

(non piu andrai) where he sings, " di bombardi, di canone." It is presumable that the late Mr.

Thynne had not heard of this stop or made any study of the German wood flutes generally, since he

claimed to have invented the application of the harmonic principle to stopped pipes (Elliston's

Organs and Tuning, p 81). A prominent item among his specialties was a stop, or (to quote his

own modest term) a "tone picture," produced from stopped harmonic pipes.

" In stopped organ pipes the tones of which only consist of the first and third partials, the

twelfth is the only interval defined by the coincidence of the partials—the other intervals, even the

octave, being guarded." T. F. Harris, Handbook of Acoustics, 1891.
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Vox Humana under this title. English builders apply the same name

to a sort of Voix Celestes, which beats flat to the main pitch of the

organ.

Schreier ; Schreipfeife, Schryki (German)—sharp mixtures or Fur-

nitures (" shriekers.")

Vox Retusa ; an Echo Dulciana of the softest possible quality

of tone.

Vox Vinolata ;
*' drunken voice "—evidently from the Latin, vino-

latus, "drunk." Instance—High Church, Lund, Sweden.

Vox Stellarum^ Cymbel-Stern, Etoile sonore ; mechanical arrange-

ments by which a star of hollow metal, containing tiny bells, was

made to oscillate.

Glockenspiel ; a set of bells or metallic plates struck by hammers

much after the manner of the percussion action in harmoniums. It

was usually a treble stop, commencing at Middle C, but at St.

Michael's Church, Ohrdruflf, it extends through the entire compass of

the clavier. Some modern organs contain Glockenspiels. The effect

produced is seldom satisfactory, as the bells or plates are always out

of tune with the main body of the organ, except when the thermom-

eter registers exactly the same degree of temperature as when they

were originally tuned.

Zink^ Zinken ; 4 and 2ft. A name used by many of the older Ger-

man organ-builders to denote a kind of Clarion. Happily they were

innocent of using zinc as a material for pipes, so the term does not

refer to the substance of which the stops were constructed.
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Picking Out and Rough Tuning :

A FEW directions FOR THE REMOVAL OF GRAVE DISCREPANCIES OF PITCH.

Flue Pipes.

Generally, if the discrepancy of pitch is more than a slight waver,

or if the quality of a note is very dissimilar to that of the neighbour-

ing ones, the pipe is either choked up with dirt, or else dirt, which was

in it when last tuned, has blown out. In either case the pipe must be

regulated—z>., brought to match its neighbours in quality and in

power—before it can be tuned.

Pipes blowing their octave, or their fifth, may be brought back to

their pitch by slightly closing the foot, or by pressing in the upper lip.

Very often this defect arises from the pipe having been driven down

in the mouth by a heavy-handed or hasty tuner. If so, straighten the

pipe by rolling it on a board, applying pressure very gently. Set the

mouth with a bit of flat wood shaped like a wedge (not an ordinary

steel knife) and tune with great care.

Sympathy. If any pipe, correctly in tune with its own octave in

the same stop, wavers, when used in conjunction with another stop,

there is Sympathy. Try if turning one, or both, of the ofi"ending pipes

will cure this
; otherwise never on any account turn a pipe to speak

in a different direction from that in which it was "planted" by the

builder.

2. Next find out if any of the bass notes "rob" (see page 52). If
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so, do not tune the Mixture, Twelfth, or Fifteenth basses to the

Principal, but tune them to the organ with all diapasons up to the

Principal. By this device robbing (unless of a very serious character)

will be practically concealed.

3. Do not on any account touch any pipe which serves as a com-

mon bass to two stops, unless it is very much out of tune. If so, drav»^

the two stops that have it in common, and tune, leaving it a trifle

sharp. It then will not be offensively flat when speaking on one stop

only. (See "Neutral Ground " page 48).

The following standards of pitch are those most usual :

—

Society of Arts C = 530 vibrations per sec.

Philharmonic C = 540 ,, ,, ,,

French pitch C = 517 ,, ,, ,,

A = 439 at 68° Fahr.—" Diapason Normal "

Reed Pipes.

Reed stops rarely remain in tune long, thus requiring frequent atten-

tion. In the case of organs in remote places, or of such as are not

under the regular care of a builder, organists must be content only to

use the reeds for a short time after the periodical visit of the tuner,

unless they are able, at least, to " knock them into tune," whenever

they become unbearable.

On referring to the section of a reed pipe, on Plate I, it will be

seen that the speech of reed pipes is produced by a tongue beating

against a hollow barrel (or so-called "reed"). The pitch of the

sound is modified by a wire, which lengthens or shortens the vibrating

portion of the tongue.

When the wire is knocked upwards—this is done by hitting up the

crook which is provided for that purpose—the tongue is lengthened,

and consequently the pitch is flattened. The contrary will ensue

if the wire is depressed by hitting it downwards—as in driving a

nail.
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jie.cd-Vcicjyn^ Cl/:>/yt''a*t ces

.

Block.

In order that the tyro may be able to diagnose the causes of defects

in the speech of reed pipes, I shall now lay down three axioms
;
and a

few inferences, drawn from them, may not be misplaced or un-

necessary.

I. A tongue, or vibrator, cannot be absolutely straight : it would

not speak at all.

II. The less curved a tongue is,

the more prompt its speech will be.

III. The more curved, the slower

its speech, but the gain of power is

enormous, as the amplitude of vibra-

tion is thus increased.

The whole technique^ either of

voicing a reed stop, or of adjusting

any one pipe, lies in the power of

curving the tongues to a microscopic

nicety.

We will now apply the three

principles to ordinary cases.

From I, we find that if a note is

silent (absolutely) it is probably be-

cause the reed is not sufficiently

curved. At the same time, and

once for all, I presuppose that both reed and barrel are scrupulously

clean, and that there is no obstruction in the pipe, such as cobwebs,

plaster from the ceiling, a dead bird, a mouse, candle-grease, or any-

thing else.

From II, if a note is weak, the tongue requires to be more curved.

From III, if a note is slow of speech, or too loud, the tongue must

be straightened.

If a note is silent, but wind can be heard rushing through the pipe,

the tongue curve is so exaggerated that the tongue will not touch the

barrel ; consequently it must be straightened.

Bod.

gtrvcL
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The following synopsis may be useful :

—

Condition of the reed. Effect.

Straight tongue. Silence

Insufficiently curved tongue. Weak and rattling sound.

Here follow a variety of possible "> ^ . .

, , . , ,
( batisiactory tone,

and desirable curves. j

Tongue too much curved Slowness of speech, with

loudness of tone.

Tongue curve exaggerated

(final result) Silence.

Tongues which are twisted (or "buckled," to use the technical

term), even though it be only in an infinitesimal degree, will either

refuse to give the note desired, or will produce most extraordinary

and unexpected sounds. They must be thrown aside and replaced by

new ones.

The most minute attention to details, and absolute cleanliness^ are

necessary. Reed pipes must never be blown with the mouth. And,

generally speaking, so much skill and experience are necessary when-

ever anything beyond mere tuning is attempted, that it is questionable

whether it is wise for any non-professional person to attempt more.

Hamel (Marie Pierre, b. 1786, d. 1870), in VArt du Facteur d'

Orgues, vol. ii, page 355, paragraph 1258, after telling organists how

to repair and tune their own organs, thus expresses his fear that the

knowledge he has imparted may prove dangerous, by causing them to

destroy, rather than to preserve, their instruments.

" Je crains beaucoup d'avoir fait plus de mal que de bien. On est

tr^s convaincu que si on ne parlait qu'a des organistes sages et pru-

dents, il n'y aurait rien a risquer ; mais comme on est force de dire

devant tons ce que Ton a juge convenable, il est bien a craindre qu'il

n'y en ait plusieurs qui en feront un mauvais usage. Un organiste

imprudent (il en est toujours quelques-uns) ravagera son orgue au lieu

de I'entretenir. II vaudrait autant livrer un orgue a la mercie des

rats, qu'a leger^te d'un tel organiste. II ne faut done pas etre surpris
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si les oiivriers facteiir d'Orgues font toujours cette injurieuse compar-

aison, et s'ils en ont fait line espfece de proverbe."

Rough Tuning.

Hitherto I have only spoken of the palliative treatment of individual

notes—"picking out."

Should the organist, however, be compelled to "care for" his

organ, when skilled aid is not forthcoming, the following method of

procedure is convenient for a rough tuning.

Take the Principal, and w^here any note is much out, compare it

with its other octaves in the same stop. Bring the offending note into

tune with them. Do not use the fingers to pinch the pipes.* Having

thus got approximate bearings, tune every stop individually to the

Principal, note for note, from fiddle G up two octaves.

Tune the basses, and treble top notes of each stop in octaves to it-

self, from the part tuned to the Principal, occasionally, if need be,

proving by drawing the Principal.

A few words of advice as to what must not be done may also not

be out of place.

Do not attempt to lay new bearings (see page 41) unless previously

well experienced. When an amateur starts gaily with fifths and fourths

to lay bearings, it is like declaring war on the whole organ—without

having first counted the cost.

Do not attempt to modify the pitch, or to change unequal to equal

temperament.

Above all things do not sharpen the pitch : even if the pitch is

raised by a competent organ-hand it is not usually a wise proceeding,

the immediate consequence being the utter ruining of the reed stops.

Remember that any change of pitch practically means revoicing as

well.

* Two brass cones—a "bearing" cone and a "mixture" cone, are indispensable—but of course

it is desirable to have the complete set.
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Never handle metal pipes if it can be avoided. Should it, how-

ever, be inevitable, they must be
- •Ill • Tixruj^fO Corvee .e. Cvtps

allowed a considerable time to ^

cool before they can be tuned.

Brass tuning cones are the best

for general use, as they do not

injure the pipes so much as w^ooden

ones. This may seem a paradox,

but on reflection it will be readily

perceived that a sharp blow from a heavy cone, judiciously delivered,

hurts the pipe far less than repeatedly hitting and pressing it with

a wooden one. Wooden cones are a great boon to tuners who
have to carry their tuning kit with them, as the iveight of a set of

brass cones is not inconsiderable. Wooden cones answer well for

some stops of thin metal, and for the smaller Mixture pipes.

Scheme for Laying the Bearings.

Pitch. Trial.

I
* A—

U

Trial. Trial.

:2i=P=

Trial. Trial. Pitch. Trial.

'4^ ^ :«=2=

Jp:

Trial. Trial.

i^ :$«=

'W^
5^=g¥ C*) 5^=

^^ff?- T> is
Method of using the trials. No perceptible beat must be heard in

the third C-E. When such beating is present, shade the C slightly,

with the cone—which will, of course, have the effect of flattening that

note : if by doing this the beats are removed and the resulting third

sounds pleasant, it is evident the E, the last note tuned, is too flat.

If, on the contrary, shading C makes the third sound worse, E is

evidently too sharp. Now seeing that E is not tuned from the pitch

note, but is the result of tuning four fifths successively, it is evident
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that the discrepancy must be equally divided between these previous

four fifths.

If E is too flat, the previous fifths have all been made a little too

flat, and the off"ensive third C-E is a cumulative result.

If E is too sharp, the previous fifths have not been flattened enough.

In either case it will be necessary to go back to the commencement,

and to slightly sharpen, or flatten, all the fifths so as to arrive at a

satisfactory third. All the other fifths are easy to tune, as there is a

trial for each. Lastly, try all the fifths diatonically, C-G, D-A,

E-B, etc., and endeavour to get them all to match exactly in character

and " colour."

Before leaving this part of my subject, I may mention a few casual-

ties admitting of simple remedies.

Ciphers. The continuous sounding of a note, which refuses to stop

though the finger be taken oft" the key, is an accident common even

in the best-cared-for organs. The following methods of stopping a

cipher should be tried in the order given :

—

1. Strike the key sharply.

2. Rub it against those adjacent on each side.

3. Slacken the button on wire leading to pallet (very little).

4. Open the chest and see if there is any dirt, or the wedge of a

reed pipe on the pallet. Possibly the pallet is held tight by the

steady-pins on each side. Remove dirt, or bend the pins to let the

pallet have a little play, as the case may be.

It is a good plan to keep a few tools and sundries inside the organ.

The following are the most indispensable :

—

Tools. One or more screwdrivers, cutting-pliers, hammer, and

chisel. A "pad" tool, containing the usual selection of diminutive

instruments, is also useful.

Sundries. Buttons, cloth, tapped wires, binding wire, carpet

thread, liquid glue, sundry nails and screws, and, especially, a few

tallow candles. These latter both serve as lubricants, and for lighting

purposes. No composite or wax candles should ever be used about
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or inside an organ, as drops of grease from them set hard enough to

clog and impede the motion of any small action work they may fall

upon, besides being very difficult to remove.

Buttons tight. Do not use force, or the wire will probably snap off,

but pinch them flat with pliers, first one way, then at right angles to

the same. After this they will turn quite easily.

A common cause of sticking or ciphering, is the friction of the

serrated part of tapped wires in the holes of the squares or backfalls

through which they pass. This Mr. Wedlake has successfully obvia-

ted by the use of a small shield—or tube—covering and extending

beyond the tapped portion of the wire. This rises or falls as the

button is turned. Some years ago, but without any previous know-

ledge of this system, the writer obtained the same result by using

short pieces of clay pipe stems, and pianoforte damper wires in lieu

of "taps."

Drawing Tight Screws. Do not wait till the head is split, or the

nick is chafed away, by frantic efibrts to start the screw. Heat a

large poker, or other iron, red hot, and hold the point against the

head of the screw : if necessary take several heats till the screw is

hot right down to the point. Next put the screw-driver into the nick

of the screw and give a sharp blow with the hammer : then apply

strength to turn. No screw must be tight in the collar, i.e. the part

where there is no thread.

On Plate VII will be found an illustration of how to glue on a pallet

in a sound-board without taking the latter to pieces. A " shoe," or

piece of wood cut to support both pallet and the leather tail of the

same, is accurately fitted. The pallet tail is then glued in the ordinary

manner, and the shoe is wedged up, as shown, thus securing the pallet

until the glue is hard enough to retain it.

This is a very delicate operation, and one which can hardly be re-

commended to the amateur—unless perhaps if abroad, and thus com-

pletely cut off from skilled aid.
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Close Tuning.

Before starting it is essential that many preparations be made and

that the action generally be looked at. See that the stops draw out

properly. If you have any doubt that some hang, or are obstructed

by the fans of the Composition Pedals, disconnect the trace-rods and

move the slider at the chest.

Note if the touch has dropped
;

if so, raise it, in order that the

pallets may act fairly.

See that the bellows regulators are all right, and that the weights

have not been shifted so as to cause any irregularity in the working

of the bellows.

Take out the swell shutters, but only asfew as possible^ and do not

unnecessarily remove any panels^ or indeed disturb anything which

need not be disturbed. Do all this overnight.

Leave the reed work till the last, and get all heavy hammering of

stoppers and cupping of large pipes done at an early stage, so as not

to shake the more sensitive work.

Do not allow any sweeping to be done in the church ;
and, if

possible—by the use of gas in winter, or otherwise—-obtain a mean

temperature of about 60°.

Both reeds and flue work should be regulated, when practicable,

the day before the thorough tuning commences.

Regulation. A few words on regulating may not be out of place

here. Regulation is the one thing, the matter paramount in respect

not only of organs but of every musical instrument.
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A well-regulated organ is always pleasant to listen to, as the mere

fact of absolute equality and uniformity will make almost any succes-

sion of sounds agreeable, no matter whether their tone be bad or good

intrinsically.

After a few tunings an ill-regulated organ soon begins to deterio-

rate, even though it may originally have been of the best possible

construction.

It is tuners who wear out organs^ and the harm is done by tuning

pipes not properly regulated, and therefore not in a fit condition to be

tuned.

Instruments wear out, or rather are destroyed, in this manner.

Regular tunings do not keep an instrument in order : they merely

keep it usable. Unless an organ is cleaned frequently and thoroughly,

each tuning is a nail in its coffin.*

Players, no matter how unskilful, seldom or never injure organs.

After the organ has been regulated, the next step consists in " lay-

ing the bearings ;

" i.e., determining the pitch of every note in the

octave. The Principal is the stop selected for this purpose, and, in

this country, C above middle C is usually the starting point. On the

Continent, A is generally preferred.

When this C is at the required pitch (taken from a fork, or other

organ-pipe) tune the octave below a perfect octave. Then work upon

the following scheme, leaving the fifths a little flat, but keeping the

octaves perfect.

Pitch. ^ _ _ ^ Test.

N.B.— It is not necessary to tune the notes on the bass stave, but they are convenient for reference

and comparison.

* It is almost hopeless to make the average musician or general public realise this. It is a

thankless thing for the tuner to point out the necessity of cleaning an organ, as he is at once sus-

pected of trying " to make a job," and is always met with some indignant or sneering remark—" Oh,
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As soon as E is tuned, try if it makes an acceptable third with C
and G. See also scheme on page 41, which is, perhaps, the best one

and should be first studied.

The whole art of laying bearings consists in knowing how much the

fifths must be flattened, and in making them all alike. This is best

learnt on an old piano, and afterwards upon the Stopped Diapason, as

metal pipes may be damaged irretrievably in experimenting.

There is another way of laying the bearings, now more generally

in vogue, viz.^ tuning by fifths and fourths. Here the student has to

learn two things, as against one only in the previous schemes. The

fifths must be a little flat (as before) and the fourths must be left

sharp to the same extent.

Pitch. Test.

IN I J^' m'~"r.

~

i ^^'F^̂ —^^M t > /' r-J

I need hardly say that ahsoliiiely steady wind is needed while

tuning. The bellows should be kept half full during the whole time,

and the slightest jerk of the handle must be avoided.

Tuning is much facilitated by previously equalising the power of

all the notes. It is very diflje*eflt to tune a loud note from a weak

one, or vice versa. (i<4 '(•->

After the bearings have been laid in either of the ways given, a few

octaves are tuned, and they are tested, by playing chords. Finally

all the notes of the stop are tuned in octaves from the bearings, or

fixed sounds obtained in the first instance.

The best possible time for tuning is when the thermometer is about

halfway between the extremes of temperature, as indicated by a self-

registering thermometer kept in the organ. It is probable that a

similar condition of the barometer is also favourable.

so there are repairs wanted already : Mr. Smith's and Mr. Jones' organs have stood well without any

repairs," etc. The organ-builder—who of course is only human—soon discovers the folly of obtrud-

ing advice, realising that, after all, letting the organ go to ruin will make good for trade, and that

—

even if he lose that job—he will, probably, be called in to rebuild some other builder's job, lost by the

latter in the same way.
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In tuning acute octaves the ear is apt to be satisfied while they are

still too flat. The small notes of the Fifteenth are especially trying.

When there is any doubt, prove, by testing the note with its fifth be-

low—the fifth being (in that region) the most recognisable interval.

In tuning stops of very low pitch, it is best to go gradually down-

wards : the ear thus becomes as it were educated to the work. Even

so, however, the tuning of very low sounds is done more by judge-

ment than by ear ;
i.e. the pipes are shaded either at the top or at the

mouth, and notice is taken whether this aggravates or diminishes the

discordant beats. If it makes the beats stronger (aggravates) the pipe

is too flat, if the contrary, the pipe is too sharp.

The tuning of stops of delicate pitch and intonation is always

troublesome, as other stops of large calibre* " draw " them. E.g.^

it is quite possible for a Dulciana note to be as much as a comma flat

or sharp when sounded alone, but if an Open Diapason note of the

same pitch be added, the large pipe will draw the small one tem-

porarily in tune, so that no wave is perceptible. The difficulty is that

there are no small-scaled stops, already tuned, to tune from. Great

care must be exercised in getting the pitch of the first few fifths

accurate. Complete bearings must be laid separately in each of these

stops—or they may be tuned from the Twelfth, and proved with the

Stopped Diapason—the latter having been previously tuned to the

Principal. This test will prove a double purpose, by likewise making

combinations of the Stopped Diapason with other soft stops particu-

larly sweet.

I once asked a very clever tuner, " How do you succeed in getting

such smoothness of tone, and in seemingly pleasing all classes of

players ? " His reply was, " I first try to find out what style of pieces

the organist plays. If need be, I look over all the music I can see

about, and I form my conclusions. Then I judge what combination

* It is important to note that only sounds at the octave or unison " draw" That is why fifths are

more easily tuned than (true) octaves or unisons. For this reason the Twelfth is useful to tune small-

scaled stops from, and to " prove " large-scaled ones by.
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of stops he likes." Would that all tuners possessed the same amount

of brains !

Neutral Ground. Every pipe sounding the octave to another pipe

possesses what is termed "neutral ground" between the point (either

above or below) where a sharp beat arises from undue sharpening, and

a flat beat from undue flattening.

On CC of the Open Diapason there are nearly two commas of neu-

tral ground, representing about an inch of length in the pipe.

It is in dealing judiciously with this quantity that brains, and real

art in tuning, come in. No amount of mathematics, monochords,

pendulums, or the like, will produce anything but a theoretically cor-

rect result. Some persons grasp this readily, and by cross-tuning

attain a sweetness and cohesion of tone completely beyond the

capacity of the mere routine tuner who, again, is invariably better

than the theoretical " crank " who approaches his work with a mind

filled with algebraical formulas.

The most elementary application of the principle of neutral ground

obtains in tuning the bass notes of borrowed stops (page 37). Indeed,

but for the existence of neutral ground borrowing would be impos-

sible.

When there are two large unison stops, say, two Open Diapasons,

each must be separately tuned to the Principal. If we tune one

Open to the Principal, and the other Open to the first, we are not

sure of getting the pitch of the latter as it were to the exact centre of

the neutral ground ; and it may be only so barely within one of the

limits as to cause beats with other smaller pipes of similar calibre.

Small pipes are sensitive to large, being temporarily drawn into

tune by them ; but large are not generally sensitive to one another.

Before commencing to tune, it is a good plan to make a mark ex-

actly midway between the " Full " and " Empty " marks on the tell-

tale board, directing the blower to keep the tell-tale exactly to this

point, blowing slowly and steadily.

If the wind be naturally unsteady, it is often necessary to tell the
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blower to fill the bellows up, and to refrain from blowing while the

more susceptible notes are being tuned.

Small and sensitive pipes sometimes can only be adjusted in this

manner, as the pumping of the feeders throws them on and off.

Further, it is a good plan to draw several stops together, testing

them in various ways.

When any beat or waver appears, its cause must be sought.

Generally, enough " neutral ground " will exist in either or both of

the offending pipes to render the removal of the waver possible, by

imperceptibly sharpening or flattening one of the pipes concerned,

without disturbing the bearings of the stops—which, it is needless to

say, must be most strictly respected. By these means, waverings, due

to the fact that some pipes are not tuned right mto the centre of their

neutral ground, so to speak, or to " sympathy," may be removed or

palliated.

Finally, the organ (full without reeds and mixtures) must be tried

in double octaves ; but as Robbings* now possibly begin to assert

themselves, it is best to avoid meddling with any pipe, until quite sure

that the wavering is not due to this cause—which can only be, at best,

palliated.

The tuner may now wipe his cones—which should always be oiled

by rubbing them with a greasy rag before use—and proceed to collect

his belongings.

* See pages 52, 78.
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New Organs and Reconstructions.

Every application of public money naturally calls for a guarantee

which shall be sufficient for the satisfaction both of those who have

subscribed, as well as for those who are responsible for their steward-

ship in the matter.

Failing the assistance of a disinterested expert, a few hints upon the

methods of testing a new organ may be useful to some readers.

Tests which may be applied to New Organs as a guarantee

OF their soundness.

Building Frame. 1. The general frame-work supporting the

soundboards, bellows, and other essential parts of the organ, should

be built upon a horizontal frame (sole frame) to insure against the

danger of one corner, or side, of the organ moving or sinking. Such

a deflection, though often imperceptible to the ordinary observer, is a

certain cause of serious mischief. When, however, the organ is on

a ground floor, boarded on 5/ro;/^ joists, or paved with large flags, the

sole frame may be dispensed with
; even so, however, it is always an

advantage.

Swell Box. This should be firmly fixed : it must not vibrate or

shake when the louvres slam. Its sides should be not less than
1J in-

ches thick.

Bellows. These must be of ample capacity. Given the (ordinary)
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rise of ten inches, about 2ft. to 2ft. 6ins. square (superficial measure)

on the top represents wind for a 4ft. stop, or—averaging great and

small—may be taken as the measure of each stop. There should be

plenty of valves in the feeders to avoid the sucking noise which is

otherwise heard, and to prevent the blower's power being greatly

overtaxed with no adequate result.

The top of the bellows should be provided with panels screived on,

so as to be easily removed when it is necessary to clean the pallets,

or to replace the cords of the safety-valves.

Examine also in respect of the following :

1. That the angle described by the ribs when fully open is not

greater than 75 deg., or, roughly speaking, that it is much less than

square (90 deg.)

2. That the bellows rises level, not one corner (or side) before the

one opposite.

3. See that the feeders (small bellows directly moved by the han-

dle) open freely, are not hinge-bound, and do not creak, or make a

pumping noise audible outside the case.

4. If possible require metal weight on the bellows : the paltry

saving eflfected by using stones or bricks cannot be too much con-

demned.

5. See that the waste (or " exhaust") valve opens outwards in the

top of the bellows.

Draw Stops must be perfectly silent in their working. When they

are pushed home a smart shock must be felt, and again when they are

pulled out to their full extent. They must not admit of being forced

in, or dragged out beyond these limits, even though they may return

to their proper position. Such springing, as it is termed, is totally

inadmissible.

Ordinary trunnel drawstop action is shown on Plate V. When the

stop-handle a is drawn, the trunnel b turns, and pulls the trace-rod c,

which, by moving the lever d, works the slider e, e.

On the same plate are represented the following Manual Couplers:

—
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Robson's Ram coupler, Kirtland's coupler ; both these act by

sliding from left to right.

Ordinary Tumbler coupler. Here the stock a does not slide—as in

the two previous forms—but turns on a centre. When the little

tumblers (t) are perpendicular, the coupler is on. When they are

horizontal, it is oiF.

It is a paltry and unworthy saving to put the lower octave of the

Swell Open Diapason outside the swell-box. The effect is most un-

desirable, being nearly as objectionable as that produced from a Tenor

C Swell continued with a bass from the Choir or Great Organ.

Indeed a Tenor C Open Diapason, grooved into the Stopped Diapa-

son's twelve lower notes, is far better.

Tests at the Keys.

Robbing. 1. To discover robbings, draw the Principal (say on

lowest C on the manual) and add successively all the 8ft. and 16ft.

stops on the same row of keys. See if the pitch flattens, if so, note

the same as a Robbing.

2. Now draw all the stops (on the row of keys being tried) and

suddenly push off all except the Principal and Fifteenth. Note if the

pitch appears to sharpen. Supposing that these defects (flattening

and sharpening) exist, and that a slight deepening of the touch does

not remove them (though this at best is unsatisfactory), the organ will

never be in perfect tune, as the pallets are too small, or the bars are

too shallow.

Running. Next draw the Gamba (or Fifteenth, if there be no

Gamba) and play slowly major thirds in every note (C-E, Db-F,

D-FJf, etc.). Then play major thirds and fifths in the same way

(C-E-G) (Db-F-Ab, etc.).

If some of these chords have a diff'erent effect, suggesting the blend-

ing of notes, other than those pressed down, there are Runnings
; that

is the wind runs into pipes not intended then to sound. It now
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remains to find where these runnings are. Try the defective combina-

tions of notes in some other stop (say in the Principal). If they exist

there too, the chest is radically defective, but if runnings exist only in

one stop, or in different places in difterent stops, it is a comparatively

trifling defect, which I shall call runnings of the second order, as

distinguished from the first. These latter can be easily remedied by

re-levelling the upper boards and deepening the scoring.

Tone, Remember that every pipe in each stop should match in

tone. Absolute excellence of tone in a stop is less a desideratum

than perfect equality throughout.

It is much to be desired that the pipes of the various stops should

be regulated in the place where they are to stand ;
i.e. should go from

the voicing machine to the church direct, and there be regulated.

This would be a little more expensive, and necessitates some delay,

but absolute fitness of tone for the edifice is only guessed at by any

other means. In most of the large organs on the Continent this pro-

cess has taken months, in some cases years. But the hapless English

builder has generally to run up his organ in a few weeks or months,

finish it in his shop (which differs from the place in which the instru-

ment is to stand, not only in its normal acoustic properties, but by

being in itself continually subject to variations when more or less

crowded with work) ; then the whole thing is torn down, hurried off,

and men work night and day to throw it together. Under these cir-

cumstances, if it does suit the building, the builder can only be said

to have made a lucky guess. Surely an organ deserves a little fair

play in this respect.

Possibilities of Alteration and Reconstruction

OF OLD Organs.

There was a time, not many years distan-t, when the number of old

GG organs existing (many of which contained pipe work of great

excellence) would have afforded reasonable excuse for a long chapter
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upon this fascinating subject. As a matter of fact such organs have

now virtually disappeared, and the few that remain scarcely justify a

writer in devoting space to their possibilities. It is with organs, as

with every other industrial product. Formerly coats made by high-

class tailors could be turned. Now, when the seams of coats are not

intentionally spoiled to prevent this, the material itself is seldom good

enough. Moreover, even in the case of instruments by thoroughly

first-class builders, the modern organ is such an ephemeral thing, made

up of toy-like motors, magnets, and wires, and one whose fashion

changes so quickly, that—to follow up my simile—it is better to buy

another garment, than to have an old one, already shewing signs of

wear, remade according to a new fashion. The old slider and pallet

sound board, when well made, is practically everlasting ; but it is quite

different in the case of the intricate (and of necessity fragile and

perishable) work of which modern organs are composed. Lastly, age

does not appear to improve modern pipes to the extent (probably

from the higher pressures of wind now used,) it did those of the old

school of builders. For all these reasons it is better to order a new

organ than to rebuild a comparatively modern one, and greater satis-

faction is sure to ensue both to organist and organ-builder.

An instance of the survival and judicious restoration of an old

organ is presented at Dulwich College Chapel (Plate III). Details

of this interesting instrument will be found under the Description of

Plates, page 106.



Plate III.

THE ORGAN
IN CHRIST'S CHAPEL OF ALLEYN'S COLLEGE OF GODS GIFT,

AT DULWICH.

ORIGINALLY BUILT BY GEORGE ENGLAND THE ELDER, 1 760.
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Scales of the Various Stops.

All scale measurements {i.e. diameter of the pipes) are relative^ and

depend upon various contingencies. It is, indeed, in the selection

and combination of various scales that the experienced organ-builder

will ever hold an advantage completely beyond the grasp of the

amateur, or even of the average organ-workman.

It would therefore seem useless to give detailed measurements
;

but as pipes are sometimes made so small that they can never stand in

tune, and that the least particle of dust throws them off in their speech,

I here suggest a minimum scale in the case of the principal stops. It

does not, however, follow that the larger a stop is, the better it is
;

beyond a certain limit pipes become "tubby" and lose the "ring"

which should exist in every individual note. See page 144. Further,

and separately, these measures must be considered as referring to

stops of usual construction only, and not to Hope-Jones' and other

builders' specialities for the production of orchestral effects.

Flue Pipes^ diameter at CC :

—

Open Diapason, CC 4|in., Tenor C 2|in., 2ft. C Ifin., 1ft. C ifin.

Principal, one pipe smaller ; e.g.^ CC the size of Open Tenor

CS.

Fifteenth, three notes smaller than Open ; e.g.^ CC the size of

Middle D+f in Open Diapason.

Dulciana CC 3|in., Tenor C 2Jin., 2ft. C lAin., 1ft. C ^fin.
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Length offeet. The length of the foot does not influence the pitch

of the speaking portion of the pipe. In metal pipes, however, it

slightly modifies the quality of tone. As a rule, the longer the foot

the clearer the tone, especially in the middle part of a stop.

In designing organ fronts, attention should be paid to the relative

proportion of lengths of foot and diameter in show pipes. There are

three systems : (1) foot length increasing 2^^ scale diminishes, (2) uni-

form length of feet, (3) feet proportionate to diameter (as in inside

work).

Reed Pipes^ Diameter at CC :

—

Cornopean or Horn Sin.

Trumpet 4jin.

Clarion about two notes smaller than Trumpet on tenor C.

Clarinet about \\ to 2 inches.

Vox Humana about \\ to 2 inches.

The degrees of intensity (weight) of the wind used practically

determines the scales. Small scales are at a disadvantage on heavy

wind, and large scales will not speak properly on very light wind.

The diameter of organ pipes is in inverse proportion to their

length, e.g.^ CCCC (length 32ft.) has a diameter = to one-twentieth

of its length. At top G on the Fifteenth (length Jin.) the diameter of

the pipe will have increased to one-fifth of its length at least.

The establishing of these scales, as they are called—that is, the

determining the proportion of gradual increase (or decrease) in the

diameters of pipes—has considerably exercised many scientific organ

constructors ; but the lengthy tables of Herr Topfer and Herr Zeiger

apparently exhaust the subject of scale variations in all its bearings.

To the amateur organ-builder it may not be uninteresting to possess

the rule of thumb method adopted by many organ w^orkmen, who

never heard of Topfer or Zeiger, and which, indeed, answers practi-

cally as well.

First determine a diameter for CC, which in this case we will assume

to be 5J inches. Then make the diameter of the fourths and octaves

in like manner proportionate to their lengths, e.g.
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Proportional diameter

of certain notes .

To get the increase of

scale we add f of an

inch to each . . .

This gives ordinary di-

apason scale in bass

Proportional diameter

Add to each .2

Gives ordinary Open Diapason

scale in the treble

Lower two Octaves.
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Thus we can diminish the scale by starting at any degree above, as in

foregoing examples.

Scale for both Metal and Wooden
Pipes.

The accompanying Diagram is that of a

scale in which the diameters of the pipes

halve every seventeenth note. To work

from this, make the line L M 2\ inches and

the line M K 9l inches, set the proportional

compasses so that the small end gives L M = 21,

and the long end 6 inches—or whatever may be

the desired scale for CC. Once they have thus

been set, the size of all the pipes can be found

at the long ends by setting the short ends to the

respective lines in this figure.

To construct the accompanying figure, place one

foot of the compasses at K and extend the other

L.

Then move the point at L until it touches the line

M K. At the point of contact (N) draw a line at right

angles to L K, and therefore parallel to L M. By
repeating this process the graduated scale is obtained,

the length of each line representing the proportional de-

crease of diameter in the pipes.

In the case of wood stops, which are usually composed

of oblong pipes, use the scale as given for the depths of the

pipes, and the scale starting at 35 or 36 to express the width

of the same.

This scale diagram can be used either for constructing a whole

stop, or for accurately dividing the difference in scale between

given notes.
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Draw this line first,

dividing as here
shewn.

Construct figures

(2, 3), from
measures on line i.

Scale for Wooden Pipes.

To use the Scales, in figures

2 or 3, measure from the upper

of the two lines marked

"Mouth" along the right hand

line up to the cross line bear-

ing the name of the note desir-

ed. This gives full speaking

length. In figure 3, the whole

length of the cross line will

give the depth of the pipe

(1-—3) : the length between

lines 1 and 2, width of the pipe

—inside measure in each case.

If the scale of a 16ft. Bourdon

be required
; add 4ft. more at

the top by producing the lines,

and divide as before in 12

parts :* this will give scale

from CC to CCC.

lines.)

(See dotted

Blocks. The first twelve blocks, commencing at CC, will be 4Jins.

long, the next twelve, 3|-ins., the next twelve, 2Jins. ; and the rest

about 2Jins.

Practical Hints on Voicing.

Voicing is the operation by which various qualities of tone are

produced from speaking pipes.

If we for the moment put aside the question of shape in organ

* The division of the octave in twelve parts, approximately graduated by the eye, is, of course, not

strictly scientific, but this scheme—which is that used by most workmen -answers perfectly. We
commence by making the CC longer than it need be, and the slight excess of length in each pipe is

not much more than is required for squaring and trimming it off neatly.
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pipes we may broadly say that pipes differ in tone according to the

manner in which they are " nicked," and " cut up."

Voicing is therefore mainly a matter of nicking and of cutting up.

Nicks are made in the front edge of the "languid" in metal pipes,

and in the "block" of wooden ones, as may be seen if any pipes be

examined.

These nicks may be coarse, i.e.^ deep and wide-spaced, or fine, and,

consequently, more numerous. An Open Diapason will be coarsely

nicked to render the tone bold : a Dulciana, or Gamba, must be finely

nicked to render the tone delicate and mellow. Nicking of metal

pipes is done with nickers or knives specially shaped at the points so

as to nick both languid and lip at the same time. Nicking of wood
pipes is done with small half-round and triangular files. Great care

must be taken to clear away any burr or splinters. Many German
builders black-lead the blocks to ensure absolute smoothness.

Deep-nicking not only steadies the tone of a pipe, but appears to

have the property of causing pipes to blend with other similarly-

nicked ones.

On the contrary, pipes nicked but very lightly, or not at all, while

they may give a pleasing quality of tone when sounded alone—never

blend, and therefore can only be used for certain solo-stops.

Metal Pipes. The following general table w411 illustrate the prin-

ciple of voicing metal pipes.

Diameter of wind-

hole.

Nicking.

CC Nicks.

yVin. or more deep,

\ apart, both in

languid and lower

lip.

Do not nick the lip,

but only the languid

in the case of very

small pipes.

Jin. to Jim.

Diminish these meas-

ures progressively.

Height of mouth.

(Cutting up).

\ of width of the

mouth (or more, ac-

cording to pressure of

wind used.)

Continue to top.

N.B.—The height of mouth may
be diminished sHghtly in the

upper notes, if a tendency to

"tubbiness" and windiness is

noticeable.
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Defects of speech :

" Chiffing." Causes. (1) Nicks too shallow, (2) loose languid.

Windiness. „ (1) Nick too deep (2) mouth " crippled,"

i.e., incorrectly nicked, or spoiled, (3) pipe-foot too short, (4) mouth

cut up too high.

Overblowing

—

i.e., speaking some harmonic in place of the note

intended. Causes. (1) languid not high enough, (2) upper lip too

forward, or convex, (3) lower lip not straight, (4) wind-hole too large.

A thin, soft, quiet tone is produced in small-scale stops by keeping the

languid as high as possible, and by bevelling the outer side of the

upper lip .^^

To mating the tuning slots in the right places in pipes. Leave

the pipes a semitone flat {e.g., tune C to B), then set the com-

passes to the diameter of the pipe, mark the same distance down

from the top of the pipe ;
this will give the top of the slot, which

must be cut downwards from this point.

Nicking knives. (See Plate II.) 1 and 2 are single nickers. 3,

serves to nick both languid and underlip simultaneously.

Wood Pipes. Wood pipes, as they leave the maker's hands, usually

have their ears extending down below the block. These ears must be

cut back so that when the cap is applied it shall stand only a little

below the level of the block. On CC 4ft. Stopped Diapason, the cap

should stand down about \—the distance being, of course, diminished

as the pipes get smaller.

After the caps are fitted, proceed to round the edge of the block,

very slightly—using a worn file. The nicks can then be made with

the edge of a half-round file.

The wind-way in the cap is then made, and other nicks are filed,

corresponding in number and depth with those in the block.

All fibres and chips must be very carefully removed, and the pipe

can be tried on its wind. To regulate the supply of wind through the

wind-hole in the foot, wedges of wood are driven in until it is reduced

to the required size.
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The mouths are cut up from J to J according to the quality of tone

required.

Arching the mouth gives greater power, provided that the wind

" reaches " well

—

i.e. is copious—but delicacy of tone is destroyed

thereby.

Some hints on the speech of reed pipes will be found on page 38.

To treat of reed voicing would carry me beyond the scope of this

work. Generally speaking no one can turn out even a barely endur-

able reed except such professional voicers as devote all their time, or

most of it, to reed-work specially.

Glossary of Technical Terms.

Abrege (French). A Roller.

Action. All parts that move or transmit motion.

Anches (French). Reeds.

Backfall (j*). Wooden levers centred near the middle, which trans-

mit motion from keys or stop-knobs.

Bars. The partitions which separate the sound-board into channels,

each governed by a pallet.

Bay-Leaf {-d). The pointed variety of upper lip in show pipes.

Beard. A slip of metal or wood fixed horizontally under the

mouth of a pipe, its effect is to render the tone more grave and

solemn in character. It is in many instances impossible to produce a

steady and continuous note from small scale pipes unless they are

bearded, but in full scaled pipes, beards are usually harmful, or at

least useless.

When a very bright tone is desired in the case of wooden pipes,

the lower lip is usually reduced to a thin edge, as the top of the cap

of an ordinary wood pipe is in itself a kind of beard, which is destruc-

tive of brightness of tone.

* The letters refer to the folding diagram.
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Bearers. The slips of wood between the slides, which bear the

weight of the upper boards.

Bleeding. An operation which consist in pricking the parchment

or American cloth which covers the underside of the sound-board

grooves—thereby neutralising "runnings," by allowing the small

quantity of air which causes them to escape freely.

Block. The solid piece of wood which closes the bottom of a

wood-pipe, and acts at the same time as a " languid."

Boot (e). a kind of elongated thimble-shaped case, which con-

tains the mechanism of the reed pipes, and which stands on the sound-

board.

Butterfly-crank.^ or square. A term designating V-shaped cranks

used to convey action to an obtuse angle, as in the case of the stop

handles when set to draw at an angle of 45 degrees, etc.

Borrowing. Arranging a certain number of pipes so as to be

common to two or more stops.

Building-Frame. The framework which supports the sound-board,

bellows, and other heavy portions of an organ.

Buttons. Small leather nuts used for regulating the touch by

shortening or lengthening the trackers.

Cipher (French : Cornement (s), Corner (v). German : Ausstossen,

Abheulen). See page 42.

Cleat (Plate VII). A wooden hook : wood pipes below 4ft. are

always secured to a rack, or other fixing, by a cleat.

Cloth. Small wads of cloth, used with buttons to prevent rattling.

Concussion bellows. A floating bellows calculated to counteract

and nullify jerkiness in blowing. See Plate V.

Console (Plate VI). A structure, in outward appearance resembling

a large harmonium, in which are grouped together the keys, pedals,

and drawstops of an organ when they stand apart from the main

body of the instrument. Consoles are generally so arranged that the

player shall face his choir or audience.

Tracker, and still more tubular, action will suffice to admit of re-
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moving the console a considerable distance from the organ. With

electric action there is practically no limit to the distance, but while

the pipes may (and often do) speak as promptly from the key as in

the smallest sticker organ, the sound cannot be hurried in the same

way, but takes a time (defined by the laws of the velocity of sound in

air generally) to travel back to the console.

If two organs, A and B, were played from a console at C, the

emission of sound would appear simultaneous to a hearer at D (mid-

way), but if only a few yards nearer to A he would hear A first, and

a repetition note from B. The contrary would occur if he were nearer

to B. Generally speaking, such instruments could only be played al-

ternately, but not simultaneously, and it is evident that a very long

movement may become a disadvantage rather than otherwise.

The organ provided with a console, shewn in the illustration, is an

instrument of two manuals and pedal, containing nineteen speaking

stops, built by Mr. A. Gern, for the Earl of Home.

Coiiveyance (f). A metal pipe which does not sound, but conveys

wind to one that does.

Cow-heel^ or Cow-heel Crank. Terms applied to cranks made to an

obtuse angle to connect motions nearly, but not quite, parallel. See

plate V, where a cow-heel square is shewn, as used for rendering the

opening of the swell shutters gradual—the forces transmitted being

in that case at right angles.

Dividedpallet^ or cut pallet. A pallet cut so that a small portion

of it opens before the main body of the pallet. See plate VII.

Double pallet. Two pallets to one note.

Double touch. A means of obtaining two sets of sounds from a

key, according as it is wholly or partially depressed.*

* Introduced by Mr. H. Wedlake in the remarkable pneumatic organ built by him in 1863 for

H. A. Hankey, Esq., Queen Anne's Mansions, which contained four manuals, five octaves (CC to C"),
pedal clavier, thirty-two notes (CCC to G), sixty-five sounding stops, twenty-six couplers. Special
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Diiphcati07i. A term evidently devised to avoid the unjust stigina

which in the minds of imperfectly informed persons often attaches to

such words as "borrowing," "grooving," etc. Duplication expresses

the result achieved ; borrowing, the means by which that result is

attained. Some most valuable systems of this kind have been intro-

duced by Mr. Casson, Messrs. Brindley and Foster, and Mons. C.

Annessens.

Feeders (a). The small bellows (actuated by the handle) which

supply the main reservoir.

French Feeders. Feeders similar to an accordion. Sometimes

the top and bottom boards are fixed, and the middle board alone

moves, throwing wind both ways. Where practicable they are the

best form of feeder. (See Plate VIII, fig. 3.)

Free reeds. The vibrator does not strike anything—example, har-

monium reeds.

Front or face board (r). Board in front of chest. By removing

it access is obtained to pallets.

Groove (g) (to groove off). Grooves are channels excavated in the

upper boards acting as " conveyances."

Gussets. The leather at the four corners of the bellows.

Jamb (draw-stop). The perpendicular board through which the

stops protrude.

features in this organ were (i) three pedal couplers to swell manual, viz., unison swell to pedal, octave

swell to pedal, super-octave swell to pedal. By using the octave and super-octave couplers the " Car-

illons" (which commenced on tenor C) could be played in unison or octaves, thus producing a novel

and beautiful combination with the pipe stops. (2) The Stringendo Coupler was an invention of Mr.

Wedlake's. It was composed of an escapement movement, which plucked the action of the swell

manual, thus giving the effect of strings {Pizzicato) to that organ, the sounds of the great organ being

at the same time retained. (3) The entire pedal organ could be transferred (by drawing stop 91) to

the choir manual, the lower CCCC commencing on tenor C key. (4) Large pedal organ of twelve

stops, including 32ft. Open Diapason (wood) and 32ft. reed Contra-Bombarde. There was an ingeni-

ous arrangement (stops 64, 65) whereby a grand piano was brought under the control of the organ

pedals.

Mr. Wedlake, in the manual and orchestral organ built for the late J. H. Van Ryn, Esq. (Plate

XIV), has so arranged his system of couplers, that while the swell is provided with super and sub-

octave couplers on itself, which naturally are available from the great organ keys through the unison

swell to great coupler ; they can also be made use of from the great organ keys without sounding the

swell to great tmison (although that coupler, which must be drawn to effect connection between the

manuals, remains out), a special valve being actuated for the purpose of temporarily silencing it.
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Impost (p). Base on which the speaking front pipes stand.

Key slip. A strip of wood (often bearing maker's name) between

the manuals.

Languid. A horizontal disc of metal, which closes the foot (or

conical part) of a metal speaking pipe, and, nearly meeting the lower

lip, directs the wind against the upper lip, thus producing sound.

See diagram.

Louvre (y). A swell shutter.

Metechotic* Brindley and Foster's term for a system by which

certain stops of pipes are made to serve on two or more manuals.

Mop. A miniature mop made with wire and any soft material, used

in tuning the mixtures to silence certain notes, and thus isolate the

one upon which the tuner is engaged. Sometimes little pieces of

paper are put into the mouths instead.

Nicki7ig. The saw-like edge of the languid. The object of nicking

is to steady the tone, and to cause it to blend with other notes. See

page 61.

Pallet (n). The valve which admits wind into the channels.

Lever Pallet (see Plate IV). When the tracker d is pulled, the

lever a begins to open the pallet. (It will be noticed that from the

great amount of leverage a slight amount of pressure on d will exert

great power on the wire e). The points of the levers b and c do not

quite touch, so it is not until a has already opend the pallet, that these

latter come into action, and throw it full open, which they do with

ease, as the suction has been already overcome by the powerful

lever a.

Passage hoards. The " gangways " or passages by which access is

gained to the different parts of an organ.

* M Merklin has also used a similar arrangement. It was unjustly condemned by most of the

leading French organists, but strongly favoured by the late E. Batiste. Mr Casson. also, has another

way of effecting the same thing. In fact, the rendering a stop of pipes available on several keyboards

Z on the pedals too, is not difficult. Wkai is difficult, is to evade the (often unjust) st^g--^-^

attaches to the word borrowing." Some builders use the euphemism " transmission
,

others tax

their ingenuity to coin most extraordinary words and names.
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Pipes stand on their ivind when neither "grooved" nor " convey-

anced " ofif.

Pipe metal^ commonly called " Metal," is composed of tin and lead.

The following are the proportions employed by various builders :

—

Father Smith—tin, three-fourths ; lead, one-fourth. Cavaille-Coll

and Schultze used nearly the same proportions, the former using

nearly pure tin for most of his stops.

The older French organ builders called " metal " " etoflfe " (or stuff)

to distinguish it from pure tin, which material was used for all the

principal stops, the use of " etoffe " being confined to stopped metal

pipes.

Spotted metal is obtained by mixing about thirty parts of tin to

seventy lead. This will give ordinary spotted metal ("metal sau-

monne " as the French call it) but more tin and considerable accuracy

in the proportions is needed to get the spots to "rise" as the metal

cools, and thus secure first-class spotted metal.

Positif. Ruck-positif. Terms used in France and Germany to de-

note the choir organ. Mr. Casson has recently adopted the name
" Positive " for the highly ingenious and effective one-manual organ

he has introduced and which ought to find its way into every place of

worship where that nineteenth-century abomination—the American

organ—is to be seen.

Pull-down (m). The wire passing through the bottom of wind-

chest (k) (purse board) and hooking on to an eye in the pallet.

Rack-board (x). The board about seven inches above the sound-

board through which pass the pipe feet.

Rack Pillars (w). The small uprights which support the rack-

board.

Register (v). A comb or perforated slip through which trackers

or long trace rods are passed. Its object being to keep them apart,

and to prevent them from flapping about, thus causing noise—or even

the iteration of a note after the finger has left the key.

Ribs of a Bellows (o). The boards which fold up.



Plate VI.
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Rollers^ Plate IV. Cylindrical or eliptical rods turning on pins at

each end, used for conveying motion laterally.

Roller Arms. Arms projecting at each end of the roller to which

trackers or stickers are connected.

Schwchung^ Englische-Schivehiing (German). Tremulant.

Schnarrwerk (German). Reeds.

Slide or Slider (t). The slip of wood which covers and uncovers

the holes in the soundboard.

Slot (h). An oblong hole.

Soundboard. The Soundboard is virtually the heart of the organ,

or nucleus around which all the other parts are collected. The

principal components of a soundboard are the Windchest (or the box

containing the wind supplied from the bellows, and in which are situ-
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Pedal—are shown in section, the action of the various parts will be

clear. The references to the soundboards are indicated by the letters

K, N, R, s, T, u. Soundboards without sliders, and the differential

points of pneumatic soundboards, are shown on Plates VII, VIII, XI.

Square (c). A kind of crank (similar to those used for bells).

Transmits motion at right angles.

Steady PiJis. Pins on each side of the pallet, to keep it over its hole.

Sticker (i). A light cylindrical rod which communicates motion

by pushing.

Stock (b). The beam of wood to which "back-falls" or squares

are attached.

Stud, Plate IV. The little pegs at each end of a Roller, forming

the supports for the centre pins upon which the roller turns. The
term Stud is also used for certain forms of Key-touches or thumb

pistons pressed by the player.

Tabic (s). The upper surface of the sound-board upon which the

slides and bearers are placed.

Taps. Screw-wires terminating trackers, serving to regulate the

action. Plate IV.

Thumper. A leaded and felted bar of wood placed on the top of

the keys to prevent them jumping oflf the pins when they rise.

Tirasse (French). The action connecting a manual to the pedals

when there are no independent and pipes to the latter.

Trace-Rod. Rods which connect the various parts of the drawstop

action. See Plate V.

Tracker (l). A light rod which /?///y.

Tremulant, Plate VII. A small "fluttering" bellows which, when
set in motion, caused the undulation in the tone of the organ. The
early builders called it "ye shaking stoppe." Its effect is neutralised

by the " Concussion bellows," which letter should be put out of gear

when the tremulant is drawn.

Trunnel or Trundle. The large " rollers " used in drawstop action.

Tubular Pneumatics. In this action "pallets" are often done
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away with, being replaced by tiny bellows, the tops of which, when

inflated, close up the aperture under the groove.

When the wind inflating them is cut off", they drop, thus causing the

pipes to speak. The wind is supplied and cut off by a double pallet,

or disc arrangement, near the keys ;
and the connection is eff"ected by

long tubes, like small sized gas-piping, thus doing away with trackers,

levers, stickers, and squares. Sometimes the small bellows act as

motors and pull down the pallets. Plates Vf II, IX.

Tubular pneumatics, generally, give very plump wind to the pipes,

but are inclined to be slow, and imperfect in repetition and attack.

Precisely the same action (but on a larger scale), is used to move

the drawstops and composition movements, and is actuated by " studs
"

and similar contrivances in the key slip between the keys.

Upper Board (u). The uppermost board of the wind-chest, that

upon which the pipes stand.

Vergette (French). A Tracker.

Voicing. The art of producing the tone desired from pipes
;
by

defining the amount of wind admitted, and by estabHshing regular

proportions in the relation of the sizes of mouth, wind-way, width of

nicking, etc.

Voicing Machine. A small soundboard, provided with keyboard

and foot-blowing bellows, used for voicing pipes upon. There is gen-

erally a Principal stop permanently located upon this soundboard, to

which the pipes are tuned after being voiced.

Weight of Wind. Ascertaining the pressure of wind by means of

the Wind Gauge, the diff'erence in height of the two surfaces ex-

pressed in inches gives what is called the "weight of wind."

Wind-bar (q). The heavy transverse beam closing the back of the

wind chest. Its purpose is to carry the weight of the pipes.

Wind Chest. See Soundboard.

Wind-Trunk. A large rectangular wooden tube which conveys

the wind from the bellows to the soundboards. Plate VIII.

Windway. The space between the "languid" and the lower lip

in pipes.
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Method of Finding the Exact Length of Speaking Pipes.

In the questions of the College of Organists it is frequently required

to find the length of a pipe sounding a given note, or to state the note

which will be produced by a pipe of given length.

As these questions cannot be answered without complete data being

given, I shall show the method of stating ^Mch. questions properly, and

of working out the answers.

In this table let T = tonic or given note (which of course can be

any sound), and, for simplicity, in the present example let C'= T. Its

length must also be given, or ascertained experimentally : we will here

assume that the pipe producing T is 12 inches in length,

j of C' gives the fourth therefore

f ofC
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On the contrary, small wooden pipes when planed very thin, will

generally demand more wind to enable them to sound at all.

An open pipe can be made to speak until it is shortened to a length

equal to twice its diameter—the wind hole being enlarged, and the

mouth suitably lowered in proportion.

It can also be lengthened to a length equal to 32 diameters—the

wind hole being reduced and the mouth cut up.

This gives about three octaves and a semitone between the ex-

tremes of pitch produced. Should such an experiment be tried, it

will be noted that, for every piece successively cut off, reducing the

pipe 32 diameters long to 2 diameters, a different quality of tone re-

sults—thus illustrating the effect of different scales in pipework

generally. In this experiment, a constant pressure of 3 inches or 3|-

is assumed, but if the pressure is reduced to 1 inch for the long pipe

and gradually increased to say 5 inches, more than four octaves can

be produced—as the pipe may be 40 diameters long, or more, to start

with.

When a pipe is shortened the vibrations do not vary inversely as

the length—that is absolutely—as writers on acoustics tell us. The

fact of shortening a pipe makes it relatively of larger scale^ and thus

a new factor is introduced, causing the vibration numbers to diminish

less rapidly than theoreticians affirm, as the shortening is counteracted

in some degree by the corresponding increase of scale (or diameter)

of the tube, which becomes very great as the tube nears the length at

which it ceases to speak (two diameters). A similar phenomenon may

be noted in the upper or topmost notes of the piano, where the ratio

of the diameter of the wire to its length increases so rapidly.

The reader will note the absurdity of such flippant questions as

" What note will an open pipe 18 inches long speak ?—no diameter,

pressure of wind, or particulars as to thickness of the tube, being

given.

Markings used to define the pitch of pipes, for the five C's which

the organ manual of fifty-six notes (CC to G) comprises.
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ENGLISH.

CC, or " Double C." Tenor C. Middle C. One foot C. Six inch C.

GERMAN.

CC C c^ c» c^

or this

c c c c' c"

Also the following, which seems to be the original rule of thumb

method adopted by all the early builders :

—

PEDAL. MANUAL.

C 32 ft. C 16 ft. C 8 ft. c 4 ft. c 2 ft. c 1 ft. c 6 ins. c 3 in.

This latter tablature is, however, to be deprecated, as the small

pipes of the mixtures are often marked in the same way (?>., by dashes

above) to show to which rank of the Mixture they belong, quite irres-

pective of their pitch.
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Answers to Questions in Organ Construction set at the Royal

College of Organists' Examinations,* from 1888 to 1898

inclusive.

Associateship, July 1888.

6. Question : Say to what note (key) a pipe 16 inches long will

belong ?

Answer : If worked as a question of acoustics, consider 16 inches

as I of a foot and the foot as \ of CC 8ft. The experimental, and

therefore correct, solution will, however, not exactly correspond.

This may be found by actually measuring, and noting the pitch of

pipes 16 inches long. See converse of this question, Associateship,

January, 1890, No. 1.

9. Question : Give some account of Green, the organ-builder,

with approximate dates. Mention some examples of his work ?

Answer : Samuel Green was born 1740, died at Isleworth, Septem-

ber 14th, 1796. Notable organs : Cathedrals—Canterbury, 1784
;

Wells, Lichfield, 1789 ; Salisbury, 1792 ;
Rochester, 1793

;
Bangor,

1779 (?) ; Cashel, 1786. London Churches—St. Katharine's, London

* When no answer is given to a question it is from one of the following reasons :

—

1. (a). The answer required is a specification, or a lengthy list of stops with a diagram.

2. (b). The candidate is required to draw something.

All questions on acoustics are not answered. They do not come within the scope of this work, any

more than do questions on Counterpoint, or Musical History.

Question i (July 1888) (a), and question i (January 1890) (6), are the only exceptions I have made,

and for the following reasons :

—

(a). The answer is intended to be typical.

(6). To answer the query from an " Organ Construction" point of view would require at least two

pages of very involved explanation, together with a diagram, and could be of no service to students.
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Docks, 1778 ; St. Botolph, Aldersgate ; St. Michael's, Cornhill
;

Freemasons' Hall, etc. No builder has ever excelled Green for

sweetness and charm of tone. He was an enthusiast in his calling,

and it is sad to record that he died in great poverty.

Fellowship, January, 1889.

1. Question : Who was the inventor of the " Swell," and in what

organ was the " Swell " first introduced ?

Ansiver : See "Jordan" (Fellowship, 1896).

2. Oiiestio7i : Explain nature and advantage of the "inverted ribs
"

in Organ bellows.

Answer : Bellows were first made with " plain " ribs hinged to the

outward edges of the bellows' frames, as will be seen in the following

diagram :

Figure 1.

Now if a piece of card bent to

resemble the folds (A and B), be

held lightly between the finger and

thumb of the left hand, it will be

found that any pressure applied to

the points A. or B. will have a tendency to force open the fingers of

the left hand, and that this force increases very rapidly as the card

assumes the shape of figure l^ Consequently the force of the wind

in a bellows, such as that drawn, will tend to open the ribs and make

them lever up the top of the bellows. This leverage subtracts weight

from the weight on the top of the bellows, which, until this leverage

came into play, was lifted entirely by the density of the wind, con-

sequently the air becomes less compressed in proportion as the lifting

power becomes a joint process^ not entirely done by the air density,

but partly by the leverage which supervenes as the "plain" ribs

open.
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Figure 2.

In figure 2 we have the mod-

em bellows in which inverted ribs

are combined with plain ribs.

Now if pressure be applied to

the points A A from the interior

of the bellows, it is evident that,

in the case of the upper or in-

verted ribs, it will tend to collapse the folds and to pull together the

two boards C E. In the case of the lower or plain ribs, pressure simi-

larly applied will (as previously explained) tend to push E away

from C C.

We therefore have two forces acting in contrary directions, which

can be made to mutually destroy one another
;
and when this result is

attained, the density of the wind remains the same, as this density is

the direct result of the amount of compression exercised by the

weight placed on the bellows, unqualified by any leverage or other

mechanical action reducing the degree of density required to sustain

the weight. In order to ensure that all the folds should open at the

same time, and proportionately. Regulators or Counterpoises are

needed. These are parallelograms (D D folding diagram). It will be

seen that the boards C, E, and C C, will always be equidistant, and

further that the lifting and the collapsing powders are thus balanced

one against the other.

3. Question : Explain the object and nature of a Relief Pallet.

Answer : The Relief, or more properly Waste Pallet, is a pallet

which opens automatically when the bellows is full, exactly as the

safety-valve of a steam-engine. If it were absent the density of the

wind might be increased by the blower pumping in more air when the

bellows is already full—and indeed the bellows might eventually

burst. The first result would mar the music, by causing the pipes to

screech horribly, and the second would, of course, be still more

serious.
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AssociATESHip, July, 1889.

7. Question : Describe the shape and structure of the following

organ pipes : Open Diapason, Harmonic Flute, Oboe, and Cremona.

See Plate II, and folding diagram.

8. Question : Describe the various kinds of mechanism used for

coupling Swell to Great.

Answer. 1. Tumbler Couplers. See Plate V.

2. Ram Couplers (Robson's).

Drum Couplers (a variety of "ram.")

These are small leathered pieces of wood shaped like a spoon, held

horizontally and edgeways, which are thrust ("rammed" between the

Great and Swell Keys, causing the lower set of keys (Great) to lift

the upper (or Swell) keys. See plate V.

3. There are many species of Backfall Couplers, and as less friction

results from them than from any other kind they are, generally, the

lightest and best couplers made. (See folding diagram).

AssociATESHiP, January, 1890.

1. Question : What is the approximate length of CC# on the

Open Diapason 8ft. ?

Answer : If the length of CC=8ft.=96in. CCft will have a length

equal to 96 x rf=90, therefore CCS=7ft. 6in.

N.B.—'-I is the vibration fraction of a semitone.
ID

That every calculation based on the length only of a pipe, disre-

garding its diameter, must be very "approximate" indeed—or rather

quite worthless—may be inferred from the fact that if an Open Diapa-

son of 2.2in. diameter and a Dulciana of 1.3in. diameter are tuned in

unison to Middle C their respective speaking lengths will be found to

be 22|in. and 23|. The contrary obtains of conical pipes. At mid. C,

the Horn (a large scale stop) is fin. longer than the Oboe.

2, Question : Explain the cause of " runnings " in organs, and say

how you would proceed to discover this fault.
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Answer : See page 52.

3. Question : What do you understand by the expression "A Pair

of Organs?

"

Answer : An organ provided with more pipes than one. Illustra-

tion of term :
" A pair of steps," a " pair of stairs." The expression is

archaic. (In French we have a trace of the term in " Les Grandes

Orgues " ("Organs.") Again, " Facteur de grandes orgues " means

simply "organ-builder," not "maker of large organs.")

Fellowship, July, 1890.

4. Question : Supposing an organ of one manual (not pneumatic)

with the bellows at work—why is the touch lighter with no stops

drawn than when they are out ?

Answer : Because there is no suction tending to draw the pallet.

5. Question : Which register varies most with changes of temper-

ature, an Open Diapason, or a Tuba of twelve-inch pressure ?

Ansiver : The Open Diapason. The Tuba, however, appears to

change most because it goes away from the initial pitch in an opposite

direction to the whole body of the organ stops, including the Open

Diapason. All these latter sharpen^ while the Tuba flattens.

The consideration of the wind pressure (12 inches or any other) is

unimportant. The pitch of m.et'aXJltie pipes sharpens, as the final re-

sult of complex actions of heat. While tending to flatten the pitch by

slightly expanding and lengthening the tubes, heat acts still more

upon the air, and so rarefies it that the degree of sharpening thus pro-

duced completely overrules the trifling flattening caused by the ex-

pansion of the tubes themselves. Exactly the reverse takes place in

reed pipes. So far as their tubes are concerned the phenomena are

the same as in the previous case, but the infinitesimal lengthening of

the brass tongues so flattens the notes emitted by them that even the

complex sharpening of the tubes does not suffice to retain the note

at its initial pitch, and, as a final result, the tongues overruling the

tubes, the notes flatten.
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6. Question : Why do organ-builders place stops of a similar

character as far apart as possible on a sound-board ?

Answer : To avoid "Sympathy." See pages 10, 36, 47, 48.

7. Question : If a Stopped Diapason pipe is forced beyond its fun-

damental tone, what sound is produced ?

Answer : See harmonics of stopped pipes, page 12.

AssociATESHip, July, 1890.

9. Question : Explain the function of " Pallets" and of " Ventils"

in organ-building.

Answer : See Glossary of Terms, also Index.

AssociATESHip, January, 1891.

4. Question : What is really the stop* controlled by the draw-stop

action.

Answer : The slide which ^^ stops'' and "unstops" the holes ad-

mitting wind to the pipes.

5, 6. Question : What is peculiar about the top octave of the

Clarion ? How is the beating of the Voix Celestes produced ? Des-

cribe the Larigot, Tierce, Doublette and Mounted Cornet.

Answer : The Mounted Cornet was a mixture raised high above

the other stops on a speaking-block. It is obsolete. See page 88.

Fellowship, January, 1891.

1. Question : Give a short account of the improvements made
from time to time in the construction of organ bellows, and in the

method of blowing.

Answer : Chronologically thus—(1) Diagonal Bellows
;

(2) Diag-

onal Reservoir, with Diagonal Feeder
; (3) Horizontal Reservoir, with

* See Chapter I, where this confusion of terms is explained. Also Appendix.
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Feeders
; (4) Horizontal Reservoir^ with Inverted Ribs^ Feeders,

either diagonal or accordion-shaped (French). Blowing—(1) Manual

Power
; (2) Water

; (3) Gas
; (4) Electricity. See references to

'' bellows " passim.

2. Question : Give a short history of the Swell Organ.

Answer : Chronological order—(1) Echo Organ, viz.^ stops placed

in a closed box
; (2) Jordan's " Nag's Head Swell," 1712 fcircaJ^ in

which one side of the box lifted up like a sash window, thus giving a

crescendo ; (3) Avery's Venetian Swell, still used.

Question : Show growth of compass (Swell Organ).

Answer : Middle C—instance, Green's Organ, Salisbury Cathedral,

built 1792. Fiddle G—instance, St. Margaret's, Westminster, by

Avery, 1804. Tenor F—instance, St. Clement Danes. Gamut G—
St. John's, Waterloo Road, 1824 (Bishop). FF—Greenwich Hos-

pital. These instances, however, cannot be taken as a chronological

record. All the incomplete compasses appear to have existed con-

temporaneously.

3. Compare or contrast, the respective meanings of the terms

Sound-Board as applied (1) to the Organ, (2) to the Piano.

Answer : (1) The Organ. See Soundboard in Glossary of Terms.

(2) Piano. It is a sounding board or resonator (similar to the belly

of a violin) which reinforces the sound of the vibrating strings.

AssociATESHip, July, 1891.

4. Question : What is the result of playing upon the Full Swell

for any considerable time with the box closed ?

Answer : The air inside the box becomes condensed, as there is

not a ready outlet for the increased amount pumped in by the bellows.

The pitch may be perceptibly affected by this condensation.

To obviate condensation of air in the Swell box, and with a view to

enhance the crescendo power obtainable, some of the older builders

constructed Swell boxes provided with a tube or trunk leading out of

M
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the top of the box to the church tower, or out through a window.

The lower extremity of the tube was closed by a large pallet or door

which opened when the louvres closed, and closed as the louvres

opened.

A notable instance of this system existed at St. Martin's-in-the-

Fields, in the organ built by Robt. Gray, circa 1800.

6. Question : Why is it usual to line the inside of a Swell-box with

thick brown paper ?

Answer : faJ One thickness of paper, with the glue necessary to

make it adhere, is equivalent to fully a quarter of an inch of wood in

rendering the sides of the box impervious to sound.

(b) The smoothness of a paper surface, well sized with glue, tends

to equalize the distribution of tone.

Some German organ-builders lacquer the insides of metal pipes for

a similar reason.

Fellowship, June, 1892.

Question : (1) Give the actual sounds, etc., produced by various

stops (diagram needed).

Answer : See Chapter I, wherein all these stops are explained.

2. Question : Describe the Anemometer.

Answer : The instrument thus designated, is called in plain Eng-

lish a "wind-gauge" (Plate I). It consists of a glass tube bent into

the shape of a double syphon, one end of which is fitted into a wooden

pipe-foot (see diagram). When used the pipe-foot is inserted into

the upper board as an ordinary speaking-pipe, and a little water is

poured into the top, which at once finds its level in the two arms of

the loop. When wind is admitted the pressure drives the water down

in one loop and raises it proportionately in the other. The difference

in height of these surfaces (expressed in inches) gives what is called

"the weight of wind." The Anemometer was invented by Christian

Forner, organ-builder at Vetin-sur-la-Sale, circa 1680.
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3. Describe the difference between diagonal and horizontal Organ

Bellows. State which supplies the most wind, and why ?

Answer : The diagonal bellows is hinged at one end, as an ordi-

nary house bellows. The horizontal opens all over, like a concertina

bellows.

Since the diagonal line bisects all squares and parallelograms equally

it is obvious that a horizontal bellows gives twice the amount of wind

obtainable from a diagonal bellows of the same area.

AssociATESHiP, January, 1892.

1. Question : Describe the " Pyramidon " stop, and name its in-

ventor ?

Answer : The Pyramidon is composed of stopped pipes so shaped

that the top measures across four times as much as the bottom, the

contour being that of an inverted pyramid. Very grave tones are

produced from these small "boxes," e.g.^ the CCC 16ft. tone has been

obtained from a Pyramidon, 2ft. 9in. high. The Pyramidon was in-

vented by Sir F. A. G. Ouseley, and first constructed by Mr. Flight.*

2. Question : State who was the inventor of the Concussion Valve

{sic)^ and describe its use.

Answer : See " Concussion Bellows^ Bishop is said to have in-

vented them.

3. Question : State the difference between "single" and "double"

acting composition pedals. Who w^as the inventor of the latter ?

Answer : " Single" Composition Pedals produce or remove certain

stops ; "Double" (by the use of one pedal only) always reproduce a

given selection of stops, by thrusting out such as may not be drawn,

and by putting in all others which may be out, but are not included

in the selection. Bishop invented the latter species of Composition

pedal. See also Wedlake, page 120.

* Mr Flight here mentioned, the last of the family of eminent organ-builders of that name, died

in 1890, at Strathblaine Road, Clapham Junction, a few doors from where I am now writing these

lines.—J. W. H.
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Fellowship, July, 1892.

2. Question : How are the shutters of the Swell-box placed—(1),

when the Organ has the ordinary form of Swell Pedal
; (2), when it

has the Balanced Swell Pedal ?
*

Answer : (1) The shutters, or louvres, are horizontal.

(2) They are vertical.

AssociATESHip, July, 1892.

1. Question : How does heat affect the pitch of metal flue pipes ?

2. Answer : It causes them to sharpen. See also Fellowship,

1890.

2. Question : What notes do the Open Diapason pipes of 18, and

16 inches speak ?

Answer : Sufficient data are not given. See remarks on page 78.

3. Question : Is there any disadvantage in having the bellows a

long way from the sound-board ? If so, state what, and how it may

be remedied.

Answer : It is a great disadvantage, as the wind loses its pressure

unless the trunks are very large. This can be remedied by placing a

second bellows, or reservoir, close to the sound-board.

Fellowship, Jan. 1893.

2. Question : In arranging the rows of pipes in a Swell-box, what

is, generally, the order observed in placing them ?

Answer : The 16ft, stops—either open, or closed—are placed at

the back, then 8ft., 4ft., 2ft. and mixtures—so that the tuner may not

have to reach over a long pipe to get at a short one—then reeds (in

front) being pipes which must be got at laterally with the tuning knife,

* The " Balance Swell Pedal " is a contrivance admitting of the Swell shutters being left stationary

at any angle. There are many grave drawbacks to this plan. The shutters generally fail to close

tightly; indeed, are never properly closed. It is very hard to obtain a "Sforzando" effect. The

rocking pedal (balanced pedal) is usually in the centre of the Knee board, thus hampering the organist

when he endeavours to pedal, using the Swell at the same time. The advantages claimed for the

Balance Swell appear to be principally imaginary.
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and also because they speak best just over the pallets, thus receiving

the first impact or "flush " of wind. Similarly on the Great Organ

—

the reeds being over the pallets, then the shortest stops—the longest

being next to the speaking front.

AssociATESHip, Jan. 1893.

Question: 1. Describe the " Salicional " and " Dulciana " stops.

Are they diminutives of the Open Diapason ?

2. What is the object of the introduction of the Quint stop into

the Pedal Organ ?

Answer : (1), (2). See description of these stops, under their res-

pective names. Chap. I.

AssociATESHip, July I893.

Question ; 1. Describe the Harmonic flute and name the inventor.

3. Classify and describe the following registers, " Keraulophon,"

" Contra Fagotto," " Vox Humana."

Answer : (1), (2). See description of stops in Chap. I.

Fellowship, July 1893.

2. Question : Name the advantages gained in the case of a large

organ by wind supply at diff"erent pressures.

Answer : Reeds and large-scaled pipes need heavy wind—small

and delicate stops, light wind ; consequently each class is better served

than if there were but one pressure.

Fellowship, Jan. 1894.

1. Question : State your opinion with regard to the decreased

employment of Mixtures, and other Mutation stops, by modern

organists.

Answer : This is a matter for an essay rather than for an answer.

Mixtures are less common than formerly (1) because the higher pres-

sures of wind now used give more brilliancy of tone, and mixtures do
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not therefore seem to be so indispensable for that purpose. (2) Or-

ganists do not favour the "full chord" style of former days, but pre-

fer to play, carefully preserving the contrapuntal outlines of the parts,

not smothering them with every concordant note within easy reach of

the fingers, as was the old practice. (3) Mixtures themselves are not,

now, usually things of beauty. Some of Green's, England's, and

x^very's mixtures were simply exquisite ; though, of course, the con-

ditions which rendered that kind of voicing possible involved many
serious drawbacks in the general possibilities of organ-tone, especially

in the case of reed-pipes.

AssociATESHip, January, 1894.

1. Question : Who invented the Keraulophon ?

Answer : Messrs. Gray and Davison first introduced this stop in

their organ at St. Paul's, Wilton Place, in 1843.

2. Question : What is the length of pipe respectively upon Fiddle

G (ct) Open Diapason, (d) Fifteenth ?

Answer : If the G (Open Diapason) is assumed to be 3 feet, the

same G on a 2-foot stop will be J, e.g., 9 inches. See remarks on

Quint. See page 23.

3. Question : Briefly explain the action and use of a roller board.

Answer : to convey motion laterally. Example : the CC sharp pipe

is on the extreme right of the organ, the CC sharp key on the extreme

left. A roller, one arm of which comes under the pipe, and the other

over the key, effects this lateral transmission. See plate IV.

Fellowship, July, 1894.

2. Question : Who invented Concussion valves ?

Answer : See January, 1892 ; also plate V.

3. Questio7i : What is the difference between " Sesquialtera " and
" Mixture " stops ?

Answer : The latter is a generic term, the former a distinct appel-

lation of a species. In practice the term Mixture is applied to stops
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consisting of the more acute ranks included in the Sesquialtera, when

this latter has four or five ranks. See detailed explanation under

"Sesquialtera" (pages 19, 24).

4. Question : In a large organ what pressure of wind would you

suggest for the different manuals and pedal organ ?

Answer : Great and Swell, 1)\ ; reeds, 4J ;
pedals and choir, 2\ ;

the pneumatics being actuated by the 4J-inch wind.*

AssociATESHip, July, 1894.

1. Question : Classify the following stops : Doublette, Gemshorn,

etc.

Answer : See Chapter II.

2. Qi^testion : What causes the defect known as "running ?
"

Answer : See Chapter IV, page 52, and Question 2, Associateship

January 1890.

3. Question : What are the principles which govern the difference

of character of Great Organ and Choir Organ stops?"

Answer : The Choir stops are of more delicate intonation, and

usually of smaller scale. Where the names of certain Choir Organ

stops are duplicates of similar ones on the Great Organ, the stops

which they designate may be considered as "echoes" to those on the

Great Organ. Great Organ stops should be bold ; Choir Organ stops,

soft and subdued.

Fellowship, January, 1895.

1. Qliestion : Describe the mechanism of any forms of Coupler

you are acquainted with.

Answer: For "Tumbler" and "Ram" Couplers see Plate V.

For "Lever" couplers see folding diagram. Where space admits of

them Lever couplers are generally to be preferred.

* Willis has used the following pressures in the organ at St. Paul's Cathedral :—Swell and great,

generally 3}"; Reeds, 6"; Choir and Pedal Violone, 2J" ; Solo organ reeds, 3^"; Tuba, lyin. in treble,

14 in bass ; Great organ Open Diapason, 5"; Bombarde, i6ft., on pedals, i8in. See also page 123,

where the subject is further explained.
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2. Question : A celebrated stop in old organs was the Cornet.

Describe it.

Answer : The Cornet was a compound stop of from five to fourteen

ranks. It was composed of large-scaled pipes very loudly-voiced,

and seldom extended below Middle C. The composition of a Cornet

was usually the following :— 1. Stopped diapason in metal ; 2. Prin-

cipal ; 3. Fifteenth
; 4. Twelfth ; 5. Tierce (or 17th). The Mounted

Cornet was a stop of the same nature, elevated on a speaking block

high above the other stops, thus securing still greater prominence of

tone. The Cornet was used for "giving out" psalm tunes, and for a

peculiarly detestable form of voluntary, now, happily, obsolete.

In some organs all the stops (above those of 8ft. pitch) were drawn

on one slide, e.g.^ at St. George's, Ratcliff Highway, where Principal,

Fifteenth, Twelfth, and Seventeenth were called "Cornet," much in

the same way that Messrs. Bevington, until comparatively recently,

continued to draw the Twelfth with the Fifteenth.

During the last century. Cornet came to mean a 3-rank mixture

—

12th, 15th, and 17th. The fact of the 17th, or Tierce, being the high-

est rank was the distinctive—and objectionable—feature in all Cornets.

Later again, it became customary to cut the Sesquialtera at Middle C,

the treble portion being called Cornet.

In France and Germany, Cornets are still to be found in many
organs. The pipes are always of huge scale, and their tone is often

almost bell-like. They are retained in order to help out the reeds,

which always have a tendency to get weak above the middle of their

compass, except when the treble organ is winded more heavily than

the bass, as in some modern instruments.

The Cornet in Germany often extended to Tenor C.

AssociATESHip, January, 1895.

2. Question : If you had occasion to tune a note on one of the

reed stops in your organ, how would you set to work ?

Answer : See Chapter II.
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3. Question : What was the origin of the introduction of the

Swell-box ? {sic). At what time and by whom was it introduced ?

Answer : The use of a box enclosing certain stops is very ancient,

and was intended to produce an " echo " effect.

About 1712 Jordan introduced mechanism by which one of the

sides of the box could be opened by sliding it upwards, giving a cres-

cendo.

This was the first form of the Swell (Nag's Head).

The Swell-box {sic^ was never introduced as such^ but the improve-

ment of making the already existing " echo " boxes capable of pro-

ducing a crescendo (or swell) originally due to Jordan, was further

perfected by Avery, to whom we owe the Swell as now used.

Examination for Fellowship, July, 1895.

1. Question : Describe clearly the pneumatic lever.

Answer : Pneumatic lever actions (Plate IX) as made by different

organ-builders vary slightly in detail. The main lines, however, in

which all agree are the following.

(1) Corresponding to each key there is a small bellows (2J inches

by 8, or larger), of the diagonal species. (2) At the end which rises

there is a small lug or arm which draws up a tracker (or trackers) and

opens one, or moJe, pallets. The key only acts upon a tiny pallet,

which admits wind into the little bellows aforesaid
; consequently the

touch can be exceedingly light. When the key is released the small

bellows instantly collapses, and is ready to respond to the next key

impulse.

The principle of all pneumatic actions is, briefly, to derive the

power necessary to drag down the pallets from the bellows^ not from

the muscular exertion of the organist's fingers. These latter only

supply the trifling force necessary to start the "machinery" exactly

as a single man, by opening a valve, can start a huge ocean steamship.

The Pneumatic Lever was invented by Charles Speckman Barker,

1830. Barker in his youth was a chemist's assistant at Bath, but most
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of his life was spent in Paris. During his sojourn there he was, suc-

cessively, a voicer with Cavaille-Coll, manager of the firm of Ducro-

quet & O^ (the grand organ at St. Eustache—the finest, and dest-

da/anced organ in Paris—being built by Ducroquet under his manage-

ment) and finally he went into partnership with Verschneider (Ver-

schneider and Barker, facteurs d'orgues). At the outbreak of the

Franco-German war, 1870, Barker migrated to Dublin, where he built

several organs. Having, however, no proper staff of workmen, and

being rather an inventor and a dreamer than a practical man, the

results were most unworthy, and have since been "improved away."

In 1868 Barker patented the electric action for organs, and disposed

of it to Messrs. Bryceson. This remarkable man died in very straitened

circumstances.

AssociATESHiP, July, 1895.

2. Question : Enumerate the different parts of (<?) a Flue pipe
;

{U) a Reed pipe.

Answer : (a) the foot, the languid, the upper and lower lips, the

ears, the body
;

(b) the boot, the block, the reed, the tongue, the

wire (or spring), the stork, the tube (or body).

N.B.—The parts are named in order from the bottom upwards.

See Plate II.

Fellowship, January, 1896.

1. Question : Describe the following actions and name the in-

ventor of each : (a) Composition pedals
;

(d) Thumb pistons
;

(c)

Ventils as chiefly met in French organs.

Answer : (a) Probably invented by Bishop
;

(b) invented by

Willis; (c) invented by Cavaille-Coll? See "Composition pedals."

N.B.—It is more than doubtful whether these builders did "invent"

these specialities, as instances or prototypes of all of them are con-

tinually being discovered in old organs. It was however necessary to

answer the question according to the assumption it contains—I should
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prefer to say that these "actions" were introduced by the builders

named.

AssociATESHip, January, 1896.

1. Question : Give a short description of some of the more re-

cently invented mechanisms that differ from the old tracker action.

Answer : (L) Pneumatic lever, see Fellowship examination, July,

1895. (2) Tubular pneumatic (see page 110). (3) Various electric

systems acting either on "L" or "2"—no electric system is indepen-

dent of the aid of pneumatic action.

2. Question : Name the inventors of the i^a') Dulciana
;
{U) Ker-

aulophon
;

(c) Harmonic flute.

Answer : (a) Snetzler
;

(b) Gray and Davison
;

(c) Cavaille-CoU.

Fellowship Examination, Julv, 1896.

1. Question : Give the names and approximate dates of some of

the chief early Organ Builders ; state any interesting facts you may

know about their careers.*

Answer : Bernhardt Schmidt (otherwise Bernard Smith, as he

usually signed his name—otherwise "Father" Smith) came to Eng-

land about the time of the Restoration. Smith had learned his

calling under Johann Christian Former of Wetten (near Halle, in

Germany). His principal organs were : Chapel Royal, 1660 ;
West-

minster Abbey, 1662 ; St. Giles-in-the-Fields, 1671 ; St. Margaret's,

Westminster (of which church he was also organist) ; St. Peter's,

Cornhill, 1681 ; St, Mary, Woolnoth, 1681 ; The Temple Church,

1682 ; St. Mary-at-Hill, BilHngsgate, 1693 ; St. Paul's Cathedral,

1687 ;
Hampton Court Palace Chapel ; St. Clement Danes ; St.

Catherine Cree ; St. Olaves, Southwark
;
and many provincial organs.

Smith died about 1708, but the entry of his death has not been found

in any register.

* A short biographical notice of French Organ Builders will be found in the Appendix, furnishing

information both interesting, and possibly useful for examination purposes.
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Smith's nephews, Gerard and Christian^organs All Hallows, Broad

Street, 1717 ; Little Stanmore Church, 1720 ; St. George's, Hanover

Square.

Renatus Harris, the rival of Bernhardt Schmidt, and who, of the

two, appears to have been the greater " artist " in his calling, was

born in France. As in the case of Smith, we have no record of his

birth. He died in 1715, shortly after finishing the organ of St.

Mary's, Whitechapel.

Principal Organs : St. Sepulchre, 1670 ; St. Botolph, Aldgate,

1676 ; St. Dunstan, Stepney, 1676 ; St. Giles, Cripplegate, 1680
;

All Hallows, Barking, 1680 ;
Lambeth Old Church, 1680

; St. Law-

rance, Jewry, 1687
; St. James, Piccadilly, 1687

;
Christchurch, New-

gate Street, 1690 ; St. Andrew, Undershaft, 1696. Cathedrals :

Chichester, Winchester, Bristol, St. Patrick's and Christ Church,

Dublin, Norwich, Salisbury, etc., etc.

Successors : Harris (John), and Byfield. John Harris was the son

of Renatus. Christopher Schreider, one of Father Schmidt's work-

men, and eventually his son-in-Law. Of these builders' work the

organ erected in Westminster, 1730, by Schreider, seems to have

been the best.

Thomas Schwarbrook was originally one of Harris's skilled artifi-

cers. He built many noble organs in the midlands. Of these the

principal ones were St. Chad's, Shrewsbury, 1716
;
Trinity Church,

Coventry, 1732
; St. Michael's, Coventry, 1733 (his masterpiece)

Magdalen College, Oxford, Lichfield Cathedral, etc.

Jordan (Abraham) the inventor of the Swell. Principal Organs,

St. Michael's, Paternoster Row, 1700 ; St. Magnus, London Bridge

(the first organ in which the Sivell was introduced)^ 1712 ; St. Duns-

tan's, Fleet Street ; St. Luke's, Old Street ; St. Paul's, Shadwell, etc.

Bridge (Richard) St. Bartholomew the Great, 1729
;
Christchurch,

Spitalfields, 1730; St. George's-in-the-East, 1733; St. Ann's, Lime-

house, 1741 ; St. Paul's, Deptford.

John Snctzler. John Snetzler was born at Passau, Germany, circa
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1710, where he acquired considerable celebrity. Eventually he was

persuaded to settle in England. After having built many noble

organs in this country, and having saved a fair competence, he returned

to Germany. It appears, however, that he found the lager sorry stuff,

having been so long used to London stout. He accordingly came

back to London for the good of his health, and the comfort of his

declining years. There is no record of his death.

Principal organs—Finchley Church, 1749 ; St. Margaret's, Lynn

Regis, Norfolk,* 1754 (This organ cost £700, and was built under the

direction of Dr. Burney, who had it is said, originally induced Snetzler

to come over to this country). Another interesting specimen existed

until recently at Sheffield, viz., the Snetzler organ formerly in St.

Paul's Church. As left by that builder, it contained the following

stops :

—

Great. Choir. Swell.

(GG, short oct. to E. (GG to E, short octs.) (to fiddle G, Bass con-

Open Diapason
,, ,, Stopped Diapason ,, veyed from choir organ)

Stopped Diapason ,, Principal
,, ,,

Open Diapason

Principal ,, ,,
Flute

,, ,,
Cornet, 4 ranks.

Twelfth
,, ,, Fifteenth

,, ,,
Oboe

Fifteenth

Sesquialtera

Cornet

Trumpet

During the present century it was enlarged by Lincoln, who added

pedals and made a new Swell sound-board, adding to the original

three stops a Stopped Diapason and Trumpet. At a later date, Jones,

of Sheffield, added unison pedal pipes GG to D ;
substituted a Dulciana

to gamut G in place of the fifteenth in the choir organ ;
and supplied

various couplers.

* The " Dulciana" stop was invented by Snetzler, who first used it in this organ, which also in-

cluded a Double Diapason i6ft. tone on the Manual—this is the earliest instance we have of the

introduction of Manual Doubles in England.
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Also St. Peter's College, Cambridge
;
The German Lutheran

Chapel, Savoy—which was the first organ (in England) provided with

pedals—and the German Calvinistic Church, Savoy, which was given

to that church by the builder.

Other notable builders of the 18th century*

—

John Byfieldy junr., died 1774. Organs at St. Botolph's, Bishops-

gate ; Christchurch Cathedral, Dublin ; Magdalen College, Oxford
;

The Theatre, Oxford ; St. John's College, Oxford, etc.

Messrs. Crang and Hancock^ principally noted for alteration and

revoicing of the reeds in the "old" organs of their day. Hancock

was celebrated as a reed voicer. They conjointly built the organ of

St. John's, Horsleydown, 1770.

John Avery, a very prominent artist in his calling. Little is known

about him—is said to have been a very gay and dissipated man—died

1808. Many improvements (alluded to elsewhere in this work) were

made by him. Notable organs :—Croydon Parish Church, 1794 (his

masterpiece), St. Stephen's, Coleman Street., St. Margaret's, West-

minster, 1804 ; Christchurch, Bath, 1800
;

King's College Chapel,

Cambridge, 1804
;
Carlisle Cathedral, 1804, etc.

George England. Very great excellence marked the work of this

builder. The following are a few of his organs :—St. Stephen's

Walbrook, 1760 ; St. Matthew's, Poultry ; St. Mary's, Aldermanbury

;

The Chapel of Dulwich College (which still remains largely as he left

it). See page 106. Plate III.

George Pike England, son of the above. Most of this builder's

organs were erected in the Midland and Northern Counties. Excel-

lent specimens were the following : Parish Church, Sheffield
; St.

Philip's, Birmingham ;
High Church, Lancaster

; Stourbridge Church.

In London he built : St. Margaret's, Lothbury ; the Sardinian

Chapel
; St. James's, Clerkenwell ; Fetter Lane Chapel ; and a few

others.

* In compiling these principal facts connected with the "chief early organ-builders" I am largely

indebted to Dr. Hopkins' unique and masterly work " The Organ."
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2. Question : Why are some stops slower of speech than others ?

Give the names of some.

Answer : All small scale pipes producing, or intended to produce,

fundamental tones, are slower of speech than large ones. A narrow

column of air readily breaks off into harmonics, so if the fundamental

is to be produced, it must be by coaxing it on slowly—this takes an

appreciable time.

N.B.—Now, bars across the mouth and "beards" have greatly

remedied this—no absolutely slow stop being admitted
; but at the

same time very small scaled stops never possess any weight of tone—
or to put it in plainer words—real organ character.

Stops apt to be slow—Dulcianas, Gambas, Lieblich Bourdon. An
obvious example was the old " German " Gamba i^sic) so much used

by the Robsons. It gave great power (being cut up very high) but

could not be played without some other stop being used to " bring

on " its notes.

3. Question : Give a list of the principal stops in German and

French organs, with their English equivalents.

Answer :

French,German.

Principal, 16, 8.

Octav 4, Prestant, 4

Gedact, Still GedactS

Octav 2, Quinta-

decima 2

Scharf Mixtur.

Cymbel

Bordun or Untersatz

16, 32.

Montre, 16, 8

Flute, 16, 8

Prestant 4

Bourdon 8

Doublette 2

English.

Open diapason, 16, 8

Principal 4

Stopped diapason 8

Fifteenth 2

Plein-jeu

Cymballe, Fourniture

Bourdon 16

Sousbasse 32

In the case of solo stops the names do not much vary, except in

their terminology, which must be that of each language, e.g.^ Clarinet,

Sesquialtera

Furniture

Bourdon 16

Sub-Bourdon 32
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Clarinette (Fr.) Clarinetto (It.) An ordinary French-English or

German-EngHsh dictionary will usually give them, as they are names

of orchestral instruments.

AssociATESHip, January, 1897.

1. Question : What is the pitch of a note on the Open Diapason

8ft., the length of pipe of which is 1ft. 6in. ?

Answer : See Question II, Associateship, July, 1892, also Associate-

ship, January, 1890. Neither question can be correctly answered

without more data. Even if worked out mathematically from the

length 8ft. CC Open Diapason (which is a wrong data as before ex-

plained) the pitch may vary as much as a semitone, or even more,

according to the sca/e of the pipe and the wind pressure used.

2. Question : Explain the difference between equal temperament

and just temperament ?

Answer : Equal temperament consists in modifying the true inter-

vals of the scale so that they may both form acceptable intervals be-

tween themselves, and with respect to tonics other than the first scale

sound assumed.

The result is imperfection in all keys, but absolute harshness in

none. This system has definitely superseded the unequal temperament

system by which a few keys were made better at the expense of others.*

Assuming that the octave is divided into forty parts (although of

course there is no reason why it should be so divided), the following

diagrams—for which I am indebted to Perronet Thomson's *' Princi-

ples of Just Intonation "—will illustrate both the method of obtaining

equal temperament and likewise the true division of the octave when

considered without any relation to other keys.

* So late as 1853. Messrs. Hill & Co., when building the magnificent organ which was placed in the

" Panopticon," Leicester Square, added to their description of the same the following words: "All

the musical scales have alike been rendered available to the performer, by the adoption of the admir-

able system of equal temperament."

It was not until 1867 that the organ in St. George's Hall, Liverpool, was changed from unequal to

equal temperament, an improvement which Mr. Best had long unsuccessfully advocated.
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F,c-I
The circumference repre-

sents the distance between C
and its octave, and in this

figure is divided into 12 parts,

each representing a semitone,

according to the practice known
as equal temperament. It will

be seen that each section does

duty for several sounds which

really differ one from the other.

Thus Enharmonic changes are

made possible.

The circumference denoting the dis-

tance from C to its octave, as in the

previous illustration, the

relative position of all

the intervals of the

scale of C are shewn.

These intervals are

"true," and not "tem-

pered," so as to do duty

for other intervals of

sound. By measuring
'^ with a compass it is easy

""V<^ which intervals are aug-

mented or diminished

?- by temperament in Fig.

1, and to what extent they differ from the (true) intervals in Fig. 2.

While dealing with "temperament" a few words upon unequal

temperament may be interesting. Its long survival seems partly to have

resulted from the fact that ecclesiastical musicians—it matters not

whether originally by choice or necessity—from the sixteenth and

0:?-'
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seventeenth centuries onward, seldom wrote music in any key having

more than one or two sharps or flats in the signature : and they con-

tinued this habit long after secular music was freely written in all

keys. The organ was then tempered so as to favour the tonic, domi-

nant, and sub-dominant, harmonies of the few scales principally used.

Dr. Hopkins shows this most concisely in the following table (from

his work, "The Organ.")

Bad. Impossible.

Wolf

Five keys were tempered so as to form nearly perfect thirds to the

small black notes added above or below, of course endowing them at

the expense of the others whose thirds were thereby impoverished.

Dr. Hopkins also gives a scheme for laying the bearings of unequal

temperament, which may be consulted with advantage. The follow-

ing scheme, abridged from the late B. Flight's " Practical Tuner

"

(Novello & Co.), is also exceedingly interesting.

PITCH. § / X / TEST. §§ / TEST. TEST.

Fellowship, January, 1897.

3. Question : How are are organ pipes afifected by heat ?

Answer : vSee 5 Fellowship, July, 1880.

Generally, we may assume that with heat {ci) Reeds flatten very

slightly
;

{U) metal flue-work sharpens much
;

(c) wood-work is sharp-

§ These accents (acute, grave, acute) mean that the notes over which they are placed are to be
thus modified. In this case C-F is a sharp fourth, C-G a flattened fifth, one interval being the exact

complement of the other, e.g., C-F and F-C (F-C being tuned as C-G) would make a perfect octave.

The interval C-F being too large by the same quantity that F-C is too small.

§§
" D " is tuned sharp to G and flat to A. Similarly E later on.
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ened in the upper notes, but unaffected in the bass or tenor. For this

reason Cavaille-Coll, "Willis, and others, avoid small wooden stops.

Cavaille never makes wood pipes shorter than two feet in length.

The above may be considered as describing what takes place when

the whole of the organ is subjected to the influence of heat.

In practice, however, this seldom occurs, as some parts become

heated, while others are still practically unaffected. Again, if the

bellows chamber remains cool, or if the wind trunks (especially metal

ones) run through a cold passage, or by an open window, the cold air

pumped into the warm pipes will cause all kinds of variations in their

speech and pitch.

It may, I think, not be too sweeping an assertion to say, that no

organ in an organ chamber is ever really in tune all throughoitt, at

the same time^ as the changes of heat and cold can hardly reach the

whole instrument quickly enough to act uniformly upon it.

Early History of the Organ.

A few dates for Examination purposes.

VIII Century. 757. Organ sent by the Emperor Constantine to

Pepin, father of Charlemange ; ultimately placed in the Church of St.

Corneille at Compiegne, France. (Seidel. "Die Orgel und ihr bau,"

Breslau, 1843).

X Century. 961. Organ at Winchester Cathedral : St. Dunstan,

of organ-building and bell-casting fame, died 988. Organs existed at

Erfurt, Madgeburg, in 994. (Praetorius. "Syntagma Musica " and

" Theatrum Instrumentorum," Wolfenbuttel, 1620).

XI Century. Number of keys in the organ at Madgeburg Cathe-

dral extended to 16. (Praetorius).

Curious treatise on organ-building by the monk Theophilus
;

first

brought to light by Dr. Rimbault (Hopkins and Rimbault's " The

Organ," London, 1855).

The XII and XIII Centuries are practically blank of records,
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but we may gather that Regals or portative organs came into use dur-

ing that period.

The term Regal seems to have been derived from the Itahan word

"Rigabello."*

Regals, or Regalls, as they were called in England, were still used

in the sixteenth century, and so late as 1767 one Bernard Gates, an

officer of the Chapel Royal, St. James's, was styled Tuner of the

Regalls.t

XIV Century. Keyboards were made smaller and lighter, so as

to be played with the fingers, in place of being punched with the fists,

as previously. In 1359, Semitones were introduced. The octave was

first divided into twelve sounds, in the organ at Halberstadt Cathedral,

built by Nicholas Faber. Pedals came into use. Some claim that

they were invented by Bernhardt, organist to the Doge of Venice,

circa 1475. Dr. Hopkins thinks that pedals were used at a consider-

ably earlier date.

Dom Bedos would refer them to the twelfth century.

XVI Century. 1570. Bellows ribs were invented by Johann

Lobsinger, of Nuremberg—moderately steady wind being thus secured.

XIX Century. Gauntlett (Dr.), Henry John (see page 22).

Born at Wellington, Salop, 1806 ; son of the Rev. H. Gauntlett
;

articled to a solicitor, 1826
;
Organist of St. Olave's Southwark, 1827-

47
;
gave up the law, 1842 ; Mus.D., Lambeth, 1843

; commenced his

campaign against the old GG organs, circa 1835, and lived to see

them practically extinct before his demise (1876). Dr. Gauntlett

was the great apostle of the CC compass in this country. Dr. Samuel

Sebastian Wesley (son of the great Samuel Wesley, who first made

Bach's works known in England) was his chief antagonist in this

matter. To the Wesleys, English organists owe the introduction of

classical organ music from Germany ; to Dr. Gauntlett, instruments

* In acde sancti RnpliaeJis Venetiis instrumoitum miisici citjusdam forma cxtat ei nomen " Riga-

bello." Sansovinus lib. VI (apud Rimbault and Hopkins's " The Organ.")

t Hopkins (op. cit.)
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so constructed as to be available for the performance of such music.

These two men were the pioneers who opened the way for George

Cooper, E. J.
Hopkins, W. T. Best, and others, who virtually created

the English school of organ playing.

Electric Action.

The first application of electricity as an agent to effect communica-

tion between the keys and windchests in organs, was undoubtedly

effected by the late Dr. Gauntlett, being only one of a great many
remarkable experiments and inventions due to this gifted pioneer in

musical art.

Dr. Gauntlett's patent is dated 1852, and described as a system

enabling organs—both finger and barrel—pianos, and seraphines to be

played from a distance by electrical agency.

The method by which this was effected appears to have been ex-

ceedingly crude, viz. : the fixing of an armature on the pallet itself,

with a strong magnet immediately beneath to pull it down. Dr.

Gauntlett neglected to follow up the really practical part of his idea,

which he had formulated in the following terms :

" The apparatus known as the pneumatic lever can also be worked
by electro-magnets." (Spec, of patent, 1852).

In 1863, Mr. Goundry patented an electric system by which the

drawstops could be worked. This appears to have been the first

attempt to effect something which has not even yet been quite satis-

factorily accomplished.

The next departure was made by Mr. Barker, and gave efi'ect to

Gauntlett's idea that "the Apparatus known as the pneumatic lever
"

could be worked by the agency of electricity. This combination of

electricity with pneumatics was first successfully applied by Mr. Barker

to the large organ at St. Augustin, Boulevard Haussmann, Paris, and

it was the writer's privilege, as a youth at the time, to witness the

construction of this instrument, as well as to help the venerable in-

ventor in many of his experiments.
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The practicability of the electric system having been thus demon-

strated, organ builders, who hitherto had fought shy of what seemed

a mere costly and unreliable fancy, soon approached Mr. Barker.

Early in 1868, Messrs. Bryceson purchased the patent. In April,

1868, a further improvement was patented by Mr. Bryceson, and

from that time electricity, as a motive power in organs, came to

stay.

On Plate XI, fig. 3, will be found a diagram of Barker's action

slightly modified from that used in the organ at St. Augustin,

1867, and at fig. 4, Mr. Bryceson's improvement, patented April 6,

1868.

The following w^ere the first electric organs built in England : they

were by Messrs. Bryceson.

Her Majesty's Opera, Drury Lane.

Christ Church, Camberwell
; this instrument having previously

been used at the Gloucester Musical Festival, September, 1868.

St. George's, Tufnell Park.

Reviewing the condition of electric action during most of the

period embraced between 1868 and 1890, it will be noted that very

powerful magnets, wnth costly batteries, were used directly^ to do

comparatively severe and heavy work in opening the valves, admitting

air to the pneumatic bellows or motors, which acted on the sound-

board pallets. These large magnets involved strong electric currents,

costly to produce, and, as will be seen, difficult to control.

The main drawback and danger resulting from these strong cur-

rents was the possibility of permanently magnetising the electro-

magnet, thus causing a cipher ; or, if the magnetising were but

transient, at least a failure of " repetition."

During the last decade very great improvements have been effected

in pneumatics, which have revolutionised electric action, and rendered

the forms now in use as much superior to the Barker system as the

latter was to Dr. Gauntlett's. This is principally due to the intro-

duction of what may be called secondary pneumatics.
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Secondary pneumatics can be defined as tiny motors, just powerful

enough to open the valves which supply larger motors
; these latter

doing the work of traction or propulsion. An example of secondary

pneumatics is clearly depicted in the Syst^me Conti shewn on Plate X.

The secondary pneumatic is there marked S.

Mechanical resistance being reduced to that of the almost micro-

scopic valve of a secondary motor, small electro-magnets and com-

paratively few batteries have proved most successful, as introduced

by Conti of Genoa, Merklin of Paris (Schmoele and Mols system),

Hope-Jones, Gern, Rev. J. B. Crofts at St. Matthew's, Westminster,

and others, both in England and abroad.

I now refer the reader to Plates X, XI, XII, where he will find

some typical systems intended to illustrate the progress made in the

art of electric organ building.

These have not been selected as being better than many others,

but every system closely approximates to one or other of the types

given ; and in the choice made, it has been my endeavour to present

the simplest and clearest as specimens. I should, with great pleasure,

have added diagrams of many others, but in answer to my applications

very many builders have courteously replied—in terms almost identi-

cal—that they are still making experiments and improvements ; thus

intimating that they do not wish systems to be published which they

may themselves condemn in a few months. (See also page 124.)
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Explanation of Plates.

In the folding diagram, and in some of the other illustrations, details

and accessories are purposely enlarged, in order that their nature and

uses should be more clearly apparent.*

Folding Diagram.

Sectional view of a typical tracker organ, at the same time shewing

the general appearance and location of the pipes belonging to the

different stops.

This organ is supposed to be provided with two pairs of bellows

—

or one pair of bellows and a reservoir—situated, respectively, left and

right of the key-action, which passes straight through the centre of

the instrument.

It will be noticed that the manual action connecting each set of

keys with its pallets is by square and tracker, levers, or backfalls,

being only used for coupling purposes.

To ensure a satisfactory touch, especially if the number of stops

shewn were slightly exceeded, it would be advisable to have pneu-

matic levers at the pointSindicated by the asterisks—viz., one set to

lighten the great organ touch and relieve it of the extra strain of

the couplers, and an independent set to relieve the pedal touch in

like manner. These it was not easy to shew on the diagram without

confusing other essential parts ; and it is for the same reason that the

trunks and drawstop actibns are omitted.

* The illustrations in the text are drawn by the author.
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The various parts are thus denoted :

A Feeder. I Stickers.

B Backfall beam, j Backfalls.

or stock. K Purse board.

C Square.

D Bayleaf.

E Boot.

F Conveyance.

G Groove board.

H Slots.

R Face board.

S Table.

T Slide.

U Upper, or cover

board.

V Register,

w Rack pillar.

X Rack board.

Y Swell louvres.

z Pedal tracker.

AB Bellows -regu-

lator, orcoun-

terpoise.

BC Roller board.

CD Tuning clips.

D E Tuning slide.

L Tracker.

M Pull down.

N Pallet.

O Bellows ribs.

P Impost.

Q Wind bar.

All the couplers are "lever" couplers, and are brought into play

\iy depressing their respective "stocks" (which are everywhere let-

tered B)—except the three pedal couplers—Choir to Pedal, Great to

Pedal, and Swell to Pedal. These are brought on by raising their

stocks.

Plate I.

Sections of wood pipes, of a metal flue pipe, a Bell Gamba, and

enlarged section of a reed pipe. Figure of a Wind-Gauge.

Plx\te II.

Metal pipes. Bar-Pyp, Chalumeau, Clarinet, Cor Anglais, Dolcan,

Flute a Cheminee, Gamba, Harmonic Flute, Keraulophon, Open
Diapason, Regal (apfel), Stopped Diapason, Trumpet, Vox Humana,

etc. French-mouthed front pipe. Section of the Euphone.

Plate III.

The Organ at Diilwich College Chapel. This instrument was

originally built by George England the elder, in 1760—See Hopkins

and Rimbault on The Organ, page 154—costing the sum of ^260,

together with the old instrument by " Father" Smith, which England

took in part settlement. In 1887, the organ was inspected by Dr. E. J.

Hopkins, at the suggestion of Mr. W. H. Stocks, the then newly-

appointed organist to the College, and Dr. Hopkins pronounced the
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instrument to be a magnificent specimen of England's work, one well

worthy of reverent and thorough restoration.

Effect was given to Dr. Hopkins's suggestion, and this noble old

organ was saved from being destroyed, or ruthlessly mutilated and

"improved," a fate which during the last half century has befallen so

many equally fine or even finer instruments. Extra bellows were

provided
;
a Venetian Swell was substituted for the old " nag's head

"

or Jordan Swell
;
pedals of modern compass were added ; and other

important additions were made, the old pipe work being jealously

guarded and preserved.

Specification.

Swell Organ CC-G.

9. Open Diapason.

10. Stopped Diapason.

11. Principal.

12. Mixture.

13. Trumpet.

Choir Organ CC-G.

14. Dulciana.

15. Stopped Diapason.

16. Flute.

17. Fifteenth.

18. Vox Humana.

Pedal CCC to F.

30 notes.

19. Open Diapason 1 6ft.

20. Bourdon i6ft. tone

Couplers, 21 to 26

(6) ; 5 composition

movements, etc.

Great Organ CC-G.

56 notes.

Open Diapason.

Stopped Diapason.

Principal.

Twelfth.

Fifteenth.

6. Mixture II Ranks.

7. Mounted Cornet IV

Ranks.

8. Trumpet.

The restoration was effected by Messrs. Lewis and Co., Brixton.

The illustration is reproduced from a photograph taken by W. H.

Stocks, Esq., L.R.A.M., the organist.

Plate IV.

Various kinds of key action. Backfalls (how to "set out"). Lever

Pallets, Roller Boards and attachments, Trackers (how to make),

Trunnels, etc., etc.

Plate V.

Coupling, and drawstop action. Concussion Bellows.

Couplers—Tumbler, Ram (Robson's), Kirtland and Jardine's.

Various Drawstop Actions—Groove Block, Trace Rods, Trunks, etc.
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Plate VI.

Organ with separate Console. See Console^ p. 64.

Plate VII.

Pneumatic Action, Tremulant, Pallets, Cleats, and Arms.

A system for intensifying the wind by obtaining a supply of air

of greater pressure, as well as one of less pressure, from the same

feeder. Patent 2408. Gern.

A is a box containing a reservoir bellows B which at the bottom

communicates with the trunk C provided with a valve c opening towards

B and also with a trunk D provided with a valve d opening away from

B. The trunk C is supplied with air from the main bellows, and the

trunk D is for conducting air at a higher pressure to some part of the

organ where such high pressure is required.

The box A has two openings, one to the outer air, governed by the

valve E, and one to the trunk C, governed by the valve F.

The valves E and F are fixed to the lever G so that when one is

open the other is closed. On the fulcrum of the lever is pivotted a

heavy plate H, which acts as a "tumbling weight" and by means of

the studs K' Y^ is thrown right and left, thus alternately closing E and

F. When E is closed—as shown in the diagram—it is evident that

the wind enclosed in the box A exerts pressure on the top and ribs of

the reservoir B, consequently the greater density of the wind then

supplied from B will equal the pressure to which B was loaded in the

first instance, plus the external pressure of air in the box. When E
is open, this external pressure being removed, wind is supplied from

B at the lower pressure. Patent No. 2408.

Kegellade Sound Board. A B C D are longitudinal divisions of

the sound board over each of which are planted a set of 56 pipes

forming a complete "stop," which becomes available when wind is

admitted at a by a valve actuated by the manual drawstop. When
wind is admitted to groove N (by means of a pallet opened by the
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key) M—which is the thin leather covering of the groove N—bellies

out, raising all the buttons I. J. K. L. thus opening all the valves

E. F. G. H. If the division A is full of wind (admitted at " a ") the

valve E being raised will admit wind to the speaking pipe O. On the

contrary, if no wind is admitted to A the pipe O will not speak,

although the valve E be lifted. The small diagram represents the

leather covering of the transverse key-grooves M M. At M' they

are at rest, at M' they are inflated.

Split Pallet. On depressing the pull-down D the small pallet A
will open until it catches the button B. This latter in turn will act

upon the large pallet C, but meanwhile air will have passed through

the mortice E (uncovered by the small pallet A) and pallet C, thus

being relieved of much suction, will open easily.

This and similar contrivances have never been wholly satisfactory.

Since the general introduction of pneumatics, split pallets are more
seldom used.

Simple form of Tremulant. By opening the pallet A the bellows

C is inflated. When it is full the pallet D (which is provided with a

weight of lever E, after the manner of a steam safety-valve) begins to

flutter, exactly as the safety-valves of locomotives and steamboats do

sometimes. This tremor is communicated to the main bellows, and

consequently to all the pipes supplied therefrom.

Plate VIII.

Pneumatics and Tubular Pneumatics.

Figs. I, II, illustrate the sliding valves of a steam engine. In each

case A is a chamber filled with steam and c and d are the "ports"

(or orifices) by which the steam travels into the cylinder/, and B the

exhaust pipe. In Fig. I the slide valve G is so placed that steam en-

ters the cylinder by the port <f, thus impelling the piston e in the

direction shewn by the arrow
; at the same time the port c is placed

in communication with the exhaust pipe B, and as the piston travels
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from right to left it drives out the steam through the port c. Fig. II

shews how the piston is driven from left to right when the slide valve
is shifted to open the port c, and to unite d with the exhaust B.

If motion is needed only in one direction, i.e, to pull, or push—not
to pull and push—it becomes a question of " one way in and one way
out "—these being alterately closed and opened.

Actions which work by Exhaust differ in nothing from the "three-
way " and " two-way " systems given above, except that suction being
applied to the exhaust orifice, it is the ordinary atmospheric pressure
on the opposite side of the piston which supplies the motive power.
e.g. whether we blow at A (in Fig. IV) or suck at B it is evident that

the piston C will travel in the direction of the arrow.*

Fig. Ill shews how the same system of slide valves and ports can
work a fixed board E joined to two accordion bellows, one on each
side.

Richter Pneumatic Stop Valve, patented by A. Richter (of Rudol-
stadt, Germany). The valve box has openings (e, e,) which are closed
by a band (b) of leather. The band is secured to a metal plate (C)
which can be depressed by a rod to clear the openings e, e. The
valve is equally applicable to pressure or exhaust apparatus.

No. 19,048, Nov. 4, 1891. Musical Instruments.

Soundboard with two wind pressures, patented by Walther Albert
Henri Drechsler, 1886. Explanation of the diagram. The wind in

chamber B is of at least IJin. heavier pressure than that admitted
severally to the stop chambers A A. On the manual key being de-

pressed, a small pallet similar to a harmonium pallet (not shewn in

the diagram) is opened, and high pressure wind is sent through the

tube I, eventually filling the chamber K, and inflating the leather

which forms the top of the chamber. This raises the large button M,
which in turn raises the double-seated pallet L. In so doing, the

N.B.—Slide valves of the kind shewn are not usual in organs, though the principle of the valves
used is the same

;
but a pneumatic drawstop action, almost identical with that shewn at Fig. Ill, was

added to the organ in St. George's Chapel, Windsor, during a restoration effected about forty years
since.
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communication between the high pressure chamber B and the channel

D is closed, and at the same time—the hole under the pallet L being

opened—the air in the channel D escapes. The leather purse F re-

lieved of the pressure of air, which caused it to assume the position

shown, yields to the impact of the low-pressure wind in A, and falling

against O leaves the way clear for the wind to pass out at H and

sound the speaking pipe placed above. This system is useful for

uniting the pneumatics of several manuals for Coupling purposes,

rather than merely to sound single speaking pipes as here shown.

The Principle of Pneumatic Actions Generally.

By pneumatic action is meant mechanism used to overcome the

resistance of pallets, stops, or any other "moving part" in organs,

the motive power being compressed air, or atmospheric pressure rush-

ing in to fill a vacuum.

The motor in every case is a bellows, i.e.^ something extensible or

collapsible. It is not necessary that the bellows have ribs
;

it may
be a mere bag of leather, or a groove or hole covered with leather,

which is capable of being bellied out, or sucked in. So long as any

surface is made to rise or fall, and thus to move any adjacent part, it

is termed a motor or bellows.

Motors may be {a) near the keyboard, and transmitting power to

the required quarter by a means of a long tracker (Pneumatic Lever)
;

or {h') they may be placed immediately adjacent to the part which

has to be moved, in which case these main, or principal, motors are

governed by other tiny motors, placed near the keys, and connected

with the large ones by small tubes of indefinite length. In this case

the transmission of power is by a tiihe^ and not by a tracker as in the

first instance, and the action is termed " Tubular Pneumatic."

It would be very helpful to students to refer to the diagrams of

cylinders and valves of simple steam engines (Plate" VIII). Once they

have well mastered these, pneumatic action will have no mysteries
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for them, and they will be able to trace out the actions of the most

complicated systems with the greatest ease.

" Two ways in and one out" may be taken as describing the valves

of all motors which exert power backward and forward, be the motor

the piston of a steam-engine or the board of a bellows.

Details of Moitessier s ^^ Abrege Pneumatiquer

Exposition de Toulouse.

(Juillet, 1850).

Moitessier, de Montpellier, Facteur D'Orgues, Brevet^.

Exposant : Sous le No. 343, un Orgue de Choeur a deux claviers

et 14 jeux avec pedale de 16 pieds.

Report of the Committee named to examine the large organ at La
Dalbade by Moitessier.

Rapport.

Fait a MM. le cure et fabriciens de la Dalbade a Toulouse, sur

I'orgue construit par M. Moitessier, facteur a Montpellier par la

Commission nomee pour la verification et la reception de I'orgue.

MM.
Lefebure-Wely, Organiste de la Madeleine, ^ Paris.

Barrere, Professeur de Musique.

Becqure, Organiste de St. Jerome.

De Brucq, Directeur de I'Ecole de Musique.

L'Abbe Chabrol, Chanoine de la Metropole.

Delord, Architecte de I'Hospice.

Estenave.

Gurgeau, Organiste au Taur.

Leroy.

Leybach, Organiste de la Cathedrale.

Mas, Professeur d'Harmonie.

Megniel, Professeur d'Harmonie.

(And others, 22 in number).
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Messieurs,

Pour justifier la confiance dont vous avez bien voulu I'honorer

la commission s'est reimie le 7 Fev., 1850

Hatons nous de dire que cet habile facteur (M. Moitessier) a

rempli consciencieusement et au de la de ses engagements toutes

les conditions qui lui etaient imposees.

La construction de cet Orgue repose sur un plan enti^rement

neiif . . . . il a dote votre instrument du precieux appareil qu'il

nomme " Abrege pneumatique "

Fait a Toulouse i8 Fevrier^ iS^o.

Orgue de la Dalbade (Specification of the Great Organ). Com-
pass CC to F, 54 notes.

English equivalent.

1.
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successfully applied to a very large organ, and was not merely judged

from a model, or from the small instrument at the Exhibition of 1850.

Further details from the original French specification.

"All backfalls and rollers are replaced by tubes—each key has its

own tube—and no matter how great the distance to be covered be-

tween key and pallet, the mechanism cannot become more heavy or

complicated : it is only necessary to provide a longer tube."

When the key M is depressed, the sticker c raises the square K
and shifts the pallet C D, opening the orifice E and closing F. By E
the groove B is placed in communication with the exhaust chamber A.

The pallet H will feel the suction before the pallet C D will have

traversed its whole distance. It (H) will therefore close before the

key is right down and by that means the effect will be instantaneous.

A and B now being united, suction will extend down the tube to

the movable piston N. The latter will instantly yield to the atmos-

pheric pressure on its under side, and, in rising, drag up everything

connected with the tracker O.

Thus it appears that a complete system of tubular pneumatic trans-

mission was patented in i8j^^ and successfully applied to the large

organ at la Dalbade in 1850, shortly after the first application of

Barker's pneumatic lever to the organ at the Abbey of St. Denis,

near Paris.

1. Tubular pneumatics (simple form of). The boxW is filled with

wind, also the pipe soundboard E.

{a) When the key is depressed—as shown—the pallet B is opened,

and the \vind from W passes along the channels, inflating the motor

bellows C, which pulls down the pallet D, allowing wind from E to

sound the pipe.

(3) When the key is released, the pallet B is closed by its spring,

and the pallet A is opened. B cuts oft' the wind from W, and A be-

ing open permits the spring of the pallet D to close the pallet and

collapse the motor C. It is evident that by increasing the dimensions

of C it could be made to draw stops, or to work the swell shutters.

Q
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The name of Mr. Henry Willis will, in England, always be associa-

ted with tubular pneumatics. It is said that Mr. Willis was much

struck by a system of tubular pneumatics which was introduced in an

organ shewn at the Paris exhibition of 1867, and that thus stimulated

he turned his energies to developing an improved form of tubular

work. Improvement followed upon improvement, until in his organ

at St. Paul's—which was built in 1874—the various experiments and

improvements he had previously made became crystallized into a new

and definite school of organ building.

Plate IX.

Fig. I. Gerns Tubular Pneumatic Action. A is a tube (length

immaterial) conducting air into the chamber JE, which is covered by

a thin skin B. When the chamber is filled with air the skin is bellied

out and thus raises the large button C, which in turn lifts the double

pallet D, thus closing the passage M (by which the motor F is kept

inflated) and opening the exhaust N. When this is done the pressure

of the wind upon the external surfaces of F causes the latter to col-

lapse, pulling down the pallet H by means of the wire G^
On the supply of wind being stopped at A, the skin B sinks down

(as shewn), and the double valve D following it, wind is again admit-

ted at M, filling the interior of the motor, thus counter-balancing the

pressure of air upon its external surfaces. The motor then rises, from

the eff'ect of the light spring under the pallet.

The separation I divides the well of the sound board into two

parts, the upper containing the pallets, and the lower the motors.

This was introduced by Mr. Gern to ensure steadiness of wind to the

pipes. The two divisions of the well are supplied with wind from

separate trunks, taken from opposite ends of the bellows, in order to

avoid any tremor from the motors aff'ecting the upper division.

When a separation is not provided, the larger motors are apt to act

as so many tremulants, seriously disturbing the speech of the pipes.
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Fig. II, III. Barker s Pneumatic Lever. B is a chamber always

supplied with wind from the bellows. When the sticker H is raised

(by the key) it acts on the lever G, which simultaneously opens the

pallet E, and closes the pallet F, thus wind being admitted by E, and

its exit at F being closed, the motor bellows A is inflated (Fig. II).

When H is released, the pallet E closes by means of its spring and

the pallet F opens. The supply of wind is cut off by E, and F being

open lets out the wind contained in A, which latter collapses immed-

iately (Fig. III).

The valve I is so adjusted as to shut off the supply of wind from

the motor A and thus prevent the motor from opening beyond a cer-

tain limit, being well clothed with felt, and inside the wind-box its

action is noiseless.

N.B.—Barker's original drawing is elaborately coloured in black,

yellow, pink, and green, but it is only possible here to produce the

outlines.

Kegellade (M. M. Claude, 184s) " Cam ''for Drawstop Action.

Plate X.

Systeme " Conti'' (of Genoa J. Schmoele and Mols's Electric

Action. The following is a description of the System of Electric

Action, patented a.d. 1881 (No. 3386), by William Ford Schmoele

and Alexis Mols, of Antwerp, Belgium. The interior electro-pneu-

matic mechanism consists of a tubular electro-magnet combined with

pneumatic levers, situated in the part marked Y on the drawing.

The levers have valves in their air channels. The electro-magnet

is formed by deeply notching an iron tube in two places, so as to

allow of its being bent into a U shape.

The ends of the magnet are fixed in holes bored in the board f

(Figure 6), which forms a part of the air passage in which the pallet

of the magnet is placed. The pallet (e4, Figure 6) is covered with

thin leather, only slightly roughened (veloute). It is supported by

one pole of the magnet or from an adjacent part of the wood, and
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this pole is altogether sealed by a plug of metal, e^. The pallet is

free to vibrate at its other end between its seat e^ and the other pole

e7 of the magnet, which end is not plugged but remains open in order

to admit the wind pressure to the channel e3 in which the pallet is

situate. The weight of this pallet is nearly counterbalanced by a

tail, 13 (of non-magnetic metal), which extends on the other side of

the point of support. The electro-magnet in attracting its pallet from

its seat e^ has only to overcome the difference in weight between the

pallet and its tail piece, plus the wind pressure on the small vent hole

in the seating e^, which seating may be adjusted to suit the range of

the electro-magnet.

When the pallet is attracted and in contact with the magnet, the

hollow e7 thereof is closed, and the wind pressure from Y is pre-

vented from entering the channel e3, while the opening in the seating

e^ empties that channel, and gives a back pressure on the pallet in

contact with the hollow end at e7 of the magnet.

The wind pressure on the hollow arm of the magnet is not strong

enough to force off the pallet when the current is passing, but is strong

enough to overcome the residual magnetism, and forcibly reseat the

pallet when the current has ceased.

The first air chamber or bellows is fitted with a flexible pneumatic

diaphragm composed of a disc g^ covered with a fine envelope of

sheepskin which is held securely in place by a ring of card or metal

nailed to the framework. To this diaphragm is attached a double-

seated valve by means of a tapped wire.

G is the first pneumatic lever
;
g3 is the secondary valve consisting

of a bobbin or disc of wood presenting two surfaces covered with

soft leather, one of which closes the entrance g^, and the other the

exit g5.

The space g^ is in permanent connection with the wind pressure

from Y in the interior of the wind chest, allowing it to enter freely

the second puematic lever g^ when the secondary valve g3 is lowered
;

but when this valve rises it closes the opening g4, and the air in the
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lever g^ rushes out by the exit g5, the wind pressure on its outside

causing the lever to collapse, and actuating the final valve which ad-

mits wind to the pipes.

Plate XI.'

Several forms of Electro-Pneumatic Action—Barker, 1868, Bryce-

son, 1868 ; Dryvers, 1885
;
Pern, 1898.

Several composition movements actuated by one motor,

Plate XII.

Hope-Jones Electro-Pneumatic Action, Upon the key marked A
being depressed the tail of the key rises, thereby lifting end of Con-

tact Lever marked B.

Through the Contact Tray B2 (which is constructed of a highly in-

sulating substance) fine platinum Wires C2 and D are passed.

Lying upon the upper surface of the Contact Tray B2, and held in

position by suitable bearings, are two metallic Rollers Y and Y2.

These Rollers are also provided with fine platinum Springs C and X.

The Lever B is made of a thin insulating substance, and through

this substance are passed at intervals small gold Pins Z and E.

When the Coupler Rollers Y and Y2 are turned the fine platinum

Springs which are attached to them are brought into contact with the

gold Pins passing through the Lever B ; therefore when the Lever B
is raised as before mentioned by reason of the depression of the Key A
the gold Pin is brought into such a position that it establishes an

electrical contact between the Coupler Rollers and the fine platinum

Wires passing through the tray. It may here be mentioned that the

Coupler Roller Y2, which controls the Unison Action, always remains

in the position shown.

The Electric Current is now at liberty to flow from the Dry

Leclanche Cell through Contacts C and D, by means of the gold

Contact Pin E, to a terminal G attached to a Test Board, from which

it flows through the Electro-Magnet H in the Electro-Pneumatic
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Action Box (containing wind under pressure) and back to the cell

through the return Wire I.

Upon the Electro Magnet H being energised the small Disc J is

drawn down on to the poles of the Magnet, thus cutting off the sup-

ply of wind to the small Motor K, and at the same time allowing the

wind already in the Motor K to exhaust to the atmosphere through

the Channel L and Ports M in Valve Seat N. The wind pressure in

Action Box now collapses Motor K, owing to its area being greater

than that of Valve O, to which it is connected by means of Wire P.

The Valve O now being lifted off its seat, wind under pressure is ad-

mitted to the external Motor Q and thereby inflates it owing to its

exhaust Valve R (wrongly called B in the diagram) being closed as

supply Valve O opens, the two Valves being connected by means

of Wire S which passes through the Hinge T of Motor Q. Motor Q
now being inflated draws down the pallet in the soundboard by means

of the Pulldown U.

To reverse the Action—Pressure being removed from the outer ex-

tremity of Key A, it immediately rises owing to its tail being depressed

by means of the Contact Lever B, which in turn is depressed by the

Spring V, thus breaking the electrical contact between platinum Wire

D and gold Pin E. The Magnet H having now lost its power the

wind in the Action Box is able to blow up the Disc J and thus close

the Ports M in Valve Seat N. The wind now enters Motor K and

thereby equalises the pressure on both sides and thus enables the wind

to close the Valve O and at the same time open the Valve R. The

Motor Q now having its supply valve closed and its exhaust open, is

closed by means of the spring on the soundboard pallet.

The Coupling is arranged as follows :

Upon the Coupler being drawn the connecting Wire W draws

Roller Y until the Contact X rests on gold Pin Z.

Upon the Key A being depressed, contact is made between Con-

tacts C2 and X by means of the gold Pin Z. The current is now at

liberty to flow from the cell along the main (which is common to all
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the rollers contained by one tray) through the contacts and on to the

Terminal G2 on the Test-board, from which it goes on through main

C3 to the Magnet in connection with the note required to be coupled,

and back to Cell through return Wire 12.

An enlaiged view of the Magnet and one of the styles of Valve

Seat employed is given in Fig. 6. The small circular armature Disc J

is also shown in the position of rest.

This apparatus is so arranged as to be exceedingly sensitive to the

action of an electric current, and the Magnets are designed in such a

manner that no sparking whatever shall take place at the breaking of

the contacts at the keys.

Mr. Hope-Jones informs me that Armature Disc J moves less than

a hundredth part of an inch, and yet, through the peculiar construc-

tion of the Valve Seat, it effects a very large area of opening. The

action will " repeat " upwards of sixty times per second.

A very ingenious method of obtaining several different combinations

from one composition pedal—and one which would be a great boon

in the case of organs not provided with pneumatics—was introduced

by Mr. H. Wedlake so far back as 1859, in his organ at St. Nicholas,

Strood, Kent. By referring to the diagram, it will be seen that each

drawstop trunnel has two arms, thus admitting of the use of one fan

only to do the work usually done by two. The fan A is made to

shift sideways, like the barrel of a mechanical organ, or musical box,

by means of the splayed lever B.

When the combination stops 1, 2, or 3 are in, the corresponding

composition pedal will produce a certain selection of stops. When
either stop is drawn out it will shift the fan to which it is attached by

the lever B, thus causing the composition pedal to produce a different

selection of stops.

The trace rods 4, 5, 6 work through a register. They are broad at

their upper ends, to allow the trunnel or "fan " arm C to slide the

required distance for the change.

The draw-stop traces are also broad (see ground plan), to allow of
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the composition blocks—which, of course, cannot be in the same line.

By making the trace rods still wider, even more changes can be

obtained.

'z)OuL-te Se.ateoL joalleJi.
C\ round, jolan.

Jo 6/och: s/6/bi On.
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WEDLAKE'S COMPOSITION PEDAL AND DOUBLE-SEATED VALVE.

Wed/ake's Double-seated Self-adjusting Valve. This double-

seated valve is provided with a flexible seat (K K). When the wire

C is raised, the valves B and F rise simultaneously. B leaving its

rigid seat, at once admits wind, but the flexible leather seat KK
follows the valve F a little way, thus forming a pneumatic motor

which helps the valve B to rise. When the seat can follow F no

farther, the opening in its centre is uncovered, and both valves (B

and F) admit wind. When the two valves are being closed, the

elastic seat K K is driven by the wind pressure against the lower sur-
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face of the valve F directly this latter approaches it—and it (K K)

again becomes a motor which counteracts the shock resulting from

the valve B coming down on its hard seat. This system has been

used with great advantage for winding large pedal pipes, and was a

feature in Mr. Wedlake's organ at the Inventions Exhibition, 1885.

(See report by Dr. C. W. Pearce).

Plate XIII.

Balance of tone pictorially illustrated.

Plate XIV.

Modern Manual and Cylinder Organ (i8g6). The " Combination

Organ" in the Music Studio of the late J. H. Van Ryn, Esq.



Short Extracts from Works on the Organ.

" The noise from mechanical actions (in sticker or tracker actions)

results when the key rises ^ and not so much when it falls. The greater

part of this noise can be eliminated by carefulplaying^
" The best of all (actions) is a bushed square and tracker, which

gives a pleasant touch, and a prompt response."

" Builders sometimes rely too much on their ability to produce

tone from a pipe of small scale."

The organ in the chapel at King's College, Cambridge—upon the

screen dividing the nave from the choir

—

is in the best possible posi-

tion^ from a musical point of view. An organ may of course be

divided, but it undoubtedly suffers in consequence.

" As a rule it is better to have a large pipe softly voiced than a

small pipe loudly voiced."

" Dissonance is virtually power, and an organ out of tune appears

to be much more powerful than when in tune."

Elliston's Organs and Tunings pages 15, 18, 56. Weekes, 1898.

" Electric action is never necessary, except to enable one to play

an organ from a distance, which is sometimes a very questionable

advantage."

" Pneumatic action—applied to large organs—is a necessity^ un-

pleasant in some degree, as the pneumatic lever is 7ioisy^ independently

of the player—and tubular pneumatic tends to destroy the sense of
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attack^ and diminish the individuality of touch. Still, if the organ be

very large, there is no alternative but to use pneumatics in some form."

"All kinds of pneumatic and electric systems are contrivances to

overcome mechanical resistance where such legitimately and luiavoid-

ahly compels their assistance.

Electric or pneumatic work in small organs—" Steam cranes to lift

flies."

Some organist wrote (in the Musical Neivs^ if my memory serve

me) :
" Playing on tubular or electric action is like ' kissing by

deputy '
"—a very happy illustration.

Several different pressures of wind needed to produce the proper

effects of different stops. " That one pressure of wind will not do

equal justice to pipes whose scale is materially different can be easily

proved by experiment.

" If we take two pipes of equal length, one scaled to one-eighth

(which is about the scale of the six-inch C on a large open Diapason),

and another scaled to one-sixteenth (as the CCC on the pedal open),

and place them on the same wind, we shall have either to lower the

mouth of the large scale unduly, or to ' cut up '—and thus totally

spoil—the small scale. If we do the former, the large pipe will be

weak, and the small one good ;
if we do the latter, we sacrifice the

small one altogether. Wind instrument players know well that the

pressure used in blowing a high Bb bugle would not suit an Eb bom-

bardon or even a euphonium. Here, again, the fact they so well

know experimentally can be adduced to the difference in the scale of

the tubes, which is obviously larger in the treble instrument.

If these results, proved by theory and experience alike, are to go

for anything, it follows that reeds cannot fairly be placed on the same

wind as foundation stops, as if they are to have suitable wind it will

be too intense for the flue-pipes. The old builders solved the prob-

lem in a way : they kept their foundation stops sweet and mellow, at

the price of having merely " bee in a bottle " reeds, thus sacrificing
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the interest of the few to that of the many. We—perhaps less logic-

ally—sacrifice the many to the few, by using pressures suited only for

the few (the reeds) ; or we make compromises, spoiling all^ less or

more."
" As the temperature of the air in buildings appears to vary in hori-

zontal strata^ it is much to be desired that all sound-boards should be

on one level.

" If the Choir organ is situated in a frigid zone, the Great in a tem-

perate, and the Swell in a torrid one, distinct differences of pitch

must ensue."

The power of an organ not proportionate to its size. "That power

is not proportionate to the size or number of pipes in an organ is ob-

vious. Many organs of eight or ten stops exist which are more

powerful than others of twenty or twenty-five stops. What, then, is

power proportionate to ? Power is directly proportionate to the pres-

sure of wind used, as we can prove for ourselves with any wind in-

strument, even a tin whistle. From this proposition grow two obvious

corollaries : (1) The heavier the wind, the fewer stops are needed to

produce a given degree of power, but the more coarse and unmusical

will be the result. There will also be the less variety of tone-colour,

as the stops are reduced in number. (2) The lighter the wind, the

greater number of stops will be needed to make up the same given

degree of power ; but the more singings round^ and melodious will be

the tone, and, the stops being proportionately numerous, there will be

abundance of varied tone colour.

Caution needed in accepting the statements of inventors. " The

present period, being essentially one of transition and one of experi-

ments in the art of building organs, would seem to point to the need

of especial caution in forming opinions as to the claims of any one

system to supersede either its predecessors or its contemporaries.

Nearly every system introduced has added to the sum total of re-
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sources, upon which the competent organ-builder can draw, just as

newly-discovered drugs, while, perhaps, not always the panaceas their

inventors claim them to be, yet add to the resources of the physician."

Organ Construction not sitfficiently studied. It would seem that

some organists write the specification of an organ and "superintend

its erection," without possessing any really intimate knowledge of

organ construction.

Musical professors, and more especially voice specialists, are keenly

alive to the fact that there does exist a large class of teachers who

give lessons in voice production, though in no way qualified in that

subject, and it cannot be denied that there is a great analogy between

the two cases.

Mr. J. W. Warman in his book, The Organ : writings and other

utterances oti its structure (1898), speaks very strongly upon the lack

of intimate knowledge of organ construction possessed by organists.

There is much truth in his remarks,* which would be still more im-

pressive were they not expressed with oracular severity. Among
many, and still stronger statements, we read on page 5 of the above

work, "The general ignorance of English professional organists and

other musicians as to organ structure, is equalled only by the imperti-

nence of their claims to be regarded as the chief critics and adjudi-

cators on the instrument.

English Organs short-lived. Mr. Arthur G. Hill in his excellent

work on the organs of the Renaissance period, after describing the

great organ at Haarlem, adds remarks to the following effect :

—

" Had this organ been in England, nothing would now remain of the

original structure. Each successive organist would have left his mark

on the instrument. One would have had reed stops removed and flue

ones put in their places. Another would have had the mixtures

removed, and so on, until, after four or five organists (together with

the builders they employed) had aired their likes and dislikes, the

* See page 141.
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instrument would have become a mere collection of rickety incongrui-

ties, and one in no sense representing the original conception of the

builder. Worse than this, in due time even the noble case itself

would have ceased to command respect, and sacrilegious hands would

have been laid upon it. Wings of unsightly pipes would have been

thrown out on either side, and strange excrescences elsewhere. In a

word, a noble masterpiece would have been totally spoiled and lost to

the world. * * * While the foreign system has doubtless tended to

preserve intact masterpieces precious historically and artistically, our

easy-going system has had great advantages, too, in facilitating the

introduction of improvements.

The advocates of CC compass were not careful to preserve or

imitate the mellow singing and essentially English tone of the older

builders. Again, in material and workmanship, the first generation of

CC organs stood in sad contrast to those which their constructors

broke up " with axes and hammers."

These CC organs have mostly been worn out, or rather have fallen

to pieces^ being replaced by instruments, which again do not, in some

cases, appear destined to have a long lease of life.

(From Capabilities and Construction of Organs [1891], by
J. W.

Hinton M.A., Mus. D., unless otherwise stated).

Inaccuracy of the usual Tablature of Stops :

A Suggestion.

It may strike some readers as peculiar that I have not described the

Twelfth and the Quint as 2| and 5Jft. respectively.

I do not see why there is need of such accuracy—or rather, of such

seeming accuracy. To be perfectly accurate, 8ft. should be (according

to scale) 7ft. lOin., 7ft. llin., etc., and—in the case of reeds—Horn,

7ft. lOin., Clarion, 3ft. 2in., etc., etc.

The term 8ft., applied to a stop, means that its pitch is as that of
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the piano, violin, or any non-transposing instrument. The absolute

length of pipes can be of no interest to the player, except as expressing

the harmonic interval (octave or fifth) and the pitch at which this

occurs.

It is suggested that the indication 8ft. should be abolished, and some

term implying "Standard" or "Unity" substituted. Other stops of

16ft., 4ft., or 2ft. pitch could be expressed in terms defining their re-

lation to this standard, without introducing the question of the abso-

lute length of the pipes.

Pedal Pipes.

Pedal open pipes are treated variously. Some builders favour the

immediate production of the fundamental tone, others admit of the

fifth or twelfth being heard first in the speech of the pipe. In

Cavaille's organs the Pedal Opens 16ft., usually sound the 8ft. tone,

dropping down to the 16ft. afterwards. This system gives a semblance

of promptness in speech, as the ear does not realise the substitution

of 16 for 8ft. so perceptibly as it does that of 16 for 6ft. Probably

the best system is that which gives the 16ft. tone quickest without

having resort to either expedient. It is, however, impossible to get a

mellow, soft, pervading tone out of prompt-speaking pipes of small

scale* (such as are, of necessity, all pedal pipes). It would therefore

seem wise, in the case of large organs, to include one Open, slightly

slow of speech, in order to possess a really pnre 16ft. quality available

with the softer stops upon the manuals.

Of Blowing Apparatus.

The principal methods of blowing now used are : Hydraulic (or

water) engines. Gas engines, and Electric motors. Manual power is

but rarely employed, except for very small instruments ;
or in locali-

ties where there are no water, gas, or electric mains, whence motive

• See page 95.
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power can be derived. Oil engines, from the odour of the oil, re-

quire to be placed at some distance from the organ—if possible outside

the main wall of the edifice—and as yet they do not appear to have

become popular.

Where there is a good supply of water from a high-pressure main,

hydraulic engines of any approved pattern undoubtedly furnish the

best means of blowing an organ. All modern specimens are furnished

with automatic appliances which admit more water as the bellows

falls, and cut the water ofif altogether when the bellows rises to a cer-

tain point. Moreover these two effects are produced gradually, so

that there can be no jerking of the bellows, and the amount of water

used is thus exactly proportionate to the amount of wind required.

Many Gas and Electric motors, on the contrary, do not run fast or

slow in proportion to the quantity of wind used. Their superfluous

power has to be removed—wasted—being got rid of by fast and loose

pulleys, breaks, and other wasteful appliances.

It is surprising that the time-honoured bellows handle, which came

into use during the time when light wind pressure was universal,

should still exist now that pressures are increased.

Human power, applied to the old-fashioned handle, is certainly

most unsatisfactory, except in the case of very small organs. It has

been proved over and over again that the treadmill action—by which

the blower's weight is utilised in place of the muscular action of his

arms—is the form of labour which enables a man to exert the greatest

amount of pointer for the longest period of time.

Again, it is almost impossible to jerk the wind when blowing with a

treadmill—any jerk resulting in far greater discomfort to the blower

than to the player—consequently the blower will be the person most

interested in avoiding them. Cavaille-Coll, and nearly all other

Continental builders, employ the treadmill exclusively. Mr. August

Gern has used this system in some of his organs in England, but there

appears to be much prejudice against its general introduction.
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Of the Position of the Organ in Churches.

It is impossible to lay down any definite rule in this matter, con-

sidering that the circumstances vary in almost every case.

Generally speaking, however, the organ must stand high, and it

should not be enclosed in any way. If its office is primarily that of

accompanying the choir, it must be placed near the choir—or the

choir must be brought near to it.

All these statements are obvious truisms, which no amount of talk-

ing or writing can alter. An organ will sound well, or be unsatis-

factory, in the proportion in which these rules are complied with or

disregarded.

Unfortunately most of our churches erected during the last century

are ill-suited for organs, since (for ecclesiastical reasons) the choir is

removed to the chancel. In these buildings the west-end is (musically)

the only possible place for an organ

—

and there it must not be.

In cathedrals, collegiate churches, and other ancient edifices which

were built for Catholic worship, it has long been found possible to re-

concile the claims of the organ with its utility as an instrument for

accompaniment by placing it on a screen dividing the nave from the

choir (as is still the case at Norwich and Exeter Cathedrals).

While this position for the organ may be taken as being the result

of the experience of our forefathers, and, although it perfectly com-

plies with modern acoustic discoveries, yet it is now a forbidden one,

as the architects—worthy descendants of Sir Christopher Wren, who

declared that " Father Smith's box of whistles spoilt the propor-

tions of St. Paul's Cathedral"*—have vetoed it. When both West

Gallery and Central Screen are tabooed, there practically remain but

the Northf or South Transept available. In most cases these situations

* Musical Gazette, edited by Dr. Busby, January, 1819 (Hopkins and Rimbault, The Organ).

t The North Transept is (musically) the only position possible for an organ in the cathedral church

of St. Saviour, Southwark, where a truly lamentable instance of organ location utterly mars a magni-

ficent specimen of organ-building.
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are not entertained, as the organ would be considered a decided eye-

sore, and would occupy much seating room. One by one, all the

eligible positions being forbidden, organs go—and apparently will

continue to go—into ignoble nooks, arches, and recesses.

There are many parallels to the present unceremonious treatment

organs receive. While nowadays money is lavished on instruments

which are stowed away as something to be ashamed of, or are placed

—by means of electrical, or other far-fetched devices—in places

where they can be but of little use, we are nevertheless inconsistent

enough to recognise the organ as an indispensable adjunct to church

worship !

" The most usual position for the organ .... for at least the last

three hundred years, has been the West end, as for example at Amiens

Cathedral (1429) ;
Chartres Cathedral (1513) ; Freiburg Cathedral

(1520) ;
and St. Peter's Church,* Hamburg.

" Next to the West end, the best place for the organ, as indicated

by the laws regarding the propagation of sound, will be some elevated

position, having space above and both sides free.

"A most unfavourable plan, for the tone of the organ, is that of

putting the instrument in a recess (organ chamber).

'' The worst possible arrangement is that of putting the organist^

as well as the organ, into a chamber." Dr. E. J. Hopkins's The

Organ, chap, xxxii and passim.

" The organ has suffered sadly by being brought down from the

gallery at the West End, where it was a great architectural feature of

the church until the Puritans smashed the noble old organ-cases of

carven woodwork. Our modern architects, with perverse disregard

of acoustics, almost always place the organ on one side of the chancel,

in a sort of box or cupboard, which they term an ' organ chamber.'

They might almost as well put it on the steeple. It is stifled as a

* The date of the erection of this organ is not known, but Burney informs us that a Mister

Pfiffer, the Organist of St. Peter's, told him that it was upon record that a Mister Margenhof made
two of the key-boards in 1548—when the organ was (presumably) enlarged from a two to a four

manual instrument.
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solo instrument and rendered almost useless as an accompaniment to

congregational singing. Something may be done (if there must be a

chamber for the organ) by insisting on a concave wooden roof, plenty

of space between the topmost pipes and the ceiling, and plenty of

free room for the sound to spread. But the west gallery is the proper

place for the organ, and to the west gallery let it be restored, even if

the choir must be left at the east end. The evils of distance from the

choir are great ; but they are less than those of imprisoning the organ

in a stone cell and separating it from the congregation." The Rev.

Professor Shuttleworth.— The Place of Music in Public Worships

p. 56.

In an article on " Famous Organs and Organists," a writer in the

Church Family Newspaper, Feb. 1899, thus succinctly recalls some

hard times through which the organ has passed :

" It is curious to find that in the thirteenth century, when organs

would seem to have become quite common, they were condemned as

adjuncts to Divine service. Five centuries before. Pope Vitalian had

not only sanctioned, but strongly recommended them for use in

churches and chapels
; but many of the Greek and Latin clergy alike

then denounced them as abominations. The organ survived this

attack, as it did the far more serious attacks made on it by the Puritans

of the seventeenth century. During the period of Puritan predomin-

ance, many a fine instrument was destroyed. In August 1643, an

ordinance was passed by " The Lords and Commons assembled in

Parliament" for abolishing superstitious monuments. On May 9th,

1644, a second ordinance was passed for further demolishing monu-

ments of idolatry and superstition, in which the destruction of organs

was enjoined.

"The ordinance ran: 'The Lords and Commons in Parliament

assembled, the better to accomplish the blessed reformation so happily

begun, and to remove all offences and things illegal in the worship of

God, do ordain that all representations of the Trinity, of any angel,

etc., in and about any cathedral, collegiate, or parish church or chapel.
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shall be taken away, defaced, and utterly demolished, and that all

organs, and the frames and cases wherein they stand, in all churches

and chapels aforesaid, shall be taken away and utterly defaced, and

none other hereafter shall be set up in their places.

" So thoroughly did the Puritan iconoclasts do their work, that it

would be much easier to give a list of the organs that escaped their

destructive fury than those that were destroyed. Among the latter

was the organ at Westminster Abbey. In 1646, the soldiers of

Westbourn's and Caedwood's companies were quartered in the Abbey,

where * they brake down the rayl about the altar and burnt it in the

place where it stood. They also brake down the organs, and pawned

the pipes at the several alehouses in the neighbourhood for pots of

ale.'
"

Situation of the Keys and Pedal-Board.

During the year 1891, various musical papers stated that the late

Mr. Best had expressed his unwillingness to perform in future upon

organs built so as to have " C-under-C pedal-boards." This most

practical method of protest, from an artist of the absolutely unique

attainments and unparalleled experience of Mr. Best, certainly com-

mends itself to the serious consideration of all concerned in the

building of organs. Nevertheless, it would be ungracious to speak of

any changes of measurement without first recalling the invaluable

service rendered by the College of Organists when, by the happy

thought of calling together a thoroughly representative conference

—

Mr. Best, of course, having been invited to grace that assembly by

his presence—they established a code governing the relative positions

and dimensions of keys and pedals. From a veritable chaos was

evolved orie standard, returning (very nearly) to the plain, straight

form of pedals which have ever been used, discarding the extrava-

gantly radiated and concave forms which, while supposed to be scien-

tifically adapted to the human body and its motions, certainly never

in reality accomplished the ends proposed.
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Now that a moderately successful standard has been thus secured

by the graceful compromises and concessions of the members of the

conference—uniformity of scale, be it what it mighty being the first

and great desideratum—one may be permitted to suggest that the

time seems to have come to slightly extend and further perfect one or

two of the clauses contained in the accepted arrangements.

It is perhaps rather late to discuss whether C-under-C be the best

standard. It was the wisdom of the conference assembled by the

College of Organists so to decide ; but facts are stubborn things, and

the following statements can perhaps hardly be controverted.

1. The notes from low F to highest A or B are most used in ser-

vice music, and in music generally. Witness the silent testimony of

wear on the pedals, even where used only by artists of the most un-

disputed competence.

2. The notes below the F are used at least twice as often as those

above B.

3. Top F is simply an addendum, added because, in the case of a

couple of pieces. Bach has written it—doubtless from mere contra-

puntal necessity—in these particular cases.

These facts would seem to corroborate Mr. Best's contention that

the pedal board should be moved upwards. Personally I should ad-

vocate C-under-D, and that top F be abolished, on the following

grounds :—(1) The presence of the top F, together with the unavoid-

able gap between E and F, tend to bring the pedal-board too much

to the left (otherwise the precious note could not be reached at all).

(2) It (F) mars the symmetry of the 29 notes. (3) It gives no ade-

quate compensation for the above-named defects. (4) Because the

distance between CC and F is too great : CC and top F cannot easily

be played from the same position, unless by organists possessing very

long legs. (5) and as a corollary to 1—Because this inaccessibility

is not confined to the fancy top notes but is shared by the useful notes

CC and DD, which are thrown too far to the left.

It may be remarked that the College of Organists' conference has
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laid down no distinct rule for the treatment of two-manual organs.

Measures calculated for three-manual instruments only, cannot be ap-

plied to two-manual ones—where the player of necessity sits nearer

—

unless a set of keys representing the choir be introduced. Here is a

case, not of abrogating well-considered rules, but of adding the clause

" mutatis mutandis^

In many good two-manual organs, by Lewis and other builders, the

distance from the Great ivories to the pedal surface is 29Jin., as against

32in. College measure.

Couplers.

Like everything else, couplers are a good thing when they do some-

thing unattainable by other means and useful in itself. When such

is not the case, and when they introduce unnecessary complication,

they cannot be hailed as an improvement.

Let us first approach the subject from the point of view of the tone,

considering especially the aggregation of stops in mf and^combina-

tions.

We know* (1) that the fewer stops needed to produce a given

amount of power, the more coarse and unmusical will be the result
;

there will also be less variety of tone colour as the stops are reduced

in number. (2) That the lighter the wind, the greater number of

stops will be needed to make up any given degree of power ; but the

more singing, round, and melodious will be the tone, and—the stops

being proportionately numerous—there will be a greater abundance

of varied tone colour.

Again, the organ is obviously only a collection of voices—a kind

of mechanical chorus. (As we have already remarked, the Germans

very appropriately use the term Stiinme, or voice to express a " stop."

See page 6). Now this chorus of mechanical voices bears a close

analogy to a choir or chorus. If its pianissimo is to be restful and

dignified, it must be the self-controlled, suppressed power of a mimher

* See page 124.
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of soft stops ;
not a solitary Dulciana, painfully struggling against the

disadvantage of heavy wind, like a horn player fearful that his note

may "break off" in a /^/ passage. Nothing but mere vulgar blatancy

can be got out of t\\Q fortissimo of a very small organ, when voiced to

fill a church obviously too large for it, were its pipes speaking within

their legitimate power.

These considerations should suffice to demonstrate that richness

and mellowness of tone are results which are directly proportionate

to the number of subdued tones which are combined.

So much for the aggregate effects.

Again, if solo stops are to have a distinct character, they will gener-

ally be found useless or harmful in combination ;* and the extent to

which they are either useless or harmful may be taken as the measure
_

of their excellence as imitative stops.

Here again we have another argument against restricting the num-

ber of stops in an organ.

But what about Couplers ? No one will assume that I am depre-

cating Unison Couplers, the soft " Choir sub " or the Swell " sub
"

and "super"—either for solo effects, or even for an occasional sfor-

zando crash. What I do deprecate is the planning of an organ so

that its legitimate effects are dependent upon these (or more far-

fetched) contrivances. In a large organ every effect, other than

occasional solo combinations, should be obtained, either from the

manuals separately, or with unison couplers only. Couplers introduce

no new tone colour.

I was lately invited to inspect a very elaborate and up-to-date

electric chamber organ. This in the first instance I preferred to

listen to without seeing the stops, hoping thus to better appreciate the

results of the scientific combinations.

"Why, you have only about eight stops," was my spontaneous re-

mark—and, truly, there were but ten.

* e.g. The flute. If a flute stop is to be imitative it must have a lisping, sibilant tone. Now as pipes

are nicked to get rid of this sibilant quality, which would prevent their blending with others, it follows

that if a flute is imitative it will not blend with other stops, and that if it will blend, it is not really

imitative.
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I grew weary of the poverty of the instrument, and I could not

accept octave duplications as new tone colours, still less as new
effects.

Couplers are sometimes a fraud. When we add a Principal stop

we strengthen the middle of the instrument—similarly with a Double

16ft. or any other stop of pipes—and we get an extra pipe for every

note we play.* Not so with octave Couplers.t

The

chord

.

8ft only.
I 3 pipes

i 7 pipes
" ^ "dded. With the '' - B:S: added.

^^i=

Comes out

with the

Super Octave

coupler added.

i Principal

stops added.

[S ^^
Lastly I will propound a little paradox. Why is it that we have the

other catch-word of the day " ^// stops of CC compass," and why is

a tenor C stop looked upon as a kind of fraud, or as an anachronism ?

Surely there are many solo stops which are not wanted below tenor

C, e.g.., the flute—if as a Solo—and therefore a non-blending stop. To
carry the Voix Celestes below tenor C is perhaps the height of

absurdity in this direction.

I do not advocate tenor C work—except in the case of some Solo

stops, and, exceptionally, for reasons of economy

—

farfrom it ; but a

tenor C stop does not rob the organ of tone as a coupler does, and

does something to strengthen the really useful part of its compass.

It is curious that the parrot cry "full compass" in stops should be

made an unthinking article of faith when poverty of tone is growing

every day by the use of couplers.

As regards the pedal organ, all kinds of couplers are admissible,

because we do not usually employ more than one note at a time. I

should advise that each pedal stop either of 16ft. or 32ft. pitch should

always be continued up, so that a 16ft. would give 16ft. and 8ft.

* In the case of Octaves, note that Couplers add only one note (either above or below as the case

may be). In case A, there are originally three C's.—Tenor C, Mid. C, and ift. C—but only 6in. C is

added by the Coupler. These three pipes (A), moreover, only give shrillness— there is nothing added
to the middle of the chords.

+ " A Double diapason is better than a Sub Octave Coupler "—Elliston. Organs and Tuning, p. 8i.
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stops, a 32ft., 32ft., 16ft. and 8ft. stops (three stops from 54 pipes). The

enormous saving amply justifies this, especially as there is no percep-

tible drawback.

From two 32ft. and one 16ft. we get the following large pedal

organ of eight stops, sufficient to balance 60 manual stops, viz. :

Stopped 32ft. 54 gives (1) Sub Bass 32
; (2) Bourdon 16

; (3) Bass flute 8

Open 16ft. 42 „ (4) Open wood 16
; (5) Unison 8

Reed 32ft. 54 ,, (6) Contra-Trombone 32
; (7) Trombone 16

;

T5O (8) Trumpet 8

Thus 150 pipes give the same effect as 240—at less than half the

cost.

My readers will perhaps forgive me if I do not figure out the enor-

mous amount of combinations to be obtained from the above scheme,

but if any reader of mathematical attainments will favour me with the

solution, I shall have much pleasure in retaining this information for

use in a subsequent edition. Supposing however that only two stops

each of 16ft. compass were used, the number of combinations possible

amounts to sixty-three as shown below.

Table of Combinations

Which can be produced from two stops of pipes and three couplers

acting on each stop, viz. : (1) Reed stop, 16ft., 54 notes with sub-

octave, unison, and super-octave couplers
; (2) Open diapason, 16ft.,

54 notes with sub-octave, unison, and super-octave couplers. (Total

number of pipes 108).

From Reed only^ 54 notes.

1. Trombone 16ft.

2. Trumpet 8ft.

3. Clarion 4ft.

4. Trombone 16ft., and Trumpet 8ft.

5. Trombone 16ft., and Clarion 4ft.

6. Trumpet 8ft., and Clarion 4ft.

7. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft, and Clarion 4ft.

Every combination or

single stop is of 30

notes compass, being

that of the pedal-board

(CCC to F).
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From Flue stop only^ 54 notes.

8. 16ft. Open.

9. Unison 8ft.

10. Principal 4ft.

11. Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

12. Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

13. Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

14. Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., Principal 4ft.

From both stops.

15. Trombone 16ft., and Open 16ft.

16. Trombone 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

17. Trombone 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

18. Trombone 16ft., Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

19. Trombone 16ft., Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

20. Trombone 16ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

21. Trombone 16ft., Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

22. Trumpet 8ft., and Open 16ft.

23. Trumpet 8ft., and Unison 8ft.

24. Trumpet 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

25. Trumpet 8ft., Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

26. Trumpet 8ft., Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

27. Trumpet 8ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

28. Trumpet 8ft., Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

29. Clarion 4ft., and Open 16t.

30. Clarion 4ft., and Unison 8ft.

31. Clarion 4ft., and Principal 4ft.

32. Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

33. Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

34. Clarion 4ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

35. Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

36. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., and Open 16ft.

37. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., and Unison 8ft.

38. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., and Principal 4ft.
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39. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

40. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

41. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

42. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., and

Principal 4ft.

43. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., and Open 16ft.

44. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., and Unison 8ft.

45. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., and Principal 4ft.

46. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

47. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

48. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

49. Trombone 16ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., and Prin-

cipal 4ft.

50. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., and Open 16ft.

51. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., and Unison 8ft.

52. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., and Principal 4ft.

53. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and Unison 8ft.

54. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and Principal 4ft.

55. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Unison 8ft., and Principal 4ft.

56. Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., Unison 8ft., and Prin-

cipal 4ft.

57. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., and Open 16ft.

58. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., and Unison 8ft.

59. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., and Principal 4ft.

60. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and

Unison 8ft.

61. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., and

Principal 4ft.

62. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Unison 8ft., and

Principal 4ft.

63. Trombone 16ft., Trumpet 8ft., Clarion 4ft., Open 16ft., Unison

8ft., and Principal 4ft.

The Sforzando Pedal is a coupler brought on by means of a
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pedal, its object being to bring about an instantaneous increase of

power.

Generally speaking Sforzando pedals couple the Great to the Swell,

so that while the pedal is held down the two manuals are played from

the Swell keys. Sometimes the Sforzando pedal is so arranged as

only to bring on (temporarily) the "sub" and "super" octaves of the

Swell organ itself.

The Sforzando pedal was introduced by Lincoln in his organ at

St. Olave's, Southwark, built in 1844.

Crescendo Pedals have been introduced by various builders,

effecting a gradual crescendo and decrescendo upon one or all the

manuals.

Drum Pedal. This term was applied to a contrivance by which

the two largest pipes in the organ were sounded simultaneously, thus

producing a " beat " somewhat similar to the slow roll of a kettle

drum. Drum pedals existed in many English organs during the

eighteenth century. Instance—St. Botolph's Aldgate.

Closely akin to this obsolete and unworthy arrangement are the

"Tonnerre"* and " Effets d'orage " pedals in French and Belgian

organs.

This kind of realism was carried, I think, to its utmost extent, by

the French organ-builder who introduced a small drum of parchment

strained over a wire cago or frame, filled with peas and beans.

M. Hamelt alluding to this arrangement thinks it kind not to hand

the inventor's name down to posterity.

I have seen one of these machines in an otherwise most excellent

three-manual chamber organ by Callinet. The noise of the peas

rattling, together with the blast of wind rushing out of the motor

which made the drum containing them revolve, was not unlike that

of a hailstorm.

* I am informed that there is still a " pedale de Tonnerre " in Cavaille-Coll's organ at the CarmeUte
Church, Kensington.

t Preface to Dom Bedos' Art du Facteur d'Orgues, Paris, 1849.
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On Designing Organs—Balance of Tone.

Anticipating a possible feeling of surprise on the part of some

readers, that I have failed to cater for them the customary "Menu"
of Organ Specifications, usual in most works upon the organ, I wish

to point out the fact that Specifications mean but very little, except

so far as they describe the material contents of an organ. Of the

result

—i.e.^ of the tone of an organ—they can present no definite picture.

If the best possible specification were given to a score builders,

the result would be a like number of organs, dissimilar in tone, and

ranging in quality from excellent to quite the reverse.

Exactly the same would ensue, if a score artists were set to repro-

duce in colours some given photograph, or line engraving.

To design an organ is not merely a matter of writing a list of stops,

or specification. The most perfect specification is only like a medical

prescription giving the names of certain drugs, without stating the

exact quantities of each. It is as meaningless for any person who has

not /r^c^zcrt'/ knowledge of Organ Construction to sit down and write

a list of stops, or specification, as it would be for him to write out a

list of drugs known as suitable for the treatment of any given malady,

and to call it a prescription.

In the first case, the various details would have to be settled by the

man who fully understands the subject, ix.^ by the organ builder.

In the second, they would have to be determined by the chemist.

Of course these practical men would laugh in their sleeves at the

directions, but if able to command their own price, they would, as a

matter of policy, receive them deferentially.

To conceive in one's mind a finished instrument, to prepare clear

notes of this conception for the guidance of the organ-builder, and

above all to be able conscientiously to assume the responsibility of

seeing this original conception thoroughly carried out, many qualifica-

tions are necessary. (1) To have had many years of varied experience
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derived from hearing and playing upon organs. (2) To have analysed

the causes of the various effects noted. (3) To have carefully sought

out the reasons for which things, identical in themselves, have given

different results in different surroundings. (4) To have cultivated a

habit of generalising, and of referring particular instances to principles,

(5) Last and not least—to have practical and experimental knowledge

of organ construction.

If I have been able to give some definite information on the

structure of organs, and especially if it has been my good fortune to

have inspired any student with the desire to pursue this interesting

subject farther, and to gain experience by patient investigation, I shall

I think have done something towards enabling him to conceive or de-

sign an organ.

Such being the case, no direct rules can be given "how to design

an organ."

The following are however some conditions upon which a satisfactory

balance of tone depends.

First of all it is essential that at least the Great Organ shall be an

Organ, viz., that its Diapasons, Principals, Twelfths, Fifteenths, and

Mixtures, be homogeneous, i.e., practically all of one tone-quality

—

and produced by pipes of the same shape and style of voicing, differing

but little in scale, and, if possible, made by the same pipe maker and

voiced by the same voicer. The Combinations—Open and Stopped

Diapasons ;
Diapasons and Principal ; Diapasons Principal and Fifteenth

(with or without Twelfth)—must each h^ perfect blends, in which it must

not be possible to identify or separate the component parts. In other

words—adding the Principal, Twelfth, Fifteenth, and Mixtures, must

not alter the tone of the organ but only extend it so to speak—^just as

the tone of a bell extends, but does not radically change, by being

struck harder. This result, which the best builders of the last century

knew so well how to attain, has almost become a lost art, principally

because it has become usual to endeavour to make certain stops serve

in a dual capacity, i.e., both as foundation stops and as solo stops
;
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also perhaps in some degree from the insensate antipathy to Mixtures

which so largely prevails among organists, some of whom have posi-

tively never heard a good Mixture—and others who have not heard one

for so long that they forget that such a thing is possible. To render

what assistance I can to the reader I have treated organ stops pictorially

(Plate XIII) so that the eye may aid in making my theory plain.

The trunk of the tree (Plate XIII) represents the Foundation work,

the branches the Solo Stops. If we apply the analogy afforded by

the tree to the construction of our specification we shall find that we

must have the trunk complete before we can get the branches.

f Fifteenth 2ft.
Q'^"''''

To write a specification of

the following kind would be . pi^g a^^
^'"l^,,

as absurd as is the diagram re-
^

—
:>

presenting it
| q^^^ Diapason 8ft. ^Jx)^""

The bough representing the Flute springs from nothing, and the top

section of the trunk representing the Fifteenth rests on nothing—both

evident physical impossibilities. (It will be noted that the flute is in a

dual capacity—as Flute and Principal.)

It is important to observe that if any of the foundation stops be

voiced " flutey," even though their names may remain orthodox the

same lapsus will occur. Flutiness in foundation work zs the worst of

defects^ as it destroys the bell-like cohesion of the various foundation

tones. Flutes, or Clarabellas—if powerful enough to assert them-

selves when drawn with the foundation work—are either like drops of

oil floating on water, but not mixing with it, or else they simply render

the whole tone muddy—as if oil and water had been shaken up until

an impure compound of froth and bubbles had resulted.*

* Messrs. A. Hunter and Sons, of Clapham, imitate the tones of open wood pipes very successfully

in their large scale Stopped Diapasons—which they designate as " Clarabellas" upon the Stop Knob.

Their object in so doing is to obviate the drawbacks above mentioned which attend the use of small

open wood pipes generally.
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What I have said applies primarily and principally to the Great

Organ, which indeed is the organ proper.*

The Swell organ is always more or less muddy for the following

reasons : (1) from being confined in a box, (2) from the fact that the

advantage of cres. and dim. are required for many stops of different

character and construction, thus necessitating the association of dis-

parate tones whenever many of these stops are used together.

The Choir organ is virtually a Solo organ ; so, provided that the

stops are individually good, and that some can be combined in groups,

balance of tone is not necessary.

I shall now give three specifications, in order to further illustrate

the theories I have laid down ; further supplementing them by re-

marks where necessary.

Specification of Two-Manual Organ, 20 Stops, t
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Pedal Organ (1) Bourdon, 42 pipes, with octave couplers, giving

Bourdon 16ft.

Flute Bass 8ft.

Open wood bass, 16ft., prepared.

Remarks. The Stopped Diapason in- Great is preferable to a

Clarabella, as when used with the Dulciana it gives a " choir organ
"

on which to accompany the Swell. It also strengthens the Gamba
when used with it. A Clarabella would be too "woody" and "hoot-

ing" in tone for these purposes. It might be a boon to those who

have to put up with two-manual organs, if the builders would arrange

some mechanism by which, on drawing out, say the Clarinet or the

Harmonic Flute, the obviously unusable stops such as the Open, Prin-

cipal, Fifteenth, etc., should be cut off or pushed in ;
and that, when

any one of these were again drawn the Clarinet should ipso facto be

silenced. Such an arrangement could be easily effected and would

be most helpful, as the difficulty of changing the stops is very great

in two-manual organs. The same principle might also be applied to

the Voix c^l^stes and Vox humana in the Swell.

Specification of a Three-Manual Organ, 30 Stops.

Great Organ.

1. Double Open Diapason 16ft.

2. Open Diapason 8ft.

3. Open Diapason (Small) 8ft.

4. Clarabella 8ft.

5. Gamba 8ft.

6. Principal 4ft.

7. Harmonic Flute 4ft.

8. Twelfth 3ft.

9. Fifteenth 2ft.

10. Mixture, IV ranks

11. Trumpet 8ft.

Swell Organ.

1. Double Diapason 16ft.

2. Open Diapason 8ft.

3. Stopped Diapason 8ft.

4. Gamba 8ft.

5. Voix Celestes (44) 8ft.

6. Principal 4ft.

7. Gemshorn 4ft.

8. Fifteenth 2ft.

9. Mixture IV, with 12th

10. Oboe 8ft.

11. Horn 8ft.
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(1.) No cohesion of tone—three dis-Remarks.— Great Organ.

parate, incongruous stops.

The combination of the Clarabella and the Harmonic flute would

generate much sympathy. The aggregate windiness and looseness of

tone of these stops would not only be distressing, but would success-

fully defy any attempt at accuracy in tuning. (2.) There is no suit-

able accompanying stop. (See page 145).

Swell Organ. No provision for combinations. Open and Principal

combine, but lack the rounding and mollifying influence of a Stopped

Diapason. Open and Cornopean is a raw combination : each stop

takes somethingfrom the other.

Open and Gamba— bad,

Gamba and Principal—worse

Suggested rearrangement.

Great.

1. Open Diapason

2. Stopt Diapason

3. Principal

because the Gamba is
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Architects^ Vol. VII., page 325. Much valuable information can be

gathered from it.

Some Particulars concerning French Organ Builders.

Period previous to the Great Revolution. Cliquot— Francois

Henri (born 1728, died 1791), may be considered to have been the

most talented French builder of the eighteenth century. Not only

were his instruments more perfect in mechanical arrangement than

those of his compeers, but, as a reed voicer, he brought that art to

extreme perfection.

Stops of his construction now remaining in France are venerated

and preserved, as stops by "Father" Smith or Renatus Harris are in

this country. The organ at St. Gervais, Paris, is doubly interesting

from the facts that Cliquot's work has been preserved almost in its

entirety, and that the Couperins—one of them the celebrated composer

—presided over it as organists for several generations.

In 1760 Cliquot took Pierre Dallery into partnership.

The following are a few principal Parisian organs built by Cliquot

and Dallery : St. Nicolas-des-Champs, La Sainte-Chapelle, St. Mery,

and the organ in the Chapel of the Chateau de Versailles—besides many

in the provinces. Eventually Dallery set up on his own account.

Cliquot was engaged upon the enormous organ at St. Sulpice when

the Revolution interrupted his labours, and he died shortly afterwards.

This organ, which would probably have been the largest in the world,

met with no serious injury at the hands of the revolutionists, but had

a tragic end—being wantonly destroyed by Louis Callinet in 1843, as

is related elsewhere.

Periodfollowing the Revolution. After the times of sacrilege and

vandalism, which disgraced the great popular upheaval, had passed,

and the churches commenced timidly to take down their shutters, it

was found that in most cases the organs had been damaged or destroyed.

Religious life in France having almost ceased to exist, it was hard for
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the priests to get funds sufficient to effect even the most rudimentary

repairs. Organ builders had therefore little else to do but patch up

old organs in the cheapest way possible. Moreover, their trade having

practically ceased to be exercised in France for a quarter of a century,

there were but very few competent builders left. The following

appear to have been the principal ones : Pierre Francois Dallery (son

of Pierre Dallery), F. Somer, and Louis Callinet.

Dallery was a pupil of Cliquot. Of Somer's training I have on

particulars whatever. Louis Callinet, an Alsatian, was the youngest

of several brothers—all organ builders—one of whom (Ignace) built

many large organs in the North of France, Belgium, and Switzerland,

and enjoyed a merited and extensive celebrity. The Callinets had

been organ builders for many generations, the earlier members of the

line having plied their trade in Germany.

Dallery worthily upheld the fame of his master Cliquot as a voicer,

and his musical taste led him to suppress Mixtures with which the

old organs were so lavishly supplied, and to substitute foundation

stops. This—good in itself—was not always wise, as he crowded up

the instruments with pipes for which no room could legitimately be

found, and in many cases thus accelerated their destruction
;
the wind

supply consequently proving inadequate, these organs used to "rob,"

and "full organ " playing was impossible on them.

Moreover, and partly from the wretched scale of remuneration he

had to take, Dallery was always in financial straits. It is also averred

that he was not over scrupulous. His new pipes were of the basest

material, and he would often remove good stops under pretext of

repairing them, afterwards substituting inferior ones.*

Louis Paul Dallery, his son, succeeded him, and between 1830 and

1845 did much really excellent work. He was fortunate enough to

obtain orders to build a few entirely new organs.

Louis Callinet was a thoroughly competent and resourceful builder,

* M. Hamel's Biographie desfacteurs d'orgues—op. cit.
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who successfully followed his calling for many years. Some small

organs of his remain, but his largest organ, that at the Oratoire du

Louvre, has been entirely renovated. In 1839, Callinet went into

partnership with M. Daublaine. M. Daublaine was a man of means,

but of his training in organ building I find no record.

The firm of Daublaine and Callinet was entrusted with the comple-

tion of the monumental organ at St. Sulpice which had been left

unfinished by Cliquot. This instrument was nearly completed when

Callinet—after an altercation with his partner Daublaine, who refused

to advance him a certain sum of money which he urgently needed

—

utterly and completely wrecked the organ (1843).

As he was practically penniless, no proceedings were taken against

him. He ended his days as a workman in Cavaille-Coll's employ.

Up to about 1840, organ building in France remained as it was in

the time of Cliquot. Indeed it may be said to have retrograded.

Period of Renaissance in French Organ Building.

Such was the condition of things when Sebastian Erard, the inventor

of the modern harp and of the improved pianoforte action which is

still so largely used, turned his attention to the building of pipe-organs.

His ideas were far from practical, and he originated nothing which has

remained, but in his searches for ingenious and clever artificers to

work out his inventions, he happened to engage an Englishman named

John Abbey, who had worked as an organ-builder with Davis and

also with Russell.

While in the employ of Erard, Abbey built the organ at the chapel

of the palace of the Tuileries, and a chamber organ for the pianist

Kalkbrenner, besides one at the Academic de Musique.

Later, Abbey set up in business for himself, and the list of his

organs in France embraces many " Grandes Orgues," besides about

sixty small chancel organs, which latter he originated.

Abbey introduced into France the Venetian Swell, composition

pedals, bellows with inverted ribs, and many other things which, while
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commonly used in England half-a-century earlier, were a revelation

to the French.

The late J. B. Stoltz was Abbey's chief pupil in France. He
gained the reputation of being a very excellent workman, and for

some years was " chef d'atelier " (foreman), with Daublaine and Calli-

net. After the reconstruction of that firm—under the style of Du-

croquet et Cie—Stoltz established himself in 1845. His sons, MM.
Edouard and Eugene Stoltz, still continue the business.

Among the larger organs* built by J. B. Stoltz are those at the

cathedrals of Cahors, and St. Jean-de-Maurienne, St. Germain des

Pres, Paris, and several instruments in Spain, where the firm still have

a large connection.

The history of French organ building during the reign of Napo-

leon HI is practically all contained in the ledgers of the firm of

Cavaille-Coll. And, moreover, is such an oft-told tale, and one to be

read in so many works on the organ, that I shall confine myself to

giving a few less known facts concerning the Cavaille family.

Gabriel Cavaille, a musical amateur of Gaillac (Tarn), the first

member of the family of which we hear, does not appear to have

built organs, but his two sons, Pierre and Joseph, were strongly im-

bued with his musical tastes. Pierre eventually became a chemist,

and Joseph an organ builder. Later both took orders. As a monk,

and in conjunction with another monk named Isnard, Joseph Cavaille

built several organs in monastic establishments.

Jean Pierre Cavaille, a younger son of Gabriel Cavaille, joined his

brother Joseph, who taught him his trade.

About 1750 Jean Pierre Cavaille removed to Spain, where he built

several large organs, and during his sojourn in Barcelona, married a

lady of good family, whose maiden name was Coll. Hence the com-

posite name Cavaille-Coll by which his descendants were named. His

• Also the "Grand " organ at the church of St. Joseph, Paris, which suffered severely during the

late Dreyfus riots. (This instrument was ordered by the Commission des Beaux-Arts in 1874).
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son, Dominique Cavaille-Coll, built many organs, which are highly

commended by Dom Bedos. (Facteur d'orgues, op. cit.)

Aristide Cavaille-Coll, the son of Dominique, and one of the most

celebrated builders of any century, was born at Montpelier, Feb., 1811

(died Paris, Oct., 1899).

Great excellence, durability, and above all thorough conscientious-

ness, stamp every instrument he produced.

From 1845 to 1870 Cavaille-Coll's career was a triumphant one.

Success was succeeded by success, and victory by victory, until he

practically enjoyed a monopoly of organ building, not only in France,

but, to a great extent, all through the Latin countries. Very mag-

nificent were the terms Cavaille was able to secure—and later to

enforce. For the Madeleine organ (one of his earliest efforts) an in-

strument of 48 complete stops, and pedal organ of incomplete compass,

his remuneration works out at about ^53 for each stop.* Even these

terms were often considerably exceeded when he reached the zenith

of his popularity.

Cavaille should have died a very rich man, but his ideas were large

in every sense, and his expenditure lavish. The whole of the com-

pensation he received from the city of Paris on the demolition of his

works in the Rue Vaugirard, when the Rue de Rennes was made in

1866-67, did not suffice to cover the cost of the enormous factory

and palatial residence he built in the Avenue du Maine. It is sad to

learn that when the old man became physically unable to attend to

business, the goodwill of the concern which had once produced a

princely revenue, only brought him ;^4,000 cash and a small annuity.

Cavaille's success appears to have been largely due to his perspica-

city in adopting Barker's pneumatic lever, at a time when every other

builder refused to entertain it, and still more to the fact that he was

* The brothers Callinets' organ at St. Fran9ois, Lyons, built a few years previously, also contained

48 stops, four manuals and pedals : its price was 20,000 francs, or about /'17 per stop, which, con-

sidering the prices of material and the cheapness of labour, and the quantity of mixtures and small

stops usual at that time, must have been fairly remunerative.
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not only a very able man, but that his opportunities were unparalleled

in the whole history of organ building.

All that Abbey had done was but a drop in the ocean, considering

that scarcely any new organs had been built in France for sixty years,

and that the old instruments were in the last stage of decay—from age,

and from incompetent repairs by unskilled mechanics.

Above and beyond this, during the Empire great sums were spent

upon the churches by the State ; and the introduction of railways

suddenly raised the material prosperity of the land.

Unfortunately Cavaille did not evince the same foresight in latter

years with regard to tubular and electric work, which had served him

so well when in presence of the pneumatic lever.

He continued, up to the time of his retirement, to build organs pro-

vided with a primitive and comparatively crude type of pneumatic

lever, ventils, and pursed soundboards, containing much of the para-

phernalia of old times, as used by Cliquot and Dom Bedos, which

—

having disappeared in England since a period past any living organ

builder's recollection—were actually thought by many to have been

systems invented by Cavaille. His solitary important invention—

a

practical and reliable way of obtaining harmonics in pipes {^c.g.^

Harmonic flutes. Harmonic reeds)—will probably be remembered

as the most lasting benefit he conferred upon organ building.

Under the Republic the church again fell on evil days. Deprived

of the extraneous support and official patronage enjoyed during the

Empire, it soon became evident that the number of loyal followers she

could count upon was very small—Materialism and Atheism having

by this time leavened the whole nation.

As a natural consequence very few organs have been built in France

since 1870.

During this period of complete stagnation Cavaille's magnificent

establishment in the Avenue du IMaine lay practically idle. M. Stoltz

fils had to supplement pipe-organ building by pianoforte and harmon-

ium making, and Merklin withdrew his chief factory to Brussels. The
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Republic may therefore be said to have coincided with a period of

decadence in organ building.

Latterly, there are signs of renewed activity in the organ-building

trade in France, and foremost in the ranks of contemporary builders

may be mentioned the firm of Merklin, who are the pioneers of electric

and tubular work in France. Among their recent instruments, those

at St. Clotilde, St. Jacques du-Haut-Pas in Paris, and, especially,

their remarkable triply-divided organ at St. Nizier, Lyons, are to be

noted.

Barrel, or Cylinder, Organs.

These instruments range from the, now practically obsolete, street

organ, first introduced by a builder named Hicks, circa 1805, to the

elaborate mechanical orchestras provided in the " Orchestrions " of

Imhof and Mukle, and of some Swiss and German makers.

The late C. S. Robson once told the author that his great grandfather

(who was named Wright) made a barrel organ for Fulham church

about 1730, and this fact is also recorded, with some reserve, in Dr.

E. J. Hopkins's article on Barrel Organs in Grove's Dictionary of

Music.

The Robsons and Flights, were, during several generations, the

principal makers of these instruments, which continued, for fully a

century, to be in great demand for diflferent places of worship.

After the death of John Robson, this branch of industry passed to

Messrs. Imhof and Mukle, of Oxford Street, and the making of

mechanical instruments has almost become a lost art in England.

The celebrated Apollonicon, built by Flight and Robson, cost about

;^10,000, and was completed in 1818. This instrument was provided

with five manuals available for separate players, and was also actuated

by mechanical agency which further governed sundry instruments of

percussion, thus completing the orchestral effects.

Fuller descriptions of this great masterpiece of human ingenuity

may be found in many encyclopaedias and works upon the organ.
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At the present day the use of barrel organs in churches is extinct,

but excellent "Orchestrions" are made, reproducing the orchestra in

a way which not even five players on separate manuals could effect.

In this case mechanical agency does something which cannot be done

by one pair, or even by many pairs of hands ; and therefore the barrel

organ survives in this particular form.

A very successful miniature Apollonicon, or combination manual

and cylinder organ, in which are several novel features never before

introduced, was built by Mr. Wedlake for the late J. H. Van Ryn,

FROM MOTIVE POWEP <i^^

Atmospheric Propeller for Barrel Organs, invented by Leopold Mukle (Imhof and Mukle, Oxford

Street), as used in Mr, Van Ryn's organ above described.

of Pembroke Square, in 1896 (see Plate XIV), of which the follow-

ing is the synopsis.

Synopsis of the Organ : Two manuals, CC, 56 notes. Pedals 30

notes. Great Organ^ 10 stops. Swell Organ, 10 stops. Pedals 2

stops. Total 1,114 pipes, 7 couplers, 4 combination knobs to Great,

4 ditto to Swell.



Plate XIV.

COMBINATION " ORGAN.

(Modern Manual and Cylinder, 1S06J

]X THE STUDIO OF THE LATE J. H. VaN RyN, Esy.
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Self-acting Mechanism Department. No. 1 Cylinder (Swell Or-

gan) contains 74 keys, 18 being used for shifting the stops of both

Great and Swell Organs.

No. 2 Cylinder (Great Organ) contains 74 keys. The 18 in addition

to the note keys are used for Bass notes (12), and the following instru-

ments of percussion : Large Drum, Tympani and Cymbals, Side Drum,
Triangle. The Swell Louvres are worked automatically from the

Cylinders. ^

There are no slides used in this organ, the action being tubular

pneumatic throughout.
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Concussion bellows, 64, 83
Conti, 115
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Cones, 41
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Corno-di-Bassetto, 10
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Crang and Hancock, 94
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Croft. Rev. J. B., 103
Cummins, 5
Cut pallet, 108
Cymballe, 21

Cymbel-Stern, 35
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Dates of events, 99
Diapason (Open), 11
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Doeff, 34
Dolcan, 12
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Dulciana, 29

Double Oboe, 29
Seated Valve, 120
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Touch, 65

Drawstops, 51
DraA\'ing tight Screws, 43
Drum-pedal, 140
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Feet of Metal Pipes, 56
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Flute (Block), 34
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Free reeds, 66
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Fugara, 16

Furniture {see mixtures)

Gamba, 17
Gauntlett, Dr., 22, 100

Gedact, 16
Gedact Bommer, 34
Geigen Principal, 25
Gemshorn, 17
Gern, A. 114
Glockenspiel, 35
Gray, 82
Green, 75
Grooving, 66
Gusset, 66
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Half-length Pipes, 12

Harris, 92
Hamel, 39, 140, 150
Harmonics, 12

Harmonies, 86
Hell-pfeife, 34
Hill, 4 et passim,

Hope-Jones Diaphones, 30—33
electric System, 115— 119

Holdich, G. M., 29, 30
Hopkins, Dr. E. J.,
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Hunter, 143

Imhoff and Mukle, 156
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Influence of Temperature 44,
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Jambs, 66
Jordan, 5, 76, 92
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Kegellade, 107
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Key Slips, 67

Touches, 27
Knives, Nicking, Plate II

Tuning, 41
Krumhorn, 9
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Larigot, 18

Laying the bearings, 41
Length of Pipes, 72, 73
Level Sound boards, 126

Lever pallets, 67
Pneumatics, 89

Lewis, 27. 107, 134
Lieblich-Gedact, 18

Lincoln, 93
Louvres, 67

M
Merklin et Cie, 67, 155
Metal, 68
Metechotic System, 64
Mitchell and Thynne, 27, 34
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use of 85—87
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Montre, 18

Mop, 67
Musette, 22
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Nason, 22
Nazard, 22
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Nicking, 67
Norman Bros. & Beard, 29
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Oboe, 23
Orchestral, 23

Orchestral effect, 27
Organ Chamber, 99, 130, 131

Pair of Organs, 79
Pallet, 67
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Passage board, 67
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defects of speech, 36, 62
Flue, 61

Material of, 68
Metal, 68
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of 72,

Mouths of, II
" On their wind " 68
Pedal, 127
Pitch of, 72
Reed, 37
Scale of, 55—60

Plans for organs, 144, 148
Pneumatic lever, 89
Portunal, 23

Posaune, 23
Positive Organ, 68

Power of Organs, 134
Principal, 23
Principle of pneumatic actions

generally, no
Pull-down, 68
Purse board, 105, 154
Pyramidon, 83

Q
Quint, 23
Quintaton, 23

R
Rackboard, 68
Ram Coupler (see Robson),
Reconstructions, 53
Reeds, care of, 37—39
Regal, 100
Register, 68
Regulation, 44
Regulators, 77
Repairs, 36
" Robbings" 52
Robson, 78, 106, 155
Rohrflute, 23
Rollers, 68
Roller Arms, 69
Ruck-positif, 68
Runnings, 52, 78
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Schreier, 35

. Schmidt, Bernard (otherwise
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Schmole and Mols, 115
Schnarrwerk, 69
Schwarbrook, 92
Schwebung, 69
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Keys and pedals, 132— 134
Slides, 69
Smith, Gerard & Christian, 92
Snetzler, 91, 92
Sole frame, 50
Soundboard, 69
Spotted metal, 68
Squares, 70
Square & tracker action, 122

Steady-pins, 70
Steam valves, 108

Stickers, 70
Stoltz, J. B. 26, 151

Stops, classified, 7
in combination, 27
Described, 9
Foreign Names, 95, 96
Meaning of term, 7
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Studs, 70
Sundries, 42
Swell, box 50

balanced, 84
Ordinary, 84
Nag's head, 81
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31. 47. 48

Tablature of Stops, 74, 126

Table, 70
Taps, 70
Temperament, equal, 96, 97

unequal, 97, gS
Tertian, 24
Testing bearings, 42
Thumper, 70
Thynne, 27, 34
Tierce, 25
Tirasse, 70
Tone, 53
Tonnerre (pedal) 140
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Topfer, 57
Trace Rods, 70
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Tremulant, 70, 108

Trials, 41
Tromba, 24
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Trunk, Plate V, 71
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Tubular Pneumatics 70, 108

Tuners, 45— 47
Tuning (Close), 44

Rough, 40
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U

Unda Maris, 25

Upper boards, 71

Use of the Twelfth, 47
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Valve, flexible seated, 120

Waste, or Relief pallet, 77
Vergette, 71
Ventils, 27
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Viol-di-gamba, 17

Violin Diapason, 25

Violone, 25
Violoncello, 25
Voicing, 60, 63, 71

Machine, 71

Voix Lumineuse, 26
Voix-Celestes, 26
Vox-Angelica, 34
Vox-Humana, 25, 26
Vox-Retusa, 35
Vox-Stellarum, 35
Vox-Vinolata, 35

W
Walker, 27
Wedlake, 43, 119, 121

Weight of wind, 71, 82

Willis, 99, 114
Wind bar, 71

Wind gauge, 82

Wren, Sir Christopher, 129

X Y Z

Za, 21, 22

Zeiger, 57
Zinc for metal pipes, 11

Zink, Zinken, 35
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Norman Bros. & Beard, Org. Builders,

Norwich.
Nuthall, B., Kingston-on-Thames.
Oakley, Sir Herbert, m.a., ll.d., d.c.l.,

mus. doc. Emeritus Professor of

Music, University, Edinburgh ; Hon.
Composer to Her Majesty in Scotland.

Pacey, H. F., L.L.C.M., Org. & Chm., St.

Mathew's, Manchester.
Palmer, H., Kettering.

Parker, W. H., Org., Par. Ch., Oswestry.

Palmer, E., London.
Parker, F. J., E. Grinstead.

PaRRISH, W. J.,
B.A., MUS. BAC, LL.B.,

Penmaenmawr.
Payne, W. S., Liverpool.

Peace, A. L., mus. doc. Org., St. George's

Hall, Liverpool.

Pilcher, C. E., London.
Pitman, G., London.
Pitts, Reginald, Guildford.

Pointer, E., Org. & Chm., St. Michaels,

Betchworth.
Pollock, G. L., Org., St. Mary's Church,

Ashlone.

Ponton, W. A. J.,
Londonderry.

Pool, Reginald, London.
Porritt, J.,

Organ Builder, Leicester.
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Powell, A. Seymour, Org. & Chm., St.

Catherine's Par. Ch., Ventnor, Isle

of Wight.
Preston, J. W., Gateshead-on-Tyne.
PuLLEiN, F., A.R.C.O., Org. & Chm., Par.

Church, Wrexham.
Ramsey, A. K., Devizes.

Read, H. Vincent, Wanstead.
Reeve, A. A., London.
Rendle, W. H., A.T.C.L., Org., Par. Ch.,

Bushey.
Richards, C. E., London.
RiDGWAY, Cecil, Hampton.
RiGBY, W., MUS. BAC, A.MUS.T.C.L., Org.

and Dep. Chm., Congregational Ch.,

Bury.
Roberts, Egbert, Director of the Choir,

Italian Ch., Hatton Garden, London.
Roberts, W. A., a.r.c.o.. Org., St. Paul's,

Princes Park, Liverpool.

Robertshaw, J.,
a.r.c.o., Bradford.

Rogers, F. B,, m.a., Felsted School, Essex.
Robson, C, Organ Builder, London.
Rodger, D., Port Glasgow.
Rook, E. Franklin, London.
Rousseau, Samuel, Paris.

Ruggles, T., London.
Sadler, C. G., a.r.c.o.. Org. & Chm., St.

Mary's, Balham.
Sadler, E. R., Org. & Chm., Church of

the Resurrection, Brighton.

Salki, a. H. L., Pewsey, Wilts.

Sampson, W. H., b.a., mus. bac, London.
Saward, H. G., Harringay.
Sharp, G. H., a.r.c.o., Liverpool.

Sharpe, R., Southampton.
Shaw, A., Org. & Chm., Wesleyan Ch.,

Elland.

Shaw, J.,
London.

Sheppard, Dr. W. J.,
London.

Shergold, C, Org. & Chm., Parish Ch.,

Cookham.
Sherwood, H., Organ Builder, Hull.

Shore, S. R., Birmingham.
Sinclair, D., London.
Smith, F., Wiveliscombe.
Smith, G. H., mus. doc, Hull.

Smith, H. F., a.r.c.o.. Org. & Chm., St.

Saviour's, Nottingham.
Smith, J.

Turner, Skipton.

Spencer, A., Sleaford.

Stedman, Eustace, Wallington.
Steel, J. G., London.
Stenson, H. F., a.r.c.o., Spondon.
Stephenson, E., a.r.c.o., Sunningdale.
Stevens, C. E. Russell, Org., St. Mark's

Church, St. Helier's, Jersey.

Stevens, F., Old Hill, Staffs.

Stevenson, W. E., mus. bac. Org., St.

Margaret's, Streatham, S.W.
Stocks, G. Gilbert, Huddersfield.

Stocks, H. W., Org., Essendon Church.
Stokes, F. H., London.
Stokoe, R., mus. bac, f.r.co., London.
Strangways, a. H. Fox, Wellington Coll.,

Berks.
Stroud, B., Organ Builder, Earlsfield,

S.W\
Stubbs, a. W., London.
SWANN, StRETTON, MUS. BAC, F.R.CO.,

London.
Symes, Reginald A. C, Scunthorpe.
Tattersall, R., Org., Par. Ch., Thorn-

licbank, Nr. Glasgow.
Taylor, Stephen, Leicester.

Thomason, W. E., Org. & Chm., St. Chry-
sostom's, Birmingham.

Thomson, Rev. J. B., Greenock.
Thornber, W., Manchester.
Todd, W. H., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
Toms,

J. R., a.r.c.o., W^ellington.

Townend, F. B., f.gld.o., Hon. Sec, Gld.
of Organists, Brentwood.

Tozer, a. E., mus. doc, f.r.co., a. r. cm.,
L.R.A.M., Org. & Chm., Church of the

Sacred Heart, Brighton.
Travis,

J. R., Chorley.

Truette, Everett, Boston, U.S.A.
Turner, H. H., London.
Tyler, G. H., f.g.c.m.. Org., Parish Ch.,

Haslemere.
Vanwymersh, p.. Org., St. Joseph, Cord-

ier Hill, Guernsey.
Wadsworth, Bros., Org. Builders, Man-

chester.

Walker, C. H., Dep. Org., St. Mathew's,
Westminster.

Wall, F. W., Org. & Chm., St. Mathew's,
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

Walmsley, T. K., Org., St. Andrew's Ch.,

Yeadon.
Walsh, T., Org., Par. Church, Guiseley.
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Walton,
J.,

Manchester.
Webb, F., London.
Wedgwood, J.,

f.b.m.s., Nottingham.
Wedlake, H., Organ Builder, Regent's

Park, N.W.
Wellby, C, Edinburgh.
Wellstead, H., Organ Builder, Wim-

borne.

Westerby, H., l.mus.t.c.l., A.R.C.O., El-

gin, N.B.
Wharton, Rev. G., m.a.. Precentor of St.

Peter's College, Radley.
Whiteley, C. a., Org. Builder, Chester,

Whiteley, J. H., Org. Builder, Chester.

Whitley, Winifred A., Weybridge.
Whitehead, H., Godstone, S.O.

Whittaker,
J. J., Carlton, Nr. Barnsley.

WiLKiNS, W. H., London.
Wilkinson & Sons, Organ Builders, Ken-

dal.

Williams, A. E.
Williams, J. H., f.r.c.o., l.r.a.m., Nott-

ingham.
Wilson, E., Org. & Chm., St. Paul's,

Wednesbury.
Wood, D. J., mus. doc, f.r.c.o., Org.,

Exeter Cathedral.

Wright, C. F. J., Org., St. Philip's Clerk-

enwell.

Yorston, E. O., Org. Builder, London.
Young & Sons, A., Org. Builders, Man-

chester.



COMPOSITIONS
By J. W. HINTON, M.A., Mus. Doc.

WEEKES and Co.

Manual of Harmonies for the Gregorian Tones, with an appendix

containing various portions of the service, also some Standard
Hymns, arranged with Organ Accompaniment for Unison Sing-

ing. Cloth, Is. 6d. net.

Weekes's British Organist, No. 8. (In the press).

The International Organist (A reprint of six of the most popu-

lar pieces from the above). 2s. (^d. net.

** Friends and Foes," Song (Masonic). Compass A—C# 4^.

^^^^^^^

EDWIN ASHDOWN.
FOUR MOVEMENTS FOR THE ORGAN:

1. Elegie in Bb minor. Is.
|

2. Lento Cantabile. 2s.

3. Fugue in F minor. 3^.

4. Grand Choeur on two subjects ("Rejoice Greatly," Handel; and

Hymn, " Conquering Kings," treated in combination, etc.). 3^.

Sonatina in F (organ). Very easy. 3^.

COMPOSITIONS by Reginald Slater Barnicott,
Mus. Bac, Oxon.

Organist of Framlingham College.

O worship the Lord. Full anthem for A.T.T.B. 8vo., Zd.

No. 34, Novello's Anthems and Services for Men's Voices.

There were Shepherds. Christmas Anthem for Tenor Solo and
Chorus. 8vo., Zd. Novello & Co., Ltd., London & New York.

Gavotte for the Pianoforte. (Nearly readyJ. Ashdown.



An Ideal Present for all interested in Music & Musicians.

ROYAL 4TO., HANDSOMELY BOUND. GILT EDGES, 10 6 NET.

National Portrait Gallery
OF

British Musicians
By JOHN WARRINER, Mus. D., Trin. Coll. Dublin.

Preface by JOSEPH BENNETT.

With over 500 Portraits of well-known and eminent Living Musicians of Great Britain

and Ireland, and short Biographical Notices of each.

^ome Ipress anD otber ©pinions.
" Dr. John Warriner has acquitted himself well of his editorial task, and compiled a volume interesting in perusal and

valuable for reference."—Daily Telegraph.
" A volume which will have attractiveness for a large section of the public. It is something more than the title suggests

:

it embodies also biographical notices which, though mostly brief, are nevertheless sufficient and acceptable. The
portraits are all from photographs and are well produced : the notices, too, are neatly written. A thoughtful article is

contributed by Mr. Joseph Bennett."

—

Globe.
" The utmost pains seem to have been taken to furnish accurate details. The information is in the majority of instances

sufficient, and on the whole discriminating. As a work of reference Dr. Warriner's volume is unquestionably valu-

able.''—Daily Chronicle.
" An excellent idea. The biographical details have been compiled with care. The arrangement of the book is a very

good one, and its contents will appeal to all musical people."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.
" An important biographical work with an interesting introduction by the well-known musical critic, Mr. Joseph

Bennett."

—

Newcastle Daily Journal.

"A handsome volume."

—

Glasgow Herald.

"This dictionary of musical biography is well arranged, each biography being cleverly condensed. The portraits have
been carefully printed and come out very well, and altogether the volume forms an exceedingly interesting and handsome
album for the drawing-room."

—

Publishers' Circular.
'• A handsome volume. The book is a useful one, inasmuch as it deals entirely with musicians now living. Mr.

Bennett's survey of the present condition of British music deserves to be widely read."

—

Musical News.
" Judging by the portraits of artists personally known to us, we should say that the reproductions are excellent, while

the biographies deserve commendation for the terseness with which the leading details are put together.
_
Publishers and

editor are to be praised for their work. By way of preface Mr. Joseph Bennett makes some interesting remarks.' —
Orchestral Associatio.n Gazette.

"A work unique of its kind."—Musical Opinion and Music Trade Review.
" Excellent: the portraits (at least of those whom I know) are in general, really first rate."—Prof. Prout, B.A., .Vus. Doc.

" I like the new portrait book immenaly. It is most interesting and well got up."—C. W. Pearce, .Vmj. Doc.

" I am really deUghted with the work."—C. T. Sutcliffe, Mus. Bac.

"The book is very interesting and splendidly got up."—E. H. Thorne.
" Exceedingly interesting."—A. New, Organist of Bath Abbey.

"A most interesting and beautiful book: such labour entitles to every one's gratitude."-F. G. Mitford.

"Will give me life-long pleasure and interest."

—

Greta Williams.
" Very much pleased with the book of portraits of musicians."

—

Horton Allison, ilus. Doc.

" I am delighted to have it; it is an excellent work, most interesting and very handy for reference. I have shown it to

some of my friends who are quite of the same opinion."—F. Pullein, Organist of Wrexham Parish Church.

" I think its superior style and excellent appearance reflect the highest credit upon those concerned m its publication,

and upon its editor."

—

James Twyford, Mus. Bac.
"

I am in every way delighted with it. The work is beautifully got up, and is of the utmost credit to the publishers
;

it

is interesting, valuable, and useful."

—

Ernest A. Dicks, F.R.C.O.
" A very elegant volume, nicely got up, and a nice book for the drawing-room table."—J. C. Marks, Mus. Doc.

"A handsome and interesting volume ; it is quite unique."—W. H. Sangster, .Mus. Doc.

London: SAMPSON LOW, MARSTON & Co., Ltd., St. Dunstan's House, Fetter Lane, Fleet St., E.C. ;

and all Booksellers throughout the world.



Established as a medium for communication between Composers, Authors, and the Public, on fair,

equitable, and reciprocal terms.

THE

Composm' ^ Authors' Prc$$,
LIMITED.

(Incorporated under the Companies' Acts, 1862 to 1890).

18, FEATHERSTONE BUILDINGS,

HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.

Up to the present time, Authors and Composers who publish their own works, undertaking to defray

the cost of production and to circulate them by their own efforts, do so, as is beginning to be well

known, at a great disadvantage. From want of experience, lack of capital and other causes, it is often

found that but small success attends such efforts, and the present Company has been formed under

the guidance of competent and experienced persons to remedy this evil.

The Directors are now prepared to receive all kinds of manuscript which may be offered for con-

sideration.

1. They may be purchased with all rights by the Company for Cash.

2. They may be published on the Royalty System, whereby the Company retains the copyright and other rights, takes

the sole risk of reproduction, and allows the Composer or Author a sum on each copy of the work sold as his

renumeration.

3. The Company may publish any works offered them on behalf of the Author, who retains all his rights in his works,

and all profits accruing, at stated charges.

Arrangements have been made by which Authors' and Composers' works can be published under

specially advantageous conditions, a few being :

—

1. A statement of sales and stocks is made and cheques handed over by the Company at intervals of three months

only, instead of at the usual wide periods, whilst every facility is offered for the verification of accounts.

2. Authors' and Composers' works are included in catalogue, kept on sale and exhibited without charge, whilst the

charge for engraving is most moderate; for those who desire it, the revision of MS., correction of proofs, etc.,

may be undertaken by the Company's professional staff on favourable terms.

3. Special advantages are available to Composers and Authors desiring to place their works before the public in an

emphatic and prominent manner. These may be performed, advertised, or otherwise made known, on any
scale desired in a way possible only to large organizations possessed of the requisite machinery.

Estimates for all these conditions on application.

On a first transaction with new names a deposit is required with order and the balance on delivery

of proofs.

A charge is made of 10 per cent, for all sales of works. Less this, all sums received are handed in

their entirety to the Composer or Author.

The Company also transacts every kind of agency business, and will furnish all necessary

particulars on application.

All Composers and Authors who desire their full share of the fruits of their labours, should address

:

The MANAGING DIRECTOR, Composers' & Authors' Press, Limited,

18, Featherstone Buildings, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.



BEVINGTON & SONS,
ORQAN "BUILDERS,

Manette Street, Charing ^ Road. W.

ESTAB.

1794.

ORGAN IN TRINITY CHURCH, PORT ELIZABETH, 1S99.

^peciaUst0 in Cl)amtjer HDrgans anD 3ln0trumentsi for Difficult

positions anti ertteme climate0.

THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED FIRM OF ORGAN BUILDERS (IN DIRECT

SUCCESSION) AND HAVE ERECTED OVER 2,000 ORGANS.



"^Cfr

aioarlieli for JEngemous JBfbtcrs in ©rpn IHecfjantsm.

JIUgUSt Gem, organ Builder,
(many years foreman to MESSRS. CAVAILLE-COLL, PARIS),

Boundary I(°a(l, DoHin^ 6iII, London, w.
NEAR UXBRIDGE ROAD STATION.

JnfarntDr anti |9atPitlce of tl^e pneumatic ^aunOIiaarii. JmprnbrH Cttfiular pneumatic

Action, anil ^neumatif Cauplrr^. ^I^d an Imjirofarlr (UlfctrD-pivruniattt Action.

RECEIVED HIGHEST AWARD AT "INTERNATIONAL INVENTIONS EXHIBITION"
FOR INGENIOUS DEVICES IN ORGAN MECHANISM.

PERSONAL INSPECTION INVITED.

Some London and Country Chamber Organs.

The Rt. Hon. t'^e Marquis of Lothian 2 manuals
The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Home, Douglas Castle ,,

The Rt. Hon. the Earl of Home, Coldstream ,,

Colonel Makins, Henley-on-Thames „
Colonel Makins, Prince's Gate ,,

E. Heseltine, Esq 3 manuals
G. Blair, Esq. „
A. Coats, Esq. „
Sir Richard Webster 2 manuals
Sir Charles Seely ... ... ... „
E. Macrory, Esq 3 manuals
F. Hunter, Esq. (electric) ,,

Sir F. Sykes ,,

Colonel Swinfen-Brown „
Thomas Threlfall, Esq ,,

Colonel Cooper 2 manuals
T. Golding, Esq 3 manuals
Bangor Castle, Belfast ,,

Some London and Country Church Organs.

St. Matthew's, Westminster (2 organs)
St. Stephen's, Westminster
St. John the Baptist's, Kensington
Carmelite Church, Kensington
Harrow Road Congregational Church
Paddington Chapel
Emmanuel Church, Wimbledon
St. Matthew's, Ealing
St. Stephen's, Ealing
Birchanger Parish Church, Bishop Stortford
St. Laurence's, Reading
St. John's, Keswick
Lutterworth Parish Church
Dover College Chapel
St. John's, Stansted, Essex

manuals
manuals
manuals
manuals

manuals
manuals



TBg Kojal 5^®^ Letters patent.

IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS
AND CHURCH AUTHORITIES.

Tiiiprot)etiietit in arm Pipe fone

Patent Nos. 10233—98. V /
*

Imparts a pervading Richness. A delightful Resonator. Magnificent

Power and Variety. Trifling Cost to existing Organs.

jTtom OnsoliciteD Crane ©pinions, etc.

" Much pleased with your Tubeon."

" Amazed at the excellent quality of Tone they lend to Pipes."

" A vigorous Tonal sensation."

" A surprisingly Cheap method for Transforming and Improving the

Tone of Organs."

" Most charming Orchestral Effects."

" For Congregational Singing, unique in its Helpful Blending and

Dignity of Tone."

" Need scarcely say how pleased great improvement. It is

now rich and most admirable in every respect .... Musical

friends delighted with the effect."

Organ Inspections and sample Tubeon submitted Free of Charge.

Renovations, Tunings, etc., at moderate rates.

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^

GRINDROD <£^ Co.,

Organ Works, ROCHDALE.
sA



Limited,

-« Organ Builders «

NORWICH & LONDON.
©~>A©>iS>;S>i©><©>^S>iS>^S>JS>^S>v_c)

For Estimates and Specifications, apply

ORGAN WORKS, NORWICH; or

11, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.

HOPE=JONES ORGANS
caiiti) ^otjatJle Console, Double CoucJ), ^top^keps, CiuaDrupler

Composition I^eps, ^top^stoitcj), Suitable 15ass ^tuD, etc*

CAN BE DIVIDED INTO TWO OR MORE PARTS; BRACKETED
FROM WALLS; OR OTHERWISE DISPOSED TO SUIT

THE ACOUSTICAL AND ARCHITECTURAL
FEATURES OF THE BUILDING.

NEW METHODS OF TONE-PRODUCTION & VOICING EMPLOYED, GIVING

INCREASED BRILLIANCY & VARIETY OF EFFECT.

Apply ROBERT HOPE-JONES, M.I.E.E.,

St. Stephen's Square, NORWICH.



THE

Po$llive Organ €o.,
LIMITED,

Sa, Berkley %^ad^ Chalk Farm^

LONDON, N.W.

il? 'J"

2Dtrfctor0

:

E. J. Hopkins, Esq., Mus. Doc. (Chairman).

J. Mewburn Levien, Esq. W. Raeburn Andrew, Esq.

Thomas Casson, Managing Director <S* Sec.

'i? 'i? "w? *w *$? v

HE "Positive" is a small I^eal organ for Country, Mission,

and Colonial Churches, Private and other Chapels, Drawing-

rooms, Masonic Lodges, Theatres for organ eflfects, etc.

Tones from organ flue pipes exclusively. See description and testi-

mony of value by Dr. Hinton. Testimonials from Sir J. Stainer,

D.C.L., Sir G. Martin, Mus. Doc, Professor Turpin, Mus. Doc,

Doctors Wood, Agutter, Yorke-Trotter, etc, Clarence Eddy, W. H.

Cummings, Esq., F.S.A., and others, too numerous to quote.

w 'w '** *)!(? 'i? *$?

©cgans of Ctoo or Cbree Qianuals (j Ipeuals.

The company will build these on Casson's System, the most

economical and efficient of organs ; but no cheap or competitive

work will be undertaken.

" The Organ at Omagh is by far the finest instrument of its size that has ever

come under pubHc notice .... The most scientific one ever built,"

Rev. H. BEWERUNGE, Prof. Mus., St. Patrick's College, MAYNOOTH.
" Mr. Casson is without doubt the most advanced builder in England."

Clarence Eddy.

FOR PARTICULARS APPLY TO THE SECRETARY.



By appointment.

I). W^l ^A Orsan Builder

8, Berkeley Road^ ^^^^^M\ ^^g^^t'^ Parky

(near CHALK FARM station). ^^^^^^^^^^^^T LONDON N
ESTABLISHED 1859.

aSuiI5et Of some of tbe largest tour*manual organs in tbts country.

INVENTOR OF THE FOLLOWING IMPROVEMENTS IN PIPE ORGANS:

Transposing Combination Pedals, 1862.

Application of the Double touch to Manuals, 1864.

"Choir" Organ, and Pedal Studs to Harmoniums, Highest Award
Guildhall Exhibition, 1866. y^^ro/'.- Sir J. Benedict.

Eclipse Pneumatic Action, Highest Award Inventions Exhibition, 1885.

Pneumatic Organ Pedal Action to Pianofortes, Highest Award
Inventions Exhibition, 1885.

"Simplex" Pneumatic Valves to Pedal Sound Boards, 1894.

COMBINATION ORGAN, embracing a self-acting and manual instrument,

actuated throughout by Tubular Pneumatic Agency. The self-

acting department propelled by an atmospheric engine.

(Organ erected for the late J. H. Van Ryn, Esq., 1896).

Testimonial from E. H. TURPIN, Esq., Mus. D., Sec. Royal Coll. Organists.

18, The Avenue, Brondesbury, Nov. 11th, 1896.

" Having recently inspected an organ playable both by keyboard and mechanical means, invented
by that well-known ingenious, experienced, and painstaking organ builder, Mr. Wedlake, I am able
to offer testimony regarding the success of his work. The instrument is an excellent specimen of the
complete Pipe Organ w'ith distinct manuals and pedal organ, and so is available for the performance
at the keyboards of classical organ music, with well-voiced and effective stops. Further, the auto-
matic machinery has been contrived with every regard to efficiency, silent working and economy of

space. The successful combination both of Keyboard and Mechanical Organ, presents facilities and
advantages especially as a home instrument. Mr. Wedlake has, therefore, met a growing want by
his successful combination. Music now claims so large a share of public attention that instruments
combining both keyboard and mechanical appliances are likely to be of extensive and general utility

"

Extractfrom Testimonial

:

^- ^ TURPIN.
" I can with much pleasure bear testimony to the merits of the Grand Combination Organ of your

invention. In all my long and varied experience of orchestrion work I can safely say it is the most
wonderful instrument I have seen or heard of."

Signed LEOPOLD MUKLE (late partner Imhoff and Mukle).

COMBINATION ORGANS [a] With Cylinders as in the above-mentioned instrument.

(b) With perforated paper rolls and folding cards.

iSaeiJiafec'jj Cuiular tSnEumatioS k (!?rltpSr |9ufumattc Echcr air, rciSjprtttbflg, uuSurpaiSieii

(or jironifitiie^s} of rcpctttton, Hurabilttg, if ccanoms.



BEDWELL AND SON,

Organs for Church, Hall, & Chamber, built upon the

most modern principles of construction :

Cracker, Cutiular, anD (Slcctcic.

ESTIMATES 'J TESTIMOXIALS FREE.

A few good Second-hand Organs generally on hand.

tA)t Catrtbrttiffe 2)rgan 5IUorb0,
ENGLAND.

WINCHESTER ORGAN WORKS
ESTABLISHED 1383.

W. J. BURTON,
Builder of CI^nrcK dnd Ct^icBer Or^^D5.

The Renovation, Cleaning, Repairing, &c., of Organs undertaken in all parts of

the country. Estimates and Specifications are furnished Free of Charge, and

Organs inspected and reported on. Tunings singly, or by contract by the year, at

moderate charges.

SPECIALITIES :—An improved form of Tubular Pneumatic Action,

which is perfectly silent in working, prompt, reliable, and inexpensive.

(This Action can be seen in use in organs in various localities). Also, the

building of Organs in difficult positions, where space is limited.

REFERENCES TO EillXEXT ORGANISTS.

FACTORY :—Removed to larger and more commodious premises at

7, GREAT MINSTER STREET, WINCHESTER.

THE MACHINERY IS DRIVEN BY ELECTRIC MOTORS.



improvements in Organ Building,

A. HUNTER M SON
|^|EG to call the attention of the Clergy and the Profession to their system of

Tubular Organs, with their patent tubular pneumatic Coupling Chamber
applied. The Organs are perfectly quiet to play, there being no mechanical

arrangements to rattle, stick, or cipher. They possess a uniform touch, as the

couplers do not affect the touch in any way. The touch is as light as a pianoforte,

and as prompt.

The Organs are much firmer in tone, more especially the basses, as the pallets

always open to the full extent if the key or pedal is only partially pulled down.

The Keys can be placed in any position and the Organ distributed more con-

veniently, as there is no action to be studied.

A steadier wind is also obtained, as each Organ has its own reservoir.

65a, HIGH STREET, CLAPHAM.

TELEPHONE,
1603.ALBERT KEATES,

Organ )Butltier,

SHEFFIELD ORGAN WORKS,

CHARLOTTE RD., SHEFFIELD.

if

Jf3eto ©rgans built toitt) Q^ecbanical or CutJUlat Pneumatic
action as DcsireD^

Tunings ^ Cleanings contracted for in all parts of the Kingdom.

SPECIFICATIONS, TESTIMONIALS, AND ESTIMATES,

FREE ON APPLICATION.



ALFRED KIRKLAND,
Organ JButltier.

113, Cottenham Road, Upper Holloway,

LONDON, N.

Estimates for Church, Chapel, or Chamber Organs, carefully

prepared and sent free of charge.

TUNINGS & OTHER REPAIRS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.

F. H. Browne £^ Sons, €)rgan Buimxs,
(Established (1S71),

Kent Organ Works, DEAL. Agency: 3, Rue Lafayette, CALAIS.

specialities : High-class Voicing, Material, Design, Construction, & Workmanship at moderate prices.

A simple and perfect Tubular-Pneumatic System for all purposes.

ILLUSTRATED & DESCRIPTIVE BOOK, POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

SPECIFICATIONS & ESTIMATES FREE.

Tuning done in any part of the Country and on the Continent by yearly contract or otherwise.

MORGAN & SMITH, €)rgan Butltiers,

HorfolK Square, BRIGHTON.

Specifications and Estimates free for New Organs, Re-buildings,

Tunings, Repairs, etc.

Pneumatic Actions a speciality.



NICHOLSON ^ Co., ^^^trr'^

Pa/ace Yard, WORCESTER.

Organs constructed with Tubular & other Improved Pneumatic Actions.

Specifications, Estimates, Designs, Testimonials, and List of New Organs
built, and others reconstructed, sent post free on application.

(f£ftabU£ff)eti 1829.

WILKINSON & SONS,
* iBrgan Jfactor^ *

KENDAL.

P Q YORSTON ^^^^^ Builder, Voicer & Tuner,

VAUXHALL, LONDON, S.E.

RGANS built and re-built on a system of Suction-and-Blow Tubular Pneu-

matic Action, with an absolute instantaneous repetition of speech.

Combination Pistons which can be set before the performance of a piece

of music : the desired combination set can be either used by pistons or composition

pedals, all drawstops registering.

No committing to memory, "simple," "clear," with no complication in con-

struction of action.
ESTIMATES FREE.

F. FONSECA,
14, Montpelier Road,

KENTISH TOWN, N.W.

iaeet) anti iFlute j&tpe "Foicer.
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